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WELCOME
MUSTANGS!
Tahoe Joe's is a proud supporter of Col Poly
-  ^OPEN FOR LUNCH DAILY
Offering 20 entrees under $10!
.  I
#$1.99 HAPPY HOUR APPETIZERS
Daily] larri-6pm  & 9pm-close 
& ALL DAY on Sunday
^STEAKS, CHOPS and SEAFOOD
Charbroiled over an authentic 
alrnond v/ood tire.
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485 Madonna Rd., San-Luis Obispo
805.543.8383
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Open 7 days per  week ♦ Customer parking lot 
668  MARSH ST. SLO, CA ♦ 8 0 5 - 5 4 3 - 6 6 6 2
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INSOMNIA 
HAS ITS 
PERKS
OPEN 'TIL MIDNIGHT OR LATER
Whatever the time, the King's always cookin'. So drop 
in and get the food you love anytime you're awake.
'PMtcipMon fi«y vary Tld 4 C 7000 Bi«r9»r Kktg Brandt Inc AM Ayhe Waaarvad
1075 Olive St. on Santa Rosa 1358 Madonna Rd. on Los Osos Valley Rd.
(across from Taco Bell) (Laguna Village Shopping Center)
5 4 3 -3 5 6 4  5 4 1 -4 9 0 2
O p en  till la m  Frid ay & Saturday O pen  till 2 am  Friday & Saturday
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P R E G N A N C Y  SU PPO R T  CENTER ’
m
PREGNAN 
TES
WE ALSO  OFFER:
• ULTRASOUNDS 
OPTIONS INFORMATION
• COUNSELING 
• MATERNITY CLOTHES
• BABY CLOTHES
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TREBOF LIFE
PREGNANCY SIPPORT CENTER
ALL SERVICES ARE 
FREE AND 
COMPLETELY 
CONFIDENTIAL
CALL US TODAY!
5 4 3 -6 0 0 0
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write a letter
M'jstan<>-t'aiiy reserves the right t 
edit letters loi grammar, protanii' - 
and lengttv Letters, confimenlar:- 
and Qàrtoons do iio t represent tn.- 
views Dt Iho Mustang t3aify. Pl(w , 
lim it length to 250 words. Let 
le rs should include the writer's 'm 
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A t t e n t io n  C a l  P o l y  
S t u d e n t s !
B r i n g  in  y o u r  p a r e n t s  d u r i n g  w e e k
O F  W E L C O M E  F O R  A  M E A L  A T  T H E
A p p l e  F a r m  R e s t a u r a n t  8 c r e c e i v e  a
W H O L E  F R U IT - P IE  T O  T A K E  H O M E !
Valid for week o f welcome only 9/13-19. Minimum o/ hvo entrees 
must be purvfiased (t> receive the pie. Must present coupon.
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Avoid ■Burnout
w w w . m u s t a n g d a i l y . n e t
________ Ule've /jot plenty of distractions.
Freshman, transfer students and parents,
Welcome to Cal Poly and the Week of Welcome edition of the Mustang Daily.
The Mustang Daily is a free publication written, edited, designed and printed entirely by students. Each 
year the editorial staff puts together an issue filled with stories for incoming freshman, transfer students and 
parents. In this particular issue, the editors and staff writers traveled up and down the Central Coast to visit 
the local beaches (pg. 64-66), spent hours browsing the Internet in search of the best procrastination websites 
available (pg. 37), and prepared a rundown of the fall Mustang games every student should mark on their cal­
endar, including the top Mustang athletes to keep an eye on this upcoming fall season (pg. 80-81).
As you get acquainted to the pages of the Mustang Daily, feel free to also get to know the editorial and ad­
vertising staff. Located in building 26, room 226, the editorial and advertising staff work throughout the day 
to provide the students of Cal Poly with a daily newspaper worthy enough to represent the school and its stu­
dents. Feel free to stop in and see what all the excitement is about, send us an e-mail with your story ideas or 
visit our website, www.mustangdaily.net, and share your thoughts on our stories. Want to write for the Mus­
tang Daily? We invite all majors to join the staff so don’t be scared to send us an e-mail. We would love to hear 
from you.
Leticia Rodriguez, editor in chief
Patrick Leiva, managing editor
T a b l e  o f  C o n t e n t s
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H SLO Antique Treasures 
and Collectibles
“‘The Friendly Store"
Buy • Sdi • Tndr • Coosi^nnicfU
Specializing in Estate Sales
Desks, Dressers, L am p, Jewiery, Coins, Linens, and much more!
(«•5) 547-W9» 
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How WOW got its big break
P'S")
* COURTESY PHOTO
leaders participate in many team-building events in preparation for WOW.
kAai. »»,
Best Buy® is the place for 
back-to-school technology.
Com e to your Best Buy store to find everything your 
student will need for a great start to the new year
B E S T  B U Y ^  S A N  L U I S  O B I S P O
255 Madonna Rd, San Luis Obispo. CA 93405
For store information, visit us online at BestBuy.com/store/SanLuisObispo
Buyer be bappy-
VaW C9/toVK> - 09/30/10 only tn Best 8uy*storas
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Week of Welcome, more commonly 
known as WOW, has come a long 
way since its start. Over the years 
W O W  has not only become a tradi­
tion at CaJ I’oly —  for many, it has 
become a way o f life.
Cal Poly was founded in 1901 
and has always featured an orienta­
tion program, it is seen as a way for 
new students to ease their transition 
into life at Cal Poly.
“W O W  is an initial push out o f 
your comfort zone. It’s about start­
ing a new chapter in your life and 
realizing that you’re not the only one 
in that boat,” said Evan Ruhwedel, 
E!xecutivc Board member and recent 
graphic communications graduate.
An increase o f enrollment over 
time brought about an increase in 
participation and the program de­
veloped into “Welcome Week” in 
1956. Originally, this week was de­
signed to train a team o f student 
leaders, which generally consisted o f 
club leaders and members o f student 
government.
“One o f the key areas that has 
evolved is growth in participation. 
With the rise in new student partici­
pation, we have also experienced a 
rise in interest o f our student lead­
ers,” said Andrenc Kaiwi-Lcnting, 
assistant direcTor o f Student Life and 
Leadership.
According to the W O W  website, 
the program began as a week-long 
event with a two day retreat, called 
“Welcome Round-Up Camp," at 
Camp Pinecrest and Camp Ocean 
Pines in C^ambria. Bonding activi­
ties included ping-pong, volleyball, 
baseball, dances and discussions. 
W O W  groups on average had 30 
new students, or W OWies, and four 
leaders.
Ih c  1960s were essential to 
W O W  and set many o f the stan­
dards that are still around today, 
such as smaller groups with only two 
Orientation Ixraders, meeting times 
and campus knowledge quizzes.
“Although helping new students 
have a smooth transition has been 
the main catalyst o f our program, 
we have been more proactive in our 
leadership training to prepare our 
leaders to be advocates o f the pro­
gram’s objectives and goals,” Kaiwi- 
Lenting said.
Kaiwi-lxntig said the program is 
always evolving to better itself and 
more efficiently meet the needs o f 
new students.
“Orientation programs, especially 
WOW, have always been progressive 
in implementing new approaches to 
some very common topics and is- 
sues,” Kaiwi-Lcnting said. “W O W  is 
not timid about being innovative.”
M e e t th e  S taff
There are six Executive Board mem­
bers, 61 W O W  Team members, 680  
Orientation Leaders and thousands 
o f hours o f volunteer work that go 
into planning WOW. According 
to the W O W  staff, it is the largest 
student-run orientation program in 
the nation.
see WOW page 9
Check out the Classifieds!
F^ree ads for Students. Facutly. & Staff!
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2aJ Polys W O W  is so big that the 
.‘putation precedes it —  people 
now who we arc,” said Hillary 
'.audle, Executive Board member 
id  recent art and design graduate.
Each year the executive board 
ctends the National Orientation 
)irectors Association conference 
) collaborate with other student 
-aders from all over the nation. Cal 
oly’s W O W  stands out as one o f 
le more distinguished orientation 
Tograms at the conference and has 
een used as a model for other uni-
sary knowledge.
“A lot o f times people don’t re­
alize how much programming goes 
into getting students the informa­
tion they need.’’ Caudle said.
“It’s more than Just doing it 
for the sake of doing it.”
Students spend nearly 100,000 
hours every year planning and or­
ganizing WOW. W hat’s more: all o f 
this time is volunteer work.
“Everyone involved makes a con­
scious choice to give their time. No­
body is lorccd to be there. Everyone 
is there for the benefit o f  someone 
else,” said C'harlotte Cashell-Varga,
ersity orientation programs. , W O W  Team member and history
W O W  is now structured into'^ senior. "M ost people get involved 
tree student leadership tiers: th e ^  to benefit the transition of tire new 
xecutive Board, W O W  Team and^freshm an class and transfers and 
)rientation Leaders. Bpid that thqr are rewarded in the
------------- ------------ l ^ j -------
(e who approaches WOW  
tidth an open mind, ready to 
learn, ready to share, it vdtt hd^ 
them find their placj^
•*- Andrene KaiwI-Lentig
Assistant Director o> Student Ufeand laradership
The Executive Board is made up 
(f six student volunteers that put in 
pproximatcly 20 hours per week 
hroughout the school year. Each 
nember is assigned to a committee, 
»n top o f a handful o f  other respon- 
ibilities, such as building a mutu- 
Jly beneficial relationship between 
X'OW and the community, plan­
ting events for the week, creating 
raining programs and overseeing 
he orientation program.
“Our W O W  program is very 
tructured, intentional and planned, 
fhere is a lot o f front work that goes 
nto W OW ,” Kaiwi-Lcnting said. 
‘W ho better to (plan this program) 
han students, for students?”
Members o f  W O W  Team are ’ 
ilso assigned to committees to as- 
.ist the executive board. While all 
earn members undergo the same 
raining, some are part of the pro- 
luction crew and the others arc fa- 
.'ilitators. Production crew members 
:reate training materials and help 
vith projects for their assigned com- 
nittees, while the facilitators train 
ind lead a group o f student leaders. 
Production crew members also assist 
'acilitators with their groups.
After the student leaders (or lead­
ers in training) fulfill their training, 
they graduate and become O rien­
tation Leaders. The Orientation 
Leaders work in groups o f two to 
welcome freshmen and transfer stu­
dents and provide them with neces-
~ ~ S'
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Quick dry & no staining 
(k  fhemicol smell 
No harmful UV roys
process.
Many o f the students think the 
benefits of being a volunteer far out­
weigh their time spent.
“1 like volunteering because it 
gives me a lot o f things to do and so 
many things to be a part of. fo r me, 
it’s more than doing it just for the 
sake o f doing it,” said Paul Band, 
Orientation Leader and electrical 
engineering senior.
Recently Band turned to his fel­
low W O W  leaders to ask for help 
with a 5K run he is organizing for 
the Cal Poly .Trail Runners club 
and immediately received several c- 
mails from eager W O W  volunteers. 
Band said the members o f W OW  
have been a great support system for 
him.
“Everyone that docs W O W  loves 
to help others,” he said.
The volunteers learn the impor­
tance o f inclusivcnc.ss, helping oth­
ers, and much more throughout 
their training, but for many the big­
gest benefit is getting to know one­
self on a deeper level.
“It’s a great way to develop as a 
leader, to sec yourself evolve and be­
come more comfortable with who 
you arc, and also seeing others go 
through that too,” Caudle said.
W O W  is unique to C"al Poly and 
a gateway into the university life for 
freshmen and transfer students.
“All I know is that there is noth­
ing like W OW ,” Ruhwedd said.
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!INPQI«0 ACROSS FROM FOSTER'S FREEZE •  641 HIGUERA STREET SUITE 102^
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/  MINERAL SPRINGS ' R E S O R T
R E S O R T  «  R E S ! A U  R A N T  @ D A Y  SPA @ H O T  T U B S  #  H I K I N G
CAL POLY STUDENT HOT TUB SPECIAL
i' jiiw-'"- ' ‘ ffiy  :
Secluded Mineral Spring Hot Tubs
2 person, 4  person, 6  person, 9 pendn tubs available
$10 per person per hour Moadi^Thursday
Open Daily; 8 am -12 am (last reservation at 10;45}
Reservations: 595-7302
1215 Avila Beach Drtvc “On the road to Avila Beach*' ........
PV£ OFFER DAILY YOGA, PI FATES AND TAI CHI CLASSES 
YOGA PASS: $100 FOR 10 CLASSES
L im it one discount per tub rental. Excludes holidays, .must present valid  Col Poly ID . Reservations recommended. Cannot be combined viitb any other offer or discount.
Soma business programs put theif t - r; 
bottom line ahead of your education.
Not Braridman. We're a non>profit
. . . ‘ ¿ - „ . . . .■ . js s ;«
school within the prestigious Chapman 
University System.
The Brandman MBA is a degree 
designed for the real world. We offer 
a flexible mix of evening and online 
classes taught by experienced 
entrepreneurs and business leaders.
At Brandman, you can earn your 
business degree from an institution 
you can trust.
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University
C H A PM A N  U N I V E R S I T Y  S Y S T E M
6r«f\dm«n U niv«ftH y it  tce rtd ittd  by. tn d  It  t  mtmb«« of. 
tK t  W ftt t rn  A tto cttfio n  of S c h o d t  tctd C o U tfts  CW ASC).
G ET FREE
E X E C U T I V E  C O A C H I N G  
W H E N  Y O U  E N R O L L
(A $ 1 ,2 0 0  VALUE).
BOO ’>111 4100 
hrjndn^ jn edufMBA
Hungry? Grab your Poly Card
Margaret Pack
MPACK@CALPOLY.EDU
Cal Poly freshmen that live in on- 
campus residence halls are man­
dated to purchase a dining plan but 
many may not realize exactly what 
is included. There are three differ­
ent meal plans to choose from that 
combine meal credits and plus dol­
lars, so students can use their meal 
plan to buy almost any food avail­
able on campus.
The Freedom Plan includes eight 
meal credits per week, the Flex­
ibility Plan has 10 meal credits per 
week and the Value Plan has 12 
meal credits per week. All three also 
include plus dollars that are allotted 
quarterly-dollars that arc credited 
on a students account and can be 
used to buy food on campus. The 
Freedom plan includes the most 
with $475, followed by Flexibility 
with $300 and Value with $75.
Plus dollars arc added to stu­
dents’ accounts at the beginning o f 
every quarter: however, any excess 
rolls over until the end o f spring 
quarter. But meal credits_expire at 
the end of every week —  begin­
ning Saturday morning and ending 
Friday night, said Yukie Nishinaga, 
Marketing and Public Relations di­
rector o f C'ampus Dining.
Meal credits can be used at three 
locations on campus: 19 Metro Sta­
tion, VG C a^fe, .Sandwich Factory 
and, starting this year, Einstein Bros. 
Bagels in Poly Canyon, Nishinaga 
said. If a student’s meal costs more
* NHA HA MUSTANG DAll
Meal credits can be used at three campus locations: 19 Metro Station, VG Café, 
Sandwich Factory and Einstein Bros. Bagels in Poly Canyon.
than is allowed for a meal credit —  
$7.90 for breakfast, $8.75 for lunch, 
$10.75 for dinner and $8.75 for late 
night —  it is possible to make up the 
difference using plus dollars.
Cal Poly’s meal plan is not an “all 
you can eat buffet.” Instead, set meals 
allow for minimal waste, as well as a 
more quality product and increased 
variety, Nishinaga said.
For example, 19 Metro Station 
has five different stations: a salad bar, 
an Asian foi>d station, a “homeward 
hound” station (with classic hot
dishes), an Italian pasta station an 
a grill menu, along with a variety < 
grab-and'go items, Nishinaga said.
Soil science sophomore Samn 
Buono said she used her meal credi 
mostly at VG Cafe and Metro.
“If  1 had to use a meal credit, 
was definitely for a scramble at VG 
for breakfast or lunch. They mat 
them right in front o f you, and yo 
can add whatever you want,” Buon 
said. “But, I thought that Metro ha
see Meal Plan, page 1
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The most difficult part about decreas­
ing student enrollment to where it 
needed to be by fall quarter was rcjea- 
ing more than two-thirds of Cal Poly’s 
freshman applicants, Provost and Vice 
President for Academic Afrairs Robert 
Koob said.
Cal Poly, along with the rest of the 
colleges in the California State Uni­
versity system, was told by the chan­
cellors office to cut student numbers 
this year in order to save money. Ih e  
decision put Cal Poly on track to meet 
the required enrollment target set by 
the chancellor’s office o f 15,702 frill 
time equivalent students.
I.ast year’s total enrollment for the 
23 e S U  campuses peaked at 357,000 
frill time equivalent students but was 
reduced to 343,000 by the end of 
the school year, 'fhe chancellor’s of­
fice was forced to shave the number 
to 310,000 this year because o f a $685 
million budget cut to the CSU system, 
said Eric Forbes, director o f enrollment 
management services for the C^ifornia 
State University.
By rejecting more freshman appli­
cants, dismissing students on academic 
probation and helping students that 
have been enrolled for more than four 
years to graduate. Cal Poly was able to 
achieve enrollment goals.
A record 33,626 freshmen applied 
for fall, o f which the university selected 
10,918. Ih e  final number of those who 
accepted offers will be available in Sep­
tember, but an estimate is about 3,500 
new freshmen, Koob said.
Students surpassing four years were 
forced to graduate in order to cut num­
bers as well. These were students who 
had waited to take their final units in 
order to take additional classes, post­
pone graduation or stay in San Luis 
Obisp«, Director o f Institutional Plan­
ning and Analysis Brent Goodman 
said. They were given contracts forcing 
them to complete their remaining de­
gree requirements as stxm as the classes 
were made available.
Cal Poly also staned to enforce
September S3-28//2010
register at greeklife.calpoly.edu
^  b 6  g  r  e e  k  amazing friends, unforgettable experiences
academic probation guidelines more 
striedy, Goodman said.
“We tried to focus on areas where 
we knew students weren’t going to be 
successful,” Goodman said.
In previous years, students were giv­
en multiple quarters to get off o f aca­
demic probation. Now, students must 
raise their grade point average above 
2.0 by the following quaner or likely 
be dismissed from the university.
The most difficult part was at­
tempting to keep class offerings simi­
lar to what it has been in recent years 
while keeping enough faculty and staff 
employed to meet the needs o f the stu­
dents, Goodman said. To make sure 
this didn’t happen. Cal Poly looked 
into additional ways to increase funds 
while still meeting the specified num­
ber o f friU-time equivalent students.
Cal Poly was able to get money by 
accepting more out-of-state students. 
This allowed the university to maintain 
class offerings, class sizes and faculty 
numbers.
“About 10 percent o f our incoming 
class this year will be from out-of-state. 
The reason for that is they don’t count 
against our in-sute enrollment," Koob 
said. “They pay a large tuition that 
covers the cost of attendance here, so 
they allow us to keep more faculty and 
staff employed.”
The university’s average aist of at­
tendance fier student mas at about 
$ 12,000 per year, Koob said.
Last year’s freshman class had al­
ready been admitted when budget cuts 
were instituted, so the university had to 
use furloughs to make up for the cost 
deficit, Krx}b said.
With no furloughs this year, the to­
tal number o f out-of-state students was 
raised to an estimated 961 as o f Sept. 1, 
Cfoodman said.
The addition o f out-of-state stu­
dents was essential for Cal Poly to 
maintain the overall fed within each 
dassroom. Media Team l^eader Suda 
Momburg said.
“Without more out-of-state stu­
dents, the trademark small classes 
would have to be changed to more 
traditional lecture hall type classes,” 
Momburg said. “It costs less money 
to have one professor teach one class 
o f 120 smdents than it costs five pro- 
fissors to teach five dasses o f 20 to 30 
smdents.”
Other ways Cal Poly saved money 
was by decreasing the number of elec­
tives oficird, by asking more profis- 
sors to teach general education classes 
and by suspending several building 
projects, Momburg said.
see Students, pugs 13
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Meal Plan
om inued from  page ¡0
aetter options usually for lunch and 
dinner.”
Campus Dining continues to 
change the meal options given de­
pending on student input.
“A lot o f feedback we were getting 
(in the past) included adding more 
vegetarian options," Nighinaga said. 
■‘The reason why we make changes is 
100 f>ercent because students ask for 
them.”
Adding more vcgetari.an options 
also meant healthier options, she 
said.
‘‘There was a girl on my floor (in 
the residence halls) who was a veg­
etarian, and the black bean burgers 
at Metro and VG s were her favorite. 
She also loved the veggie wraps and 
veggie pitas at both Sandwich Fac­
tory and the Avenue," Buono said.
Nishinaga said there are diflerent 
ways to satisfy students with special 
dietary needs.
“There are awesome local vendors
Students
continued fn m  page 12
The upcoming school years re­
cruitment o f students has already been 
completed so no additional student 
numbers will be cut this year, Koob 
said.
Whether or not Cal Poly will con­
tinue to decrease enrollment and make 
adjustments to save money next year 
remains to be seen.
“That depends entirely upon what 
happens with the states budget,” Koob 
said. “The numbers may change but a 
rough estimate says it will remain con­
stant or rise slighdy.”
that provide products at Campu.s 
Market that provide amazing vegan 
and vegetarian options —  almost 
everything is modifiable too, such as 
sandwiches and pastas," Nishinaga 
said.
Biological sciences sophomore 
Victoria Phillips said she would have 
liked more variety, but said the food 
was edible.
Phillips said that during her 
freshman year she didn’t like how 
the smallest meal plan option was 
still eight meal credits, which were 
too many for her since meal credits 
can only be used at certain locations 
o f  campus. She said she would defi­
nitely suggest the meal plan with the 
smallest number of meal credits.
“F.ven if you lose meal credits, 
you can still use plus dollars to buy a
meal,” Phillips .said.
Even if a student has plus dollars 
left over at the end o f a quarter or the 
year, the university otters such things 
as school supplies and shirts at Cam­
pus Market for this exact purpose. 
However, meal plans can only be 
used for food.
“I usually used my plus dollars 
at the end o f the quarter at Campus 
Market,” Phillips said. “I didn’t use 
a lot o f my meals and they went to 
waste.”
Cal Poly Campus Dining works 
to not waste the food that would oth­
erwise be thrown away. In February 
2009, Campus Dining brought back 
an old Cal Poly tradition o f com ­
posting old food material, which in 
the past had been done by students, 
and now is done by the local com-
pany Engel &  Gray Inc., Nishinaga 
said.
“We compost approximately .300 
tons per year, almost 200 pounds o f 
cardboard is recycled and, further­
more, we use a lot o f our old fry 
oil to fuel our bio-diesel trucks for 
Campus Dining,” Nishinaga said. 
“We also create a relatively small 
carbon footprint since our Campus 
Dining trucks are only needed to 
transport on campus, and SO per­
cent o f them arc electric and bio­
diesel.”
Additionally, Campus Dining 
is now involved with social media, 
utilizing both Facebook and Iwit- 
ter, to share PolyDeals that inform 
students about updates and deals 
for eating on campus.
Meal plan tips:
Avoid wasted meal credits 
by using them on:
1. Bottled beverages 
2.Snacks (cbipSvfnjit, ' ^ 1  
Grab-n-go snacks, etc.) 
f  3. Frozen treats (at VG 
Café) - _
♦ Wake up early to use a 
breakfast meal credit at:^
1. Smidwich Factory
2. Einstein Bros. Bagels
♦ Plan to cjt at lato"nigh^  
„¿Cctófve plus doUafsi
ipeals,ftrst "
♦ Spend the whole mealj 
liedit value.4.
Suspended 
Building Projects:
Graphic Arts - Refur­bish air handling units Walter F. Dexter - R&R air handling units Mathematics and Sci­ence - Refurbish air han­dling unitsRobert E. Mott Physi­cal Education - Refurbish air handling units, replace scalloped roof Engineering South - Install hot water heat exchangerA toln istration  - Re­place weather stripping Robert E. K en n ey  Library - Reroof Kenne­dy Library cyebrowiioofs C otdiett Education - Replace gutters ^  m Anchtte^mre and
ADA sliding door IBI 
and tnadware door 3Ò2 
A()^ J^ a^giiieertng - Paint 
insidi ai»i out
t r ^ i l M i t r e p l a O e t n e m  , 
E  Dexter-Re- 
roof
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California loses second bid for Race to the Top education grant
Connie Llanos
DAILY NEWS, LOS ANGELES
California students will miss out on 
$700 million in education grants af­
ter finishing among the losing states 
in the second round o f the federal 
“Race to the Top” contest, U.S. De­
partment o f Education officials an­
nounced in August.
Los Angeles Unified could have 
come home with $120 million from 
the contest, which aims to reward 
states with reform-minded teachers 
unions and administrators.
Department o f Education officials
said detailed explanations for pick­
ing the 10 winners, including the 
District o f Columbia, Massachusetts, 
New York and Ohio, would be re­
leased Wednesday.
'Ihey will split a pool o f $3.25 bil­
lion in grants.
“While p>eer reviewers rated these 
10 as having the highest scoring 
plans, very few points separated them 
from the remaining applications,” a 
depanment statement said. It added 
that quality o f the applications and 
the limited availability o f money were 
the main factors in the decision.
U.S. Secretary o f Fxlucation Arne
Duncan said Tuesday that if there 
were more money for round 2 final­
ists, California would have made the 
cut.
“California is a state o f particular 
interest arid potential,” Duncan said. 
“I am really sad and disappointed 
that we were not able to fund Cali­
fornia.”
In the end, California came in 
l6th  o f 19 finalists.
After a disappointing finish dur­
ing the first round o f Race to the 
Top earlier this year, California took 
a unique approach to its application 
by having seven local school chief’s
— including Los Angeles Unified’s 
Ramon Cortincs -- write the applica­
tion based on reforms implemented 
in their individual districts.
“I am very disappointed... We 
gave this our best shot,” Cortines 
said. “I don’t know how you leave 
out 6 million children,” Cortincs said 
referring to California’s total student 
enrollment.
Designed to spur innovative ideas 
among educators, the Race to the 
Top contest asked states to submit 
applications on plans to improve stu­
dent achievement, focusing on areas 
that the Obama administration has
deemed priorities in education re­
form.
Cortincs and superintendents 
from Fresno, I^ng Beach, San Fran­
cisco, Sacramento, Sanger and Clo­
vis school districts put together a 
188-page application that proposed 
expanding the use o f student data 
to improve academic achievement. 
It also focused on placing the best 
teachers and principals in the needi­
est schools in the state.
The application also laid out plans 
to improve math, science and tcch-
see Grant, page 21
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Science and Mathematics building to undergo demolition
StKT i
,Iij0iqW?
Tim Miller
C1RCATIM@GMAIL.COM
Cal Poly revealed how the new 
Science and Mathematics Build­
ing demolition and construction 
would impact the campus in July.
The plan shows what parts o f 
campus will shut down to accom­
modate demolition and construc­
tion o f the new building, which will 
be located in the middle o f campus, 
between North Polyview Drive and 
Via Carta.
“It’s going to disrupt this part 
o f campus,” said Philip Bailey, 
dean o f the College o f  Science and 
Mathematics. “It’ll be tough for 
two and a half years.”
The difficulty will be worth 
it, Bailey said. 'Ihe new, six-story 
building will be almost 2 0 0 ,0 0 0  
square feet and have enough 
study space to rival the University 
Union.
To start the major demolition 
o f  the building, fences are to be 
put up during Week o f Welcome.
The project, which has been in 
the works for more than 15 years, 
received the money needed to 
continue plans and complete con­
struction.
“We were very unlucky. We 
thought we would occupy in fall 
2 0 0 8 ,” Bailey said.
Funding for the new building 
came mostly from a $400  million 
state bond, which added $105  mil­
lion to the $ 19 .5  million raised 
by private donations, Bailey said. 
The state had previously approved 
funding for the design o f the build­
ing and another bond will provide 
for the furniture in the building, 
putting the total project budget at 
$136  million.
The $400  million bond supplied 
the University o f California and 
California State University systems 
with funding for similar building 
projects.
The architect company, Zimmer 
Gunsul and Frasca Architects, has 
been working on the plan for a year. 
Gilbane Construction Company is 
now working With the architect to 
finalize the plans.
Some o f the projects Zimmer 
Gunsul and Frasca Architects have 
worked on include designing more 
than a million square feet o f  space 
for M icrosoft and the Portland In­
ternational Airport. Gilbane C on ­
struction Company is familiar with 
the Cal Poly campus, having built
the Engineering IV  building, which 
is more than half the size o f the new 
Science and Math Building.
There is no way the total esti­
mate will exceed the $ 1 3 6  million 
Cal Poly h.Ts for the building, said 
Bob Kitamura, head o f  Cal Poly 
Capital Projects. He said nothing 
could happen to make the total 
cost to the university exceed the 
estimate.
“It won’t,” he said.
Along with reconstruction o f 
the Science and Math Building, 
an upgrade to the Central Plant 
will provide the new, larger budd­
ing with air conditioning, said Joel 
Neel, senior associate director for 
Cal Poly Capital Projects.
The upgrade will increase the 
chiller capacity to handle what is 
required for the Campus Master 
Plan and put the entire campus 
on the same cold-water loop. The 
plant’s cost is set at $12  million, 
which will come out o f the $105 
million bond, and maintenance 
will be paid by the state, Neel said.
This article was previously published  on July 8. 2010.
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Tile project, which has heen in the works for more than 15 years, is expected to 
be finished in two and a half.
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The construction project will cost the school approximately $136  million, 
most of which is coming from a $400 million bond.
*  COURTESY PHOTO
This future Sdcnce and Mathematics building (depicted above) will not only be updated and have air conditioning; it will 
also consist of 200 ,000  square feet and have enough study space to rival the University Union.
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SLOcal law s you need to know
NHA HA MUSTANG DAILY
According to Campus Crime statistics in 2008, there were 40  special category 
arrests, which include arrests for drugs, alcohol and weapons, on campus.
Kaiiee Prazak
KARLEF.PRAZAK.MD@GMA1L.COM
San Luis Obispo, like any city, has 
the right to enforce its own city or­
dinances. It is important to be aware 
o f the unique laws that community 
members must abide by and what 
local police, both the San Luis Police 
Department (SLOPD) and the Uni- 
• versity Police Department (UPD), 
must implement.
Going face-to-face with the law 
can be detrimental to academics, 
bank accounts and future endeavors. 
New and returning students should
be acquainted with local'laws before 
beginning the new academic year so 
that an unfortunate encounter with 
the “five-0” can be delayed or avoided 
completely.
Every law is aimed at keeping the 
San Luis Obispo community safe and 
reduce disturbances around town. 
Some city ordinances are geared mainly 
towards homeowners and renters, but 
everyone should be aware o f them.
Go out resp>onsibly and keep the 
following laws in mind when around 
town.
see Laws, page 19
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Noise Violation
W hat is it?
* It is different from an unruly gathering —  you can get 
cited for both in one night i f  a party grows into an 
unruly gathering after receiving a noise violation.
* Loud noise can be heard further than 5 0  feet away from 
the property between 7 a.m . and 10 p.m . or across the 
property line between 10 p.m . and 7  a.m .
Fines and consequences
* First citation : $ 3 5 0
* Second citation  (w ithin a 12-m on th  period): $ 7 0 0
* Third citation  (w ithin a 12-m on th  period): $ 1 ,0 0 0 '
* Residence is put on D isturbance Advisem ent Card 
(D A C ) for 9-m on ths —  this alerts police that there is 
no courtesy warning because o f  repeat offenses.
* Landowners are notified.
* Student N eighborhood Assistance Program (SN A P) 
employees may, but are not required, to  alert first tim e 
offenders.
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SLO county sees more than 200 whooping cough cases
Sarah Parr
SARAH PAJULM MA1L.COM
San Luis Obispo County has seen 
210 o f approximately 900 confirmed, 
probable or suspect cases o f pertussis, 
or “whooping cough,” in the state so 
far this year, according to San Luis 
Obispo Public Health Services.
As o f early July, no related deaths 
have been reponed in the county.
The county- had 19 penussis cases 
during the past two years. San Luis 
Obispo Public Health Services epide­
miologist Ann McDowell, said out­
breaks usually happien every three
to four years becau.se the susceptible 
p>opulation grows.
“Were on pace to have one o f the 
worst outbreaks in 50 years. This is 
an ugly one,” McDowell said. “We’ve 
had cases from people as young as 10 
weeks and as old as 91 years.”
The California Depanmen t of 
Public Health clinical case definition 
of pertussis is “a cough or illness last­
ing at least two weeks with one o f the 
following; paroxysms o f coughing, in­
spiratory ‘whoop’ or post-tussive vom­
iting without other apparent cause.” 
The “whooping” sound is a result of 
loss o f breath from coughing so hard.
“Pertussis is a miserable disease,” 
McDowell .said. “You cough and 
hack.”
Public Health Services test for per­
tussis by taking a swab that will be 
examined in laboratory tests: the swab 
test is the only way to be diagnosed 
with pertussis.
McDowell said treating infants is 
top priority for health officials; only 
two local infants were hospitalized as 
o f early July. Infants are most suscep­
tible because they haven’t received all 
o f their booster shots, which arc usu­
ally received at sbe months and prevent 
the disease.
However, infants aren’t the only 
ones in need o f the booster shot. Any­
one 11 years or older should have a 
tetanus, diphtheria and pertussis, or 
T'dap, booster shot because childhood 
vaccinations wear off in adulthood, 
McDowell said. One Tdap vaccina­
tion as an adult will protect someone 
for the rest o f their life. The Tdap vac­
cination has no known serious side- 
eftccts.
“The best offense (to pertussis) is 
a strong defense — in this case, having 
been immunized,” said David Harris, 
M D, head o f medical services at Cal 
Poly.
Harris roughly estimates 10 percent 
o f Cal Pbly students have no immu­
nity against penussis or other diseases.
“It’s a very, very difficult situation 
to keep everybody healthy because 
you (students) like to share your bugs,” 
Harris .said. “On top of that, you’re 
stressed, you’re packed like sardines 
and you can’t afford to stay home and
recuperate, so you go to school sick 
and germs are shared.”
Biochemistry junior Doug Amato 
recalls feeling at risk for illnesses and 
disease when he lived with 32 other 
men on one floor o f the Sierra Madre 
dorm two years ago.
“If one jjerson got sick, usually ev­
eryone got sick,” Amato said.
Harris said a campus-wide pertus­
sis epidemic is unlikely during sum­
mer because the students get “out o f 
this packed, herdlike existence.”
In the event o f an outbreak, the 
San Luis Obispo Public Health Ser­
vices would take over campus health.
Cal Poly Health Center offers the 
Tdap vaccination for $35; San Luis 
Obispo Public Health Services charges 
$25. No appointment is needed at ei­
ther location.
This article was previously published on July 8, 2010.
Whooping cough
Pertussis, also known as whooping cough, was a major killer 
of infants in the United States before widespread vaccination efforts 
began In the 1940s.
Reported pertussis cases, U.S., 1922-2009
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Instances of pertussis, also know as whooping cough, in the U.S., 1922 to 2009.
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Dogs and other pets welcome at Florida college dorm
Luis Zaragoza
THE ORLANDO SENTINEL
Jasmine Parhams new college room­
mate is a dear friend from back 
home.
The roomie responds to “l.eo” 
and never goes to class, but can per­
form some neat tricks.
Leonora, a frisky border collie, 
and her owner, Parham, are among 
the first residents o f the first pet- 
friendly dorm at Stetson University 
in DeLand, Fla.
About 20 students and their pets
-  dogs, cats and a few caged gerbils 
and rats -  are taking up residence at 
Ncmec Hall, an established dorm, as 
the fall semester begins.
Stetson is not the first college to 
have a p>et-friendly dorm, but its 
among the relatively few schools
— f)crhaps a dozen or so across the 
country — that have formal policies 
and accommodations. Stetson offi­
cials say the dorms could become a 
recruitment tool that helps set the 
school apart, just as big schools such 
as the University o f Central Florida 
entice students with football stadi­
ums, basketball arenas and trendy 
eateries.
The idea behind the dorm is to 
give students -  freshmen, in particu­
lar -  a familiar presence as they make 
the sometimes stressful transition 
from home to campus.
“W hat better way to do that than 
to have a family friend there to greet 
you when you get out o f class?" said 
Justin Williams, the university’s di­
rector o f housing and residential life.
Having a pet along for the college
journey makes a dorm “a home away 
from home," he said.
Parham, a freshman from Palm 
Coast, Fla., agrees.
“I love having my best friend here 
with me,” Parham said.
Eckerd College, a private school 
in St. Petersburg, Fla., has had pet- 
ffiendly dorms for years. So has Ste­
phens College, a private school in 
Missouri that was the previous home 
o f current Stetstjn President Wendy 
Libby.
Libby brought the pet-friendly- 
dorm concept with her to Stetson 
a year ago. Stetson staff members 
visited Eckerd and Stephens to get 
ideas on how to set up similar living 
arrangements.
COURTESY PHOTO
Although small, independent col­
leges such as Stetson dominate the list 
o f pet-friendly schools, powerhouses 
Caltech and the Massachusetts In­
stitute o f Technology allow certain
small pets in some campus dorms.
Many schools, especially pub­
lic ones, may shy from pet-friendly 
dorms because o f liability worries 
connected to animal attacks or build­
ing maintenance. Stetson officials 
said. Students sign an agreement 
that sets out terms. Obedience train­
ing is required for dogs. Aggressive 
or noisy animals can be sent home.
In establishing policy at Stetson, 
the welfare o f the animal was a pri­
ority. So inspections will be held to 
make sure students are caring for 
their pets properly.
Students pay a $400-a-year sur­
charge to get a pet-friendly dorm 
room, with $200 o f that refundable 
if the room is kept in shape. Part of 
the fee goes toward pet-related costs, 
such as establishment o f a fenced dog 
walk near Nemec Hall. TTie rooms 
designated for pets are singles in­
stead o f standard double-occupancy 
rooms to avoid having cats and dogs 
as rtwmies.
Nm all animals are allowed. Dogs 
30 pounds and less are O K , as are
cats and caged rodents such as rats, 
gerbils and hamsters. Small fish and 
turtles that can reside comfortably in 
small water tanks are fine, too. Be­
cause o f potential odor issues, birds, 
most reptiles and rabbits are not on 
the approved list. Depending on how 
things go this year, however, the list 
may be expanded and the dog-weight 
limitation could be relaxed.
It’s too soon to tell whether 
Stetson’s pct-friendly-dorm experi­
ment will expand. Nemec Hall can 
accommodate up to 34 students with 
pets. Two additional rooms for resi­
dent staff also are pei-fricndly.
Arthur DeFilippo, a residential- 
life coordinator on staff who lives in 
Ncmec Hall with his wife, came to 
work at Stetson in part because o f the 
pet-friendly living accommodations.
There was no way the couple was 
going to give up Elphie, their pet 
puggle -  a canine mix o f pug and 
beagle.
“For a lot o f people, pets are like 
members o f the family,” DeFilippo 
said. “It’s about quality o f life.”
Grant
continued from  page 14
nology programs and base up to 30 
percent o f a teacher’s evaluation on 
student test data.
After the application was com­
plete, some 100 school districts and 
200 indepiendent charters in the state 
signed off and agreed to implement 
the plans.
Missing from the list o f supporters 
though were local and state teacher’s 
union leaders, who vocally opposed 
the state’s application.
Cortines, who was one o f five Cal­
ifornia delegates who went to Wash­
ington, D .C ., to present the state’s 
application, said he was questioned 
about the lack o f union support for 
the plans.
“I was grilled on that question... 
but I said I was confident that within 
the time period o f 13 months we 
could bring them along,” Cortines 
said.
Local and sute-wide labor leaders 
denounced the idea that they were 
somehow responsible for the state’s 
failure to win the contest, which they 
also criticized as unfair.
“From our perspective, we don’t 
believe that this Race to the Top, this 
racing and competing is the way to 
go,” said Sandra Jackson, spokes­
woman for the California Teacher’s 
Association.
“It creates winners and losers.”
A.J. Duffy, president o f United 
Teachers Los Angeles, said the local 
teacher’s union abstained from sup­
porting the application because labor 
leaders were not included in creating 
the reform strategies.
“I don’t believe we were engaged 
in meaningful discussions with the
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district,” Duffy said.
“When you’re dealing with .some­
body that wants you to be collab­
orative, but they have an agenda, it 
makes things a little difficult."
fhe Race to the Top grant contest 
enticed district’s to take bold action 
in education reform with the prom­
ise o f more than $4 billion in federal 
awards.
Delaware and Tennesce were se­
lected as winners in the first round of 
the contest this past spring and were 
awarded $100 million and $500 mil­
lion respectively.
The winning states were: Florida, 
Georgia, Hawaii, .Maryland, Massa­
chusetts, New York, North Carolina, 
Ohio, and Rhode Island.
Duncan said he would like a third, 
fourth and fifth round and has re­
quested $1.35 billion to fund more 
Race to the Top grants.
Other Los Angeles education lead­
ers shared Cortines’ disappointment.
“I was disappointed to learn today 
that, once again. California’s applica­
tion for Race to the Top funding was 
declined,” said Mayor Antonio Vil- 
laralgosa.
“It is my strong hope that we will 
learn fixim our efforts in the first and 
second rounds and put that knowl­
edge to good use to secure other fed­
eral funding.”
O n Aug. 24 , $45 million in feder­
al School Improvement Grants were 
approved for nine LAUSD campuses. 
The money is earmarked for the state’s 
1,000 lowest performing schools.
Among the winners, which receive 
from $4.9 million to $5.6 million 
over three years, are five o f Mayor 
Antonio Villaraigosa’s Partnership o f 
Los Angeles Schools.
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CSU’s study accounting 
of public, private funds
Laurel Rosenhall
THE SACRAMENTO BEE
Gilifornia State University officials 
are concerned that they have errone­
ously mixed public and private funds 
in accounting for the foundations that 
support the systems 23 campuses, ac­
cording to a report by the California 
Faculty Association.
The report is based on minutes 
from a series o f closed-door meetings 
o f CSU executives that a political re­
searcher for the professors’ union said 
she discovered online.
Minutes from a May 2010 meeting 
o f the university’s top business officials 
say they were trying to “clean up any 
mess before it gets to be bigger.”
the bill have trotted out internal uni­
versity documents to demoastrate 
what they say is the need for greater 
accountability, fhe last time was in 
April, when the bill’s author. Sen. 
Iceland Yec, held a press conference 
for Cal State Stanislaus students who 
said they found copies o f Sarah Pa­
lin’s contract to speak at their .school 
in. a campus trash bin. Because the 
contract was with the foundation at 
C3al State Stanislaus, university offi­
cials had refused to release it to the 
public.
“Publicly, the CSU administration 
insists that the funds held in these or­
ganizations are privately raised and 
are not taxpayer dollars. However, 
as these documents detail, there is
There continue to be findings ... 
that some campuses have monies
held inappropriately..»^
W
—  May 2010 CSU officials meeting minutes
“There continue to be findings 
from the internal auditors that some 
campuses have monies held inappro­
priately by auxiliary organizations. The 
finding is that funds should be moved 
to the state side,” the minutes say.
The faculty union has been fighting 
to bring more public .scrutiny to CSU 
foundations and other auxiliary orga- 
niz.ations that arc considered private 
entities but are ckxscly affiliated with 
the public colleges. Such organizations 
hold about 20 percent of C SU ’s budget 
and are typically in charge o f commer­
cial practices on the campuses, from 
real estate deals to fundraising events. 
But many h.ave been caught spending 
money inappropriately -  including an 
audit this year that said Sacramento 
State’s auxiliary should not have paid 
for remodeling the university presi­
dent’s kitchen.
Last year Gov. Arnold Schwarzeneg­
ger vetoed a bill the union sponsored 
that would have subjected the auxiliarv' 
organizations to the California Public 
Records Act. A second version o f the 
bill, SB 330, has passed both houses 
and is now on the governor’s desk.
The report marks the second time 
in recent months that proponents of
actually a commingling o f state and 
private dollars in the funds controlled 
by the auxiliaries,” says the faculty as­
sociation’s rep>ori.
Cal State officials responded by 
saying they were aware that some 
funds had been mixed and are work­
ing on fixing the problem.
Ih e  university’s internal auditor 
had rai.sed the issue and Benjamin 
Quillian, chief financial officer for 
('SU , said he brought it to the atten­
tion o f campus leaders.
“ Ihe campuses are alre.ady in the 
pnxess o f moving monies that neetl 
to be moved," Quillian said.
It’s not una-ymmon for private 
and public money to get mixcxl when 
auxiliaries run campus functions, 
such as football games or conferences, 
he said. On some CSU cainpu.scs, 
an aiuiliary organizes the game and 
takes the money from ticket sales, but 
has to pay the university for use of 
campus police.
“There have been some auxiliaries 
that have not been reimbursing the 
state in a timely fashion," (.^illian 
said. “The internal auditor pointed 
this out alid recommended the monc)' 
be moved in a more timelv fashion.”
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Grand Jury critiques SLO county’s 
care of homeiess residents
NUA HA MUSTANG DAILY
In January 2009, there were approximately 3 ,829  homeless residents in SLO, 
which accounted for approximately 1.5 percent of the population.
Kate McIntyre '
KATHERINEMCINTYRE.MD@>G MA1L.COM
Though the title o f its report is 
“Homelessness in San Luis Obispo 
County: Are We Solving the Prob­
lem.^” the San Luis Obispo Grand 
Jury clearly answered, “No,” in a 
critical report o f available services to 
local homeless residents.
Tlie report addresses how to aid 
the homeless in the short- and long­
term. To make its recommendations, 
the Grand Jurors interviewed related 
experts extensively, including county 
officials, staff members o f local non- 
profit organizations who work with 
the homeless population, volunteers, 
and both male and female homeless 
people. They also visited nearby facil­
ities and reviewed national and local 
reports on homelessness, according 
to the 17-page report.
O f the approximately 260,000
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residents o f San Luis Obispo Coun­
ty, about 3.829 (1.5 percent) were 
homeless in late January 2009, ac­
cording to the San Luis Obispo 
County Homeless Enumeration Re­
port. More than a third (36.1 per­
cent) o f the homeless counted in the 
enumeration lived in the city o f San 
Luis Obispo.
Enumeration interviews from 
342 homeless adults found that the 
county’s homeless population is “di­
verse in age, background and eco­
nomic status”; there arc also a variety 
ol reasons why people are homeless, 
including housing and health issues.
The enumeration found that 
most o f the county’s homeless arc 
long-term residents. O f those count­
ed, 56 percent said they had lived in 
the county for more than five years;
24 percent said they’d lived here for 
at least one year.
According to the Grand Jury re­
port. those interviewed in January 
said they didn’t have a permanent 
residence because they were unable 
to pay rent (35 percent), were unem­
ployed (20 percent) or suffered from 
low wages, divorce or substance 
abuse (15 percent each).
The Grand Jury reported that 
though the demand for low-incornc 
housing outstrips the supply, there 
arc many obstacles to increasing the 
volume o f low-income housing such 
as “zoning regulations on where such 
units can be built, restrictions on the 
number o f units p>er acre that get ap­
proved, building codes that promote 
safety but inflate costs and political 
resistance from neighbors who fear 
for their property values.”
There arc also health issues that 
may lead to homelessness.
In addition to dental and vision 
problems, joint injuries, and depres­
sion, about 30 percent o f the inter­
viewees reported a physical disability,
25 percent a mental dis,il>ility and 9 
percent substance abuse, according 
to the Grand Jury report.
The Grand Jury reported that the 
most important .services for San Luis 
Obispo homeiess residents are coor­
dinated by the Community Action 
Partnership (CAPSLO).
This nonprofit organization runs 
Head Start programs, the Maxine 
Lewis Memorial Shelter, an “over­
flow” shelter that rotates monthly 
among religious organizations in­
volved in the Interfaith Coalition 
for the Homeless and the Prado Day 
Center. The organization also pro­
vides case management services for 
homeless persons in the county.
It is funded by several sources 
including county and city grants; 
according to the Grand Jury, the 
organization spent $878 ,088  to run 
the Maxine Lewis Shelter and Prado 
Day Center and $244 ,895  on case 
management last year.
CAPSLO Deputy D ireaor Grace 
McIntosh said existing services in 
the county just aren’t enough.
“Our main goal is to get people 
off the streets and into permanent 
housing,” McIntosh said. “The Prado 
Day Center is at maximum capacity 
and the Maxine Lewis shelter is fail­
ing apart.”
In April, the nonprofit served 
6 ,500  people at the Prado Day Cen­
ter, the Maxine Lewis Memorial 
Shelter and the facilities provided via 
the Interfaith Coalition for the
see Homeless, page 2 8
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California officials make Berkeley 
revise freshman DNA testing project
4 ti c f f i ,
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’ublic health officials are forcing UC 
ierkeley to make a major change to 
i controversial freshmen orientation 
)rojcct that involves testing students’ 
3NA, the university announced.
Instead o f giving each student 
vho submitted a saliva sample the 
esults o f their individual test, UC 
Berkeley will only report aggregate 
cst results.
.  “Students will not have access 
ve promised them to information 
n their own genome. I think that’s 
infortunate,” Mark Schlissel, dean 
j f  biological sciences at UC Bcrke- 
ey, said.
The change comes after the state 
Department o f Public Health ruled 
;hat the university’s plan to give stu­
dents individual results o f their DNA 
rests amounted to making a medical 
diagnosis. According to state and 
federal laws, medical tests must be 
requested by a doctor and performed 
in credentialed laboratories.
U C Berkeley argued that its proj­
ect -  called “Bring Your Genes to 
Cal” — was academic research, not 
medicaj testing. The law allows ge­
netic tests for research purposes to 
be performed in a greater variety o f 
labs, and they do not have to be re­
quested by a doctor.
U C Berkeley looked for a lab 
with the appropriate certification to 
perform the tests but couldn’t find 
one willing to do it because o f the 
relatively small scope o f the proj­
ect, Schlissel said. Even if it found 
a lab, he said, the university would 
be unable to give students their own 
results because state public health of­
ficials ruled that to do so, the tests 
would have to have been requested 
by a doctor.
“We do disagree with the Depart­
ment o f  Public Health but we respect
o i r r
I i
> a- ' - t
MCT GRAPHIC
UC Bcrkely claims the project, “Bring your Genes to Cal’’ is academic research, 
but the California Department of Public Health ruled that the program would 
be “making a medical diagnosis,” and must be requested by a patient’s doctor.
their authority under the law,” Sch­
lissel said. The saliva samples will 
be analyzed in a campus lab, which 
is not certified to perform medical 
tests.
In a prepared statement, Kevin 
Reilly, a deputy director o f the Pub­
lic Health Department, said the 
state law on laboratory testing is 
“designed to protect the public by 
ensuring that testing provides accu-
see DNA, page 34
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The stories 
that made us 
say “Wow!” 
“Really?” 
and “OMG!” 
this summer
BRIAN BAER THE SACRAMENTO BEE
A California judge ruled that the voter-enacted ban on same-sex marriage, 
known as Proposition 8, is unconstitutional. In his ruling. Chief U.S. District 
Judge Vaughn Walker wrote that Prop. 8 did not serve any purpose except to 
“enshrine in the California Constitution the notion that opposite-sex couples 
are superior to same-sex couples.” The ruling comes following a lawsuit by two 
same-sex couples and the City of San Francisco, claiming that Proposition 8, t, 
deprives them'of due process of the law and equality rights.
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Crazy Jays
757 Higuera St. Downtown SLO
ROB MATHIS COURTESY P H tm  
Clai Poly senior Michael Linn won $609,493 in the seventh World Series of Poke 
$l,S 00 No-iimit Hold *em championship on July 1, after competing against 269  
other players for 11 hours in l.as Vegas. “It is kind of hard to wrap your mind 
around it,” i.inn said. Linn’s decision to enter the world series at age 21, the min 
imum age requirement, paid off. In 2009, his earnings totaled $40,000, bringing 
his total world scries earnings to approximately $650,000.
H u r r y  in  w ith  th is  c o u p o n  a n d  rece ive
40% off
any single item !
757 Higuera St. Downtown SLO
offer expires 10/31/2010
COURTESY PHOTO
CaJ Pbly announced Robert GUdden as the new interim president alter deciding 
against offering the postion to the three candidates interviewed for presidency 
during the past year. Gliddcn came out of retirement to take on the position. 
Before retiring he served as president for Ohio University from 1994 to 2004, 
and served as provost and vice president of academic affairs for Florida State 
University, as well as being a dean and a professor.
see Photos, page 30

Offshore oil rig explodes in Gulf of Mexic(
Richard Fausset and Kim 
Geiger
LOS ANGELES TIMES
Another offshore oil facility caught 
fire in the G ulf o f Mexico on the 
morning o f Sept 2, sending 13 
workers into the water to be res­
cued by boat, and sending enough 
petroleum into the water to create a 
mile-long-by-100-foot-wide sheen, 
according to the U.S. Coast Guard.
The cause o f the accident is not 
yet known and is under investi­
gation. It comes more than four 
months after BPs Deepwater Ho- 
ri^on rig blowout, which killed 11 
ortshore workers and resulted in the 
largest offshore oil spill in U.S. his­
tory. The government and BP are 
still working on the ultimate plug 
o f that well, which has not leaked 
since mid-July.
Among environmentalists and 
liberal lawmakers, reaction was 
swift.
“In the wake o f the BP catas­
trophe, this is an extremely dis­
turbing event,” said Rep. Henry 
A. Waxman, D-Calif., chairman 
of the House Energy and Com ­
merce Committee, who has led a 
congressional investigation into the 
BP spill. “1 call on the administra­
tion to immediately redouble safety 
reviews o f all offshore drilling and 
platform operations in the gulf and 
take all appropriate action to ensure 
safety and protection o f the envi­
ronment.”
26th Annual California
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In a Thursday afternoon news 
conference, Louisiana Gov. Bobby 
jindal said that the oil platforms 
operator. Mariner Energ)', reported 
that all o f the site’s seven active wells 
had been “shut in,” meaning they 
were not leaking oil. fhough a fire 
was still burning on the platform, 
jindal said the company told officials 
that it was being fed by an oil prod­
uct stored on the platform.
“That’s a very important point,” 
Jindal said -  and one that may dif­
ferentiate this disaster from the BP 
fire, which was fed by an uncontrol­
lable gush o f oil from the wild well 
below.
Thursday’s incident occurred fur­
ther west than the BP blowout, about 
102 miles off the Louisiana shore, on 
a shallow-water oil and gas platform 
south of Terrebonne Bay, said Eileen 
Angelico, a spokeswoman for the 
Bureau o f Ocean Energy Manage­
ment, Regulation and Enforcement.
The US Coast Guard received 
the fire report at 9 :20  a.m. C D T, ac­
cording to U.S. Coast Guard Petty 
Officer C2ascy Ranch Workers on a 
nearby oil facility reported that an 
explosion occurred on the platform, 
Ranel said.
Ib e  13 workers, wearing flota­
tion suits, apparently jumped in the 
water, which is about 340 feet deep. 
They were eventually evacuated by 
boat, said Patrick Cassidy, a Mari­
ner spokesman, in an interview with 
CN N .
Cassidy, the company spokes­
man, said he didn’t know the cir­
cumstances that caused the workers 
to go overboard.
“The expectation’s that they shut 
in production and then evacuated 
the facility," he said. “Ibey  were 
picked up from a life raft, picked up 
by a boat, and are on their way to 
facilities onshore.”
A Coast Guard e-mail to congres­
sional offices said that the platfoi 
workers reported beginning emt 
gency shutdown procedures befc 
abandoning it, but that they sued 
o f those procedures was “unknowi
According to the e-mail, the coi 
pany told the Coast Guard that t 
platform does not have a “standar 
blowout preventer, the device o f I: 
resort used to shut off the flow o f • 
and gas from a wild well.
Jindal said it was possible, thou; 
not confirmed, that some type 
“nonstandard” blowout preveni 
may have been used on the ph 
form.
Jindal and the Coast Guard i 
ported that one worker was injure 
but the company, in a news relea; 
said there were no injuries. All 13 
the workers were on a shore supp 
vessel, Jindal said, and would so( 
be flown by helicopter to a Louisia' 
hospital to be checked for injuries.
Coast Guard Petty Officer Ms 
thew Masaschi said that the comp 
ny had sent three vessels to comb 
the fire, which was contained, b 
still burning, as o f  Thursday afitc 
noon.
The Maritime press release sa 
that during the last week o f Augu; 
production on the facility, whi< 
was technically in a federal lease ar 
called Vermillion block 380, avc 
aged about 9.2 million cubic feet • 
natural gas per day and 1,400 barrt 
o f oil and condensate.
Mariner Energy focuses on c 
and natural gas exploration ar 
production in the G ulf o f Mexic 
Among all operators in the U.S. ou 
er-continental shelf. Mariner rankt 
the eighth-largest in natural gas pr< 
duction and 24th in oil productioi
By the end o f 2009 , Mariner Ei 
orgy had interests in nearly 350 fe< 
cral offshore leases, with more tha
see Gulf, page 2
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A map of the U.S. Gulf coast shows the location of where a Mariner Energy oil 
platform exploded and caught fire on Thursday, Sept. 2. In a news conference, 
officials said the company’s seven active wells were not leaking oil. The explo­
sion comes more than four months after BP’s Deepwater Horixon rig bloivout.
www.mustangclaily.het
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Arizona sheriff sued in o^f^ eiess 
civil rights investigation
Nicholas Riccardi
LOS ANGELES TIMES
Ih e  U .S. Department o f  Justice 
on Thursday, Sept. 2, announced 
it had sued Joe Arpaio, the contro­
versial sheriff o f Maricopa County 
in Arizona, for failing to turn over 
documents in an investigation o f 
whether his aggressive operations 
against illegal immigrants had vio­
lated civil rights.
The litigation came two months 
after a Justice De|^rtment lawsuit 
halted a tough new Arizona im mi­
gration law, which Arpaio strongly 
supported. The new lawsuit is un­
related to the immigration law and 
stems from an investigation into 
the sheriffs immigration enforce­
ment operations. The department 
said it was the first time in 30  years 
a police agency had not cooperated 
in a civil rights probe.
“The actions o f the sheriffs of­
fice are unprecedented. It is un­
fortunate that the department was 
forced to resort to litigation to gain 
access to public documents and fa­
cilities,” said Thomas E. Perez, as­
sistant attorney general for the civil 
rights division, in a statement.
Arpaios attorney said he could 
not com m ent on the lawsuit until 
he had time to review it.
For more than three years. Ar­
paio has attracted praise as well 
as condemnation for using his 
deputies to track down illegal im­
migrants. The most high-profile 
example is his so-called “sweeps,” 
during which deputies Hood im m i­
grant-heavy neighborhoods, stop 
people for minor infractions such 
as driving with a broken taillight 
and check their immigration status. 
The tactics have made Arpaio popu­
lar in Arizona, the main gateway for 
illegal immigrants into the United
States, but also have drawn wide­
spread complaints that he unfairly 
targets Latinos.
Last year, the Obam a adminis­
tration withdrew from pan o f an 
agreement that had allowed Ar- 
paio’s deputies to enforce federal 
immigration laws. The move made 
little difference _  the sheriff says 
he can use state laws against illegal 
immigrants and has continued his 
operations. He has also touted the 
fact that federal civil rights investi­
gators have yet to charge him with 
anything, while simultaneously 
announcing he was not cooperat­
ing with them and barring them 
from his facilities.
In the lawsuit, the Department 
o f  Justice said it asked for 51 dif­
ferent sets o f  documents in March 
2 0 0 9 , shortly after launching the 
probe. Arpaio’s office provided 
only 11 pages and had not hand­
ed over any others. His office also 
would not let investigators tour 
the county jail or other sheriffs fa­
cilities. Arpaio previously said he 
had no legal obligation to give the 
Justice Department other material 
and dismissed the probe as politi­
cally motivated.
Arpaios agency also has been 
sued by a coalition o f  private civil 
rights lawyers who have com ­
plained that it has not provided 
them with documents. A federal 
judge earlier this year found the 
sheriffs department had destroyed 
documents on the sweeps that the 
plaintiffs attorneys were legally 
entitled to review and sanctioned 
the agency.
Arpaio is also under investiga­
tion by a federal grand jury for al­
leged abuse o f  power in a separate 
probe. He has denied those ailega-
Gulf
continued from  page 28
110 o f those in development. Today, 
the company has ties to more than 
80 deep-water wells.
The firm has been aggressively 
ramping up its expansion in the 
G u lf o f Mexico since 1996. Some 
o f those exploration and develop­
ment projects had been in deeper 
waters, ranging from 1,300 feet up 
to 7 ,1 0 0  feet. But the one area the 
business has been particularly active 
in the Permian basin oil field, o ff the 
coast o f Texas, As o f Dec. 31, 2009, 
Mariners net acreage in the Permian 
Basin was nearly 150,000 acres.
Apache, another petroleum com* 
pany based in Houston, announced 
plans to buy Mariner one week prior 
to the BP oil spill. The $3 .9  billion 
cash and stock deal is still pending.
It had expected to be finalized by 
next month.
It was the company’s wide swath 
o f drilling acreage and off-shore leas­
es In the G u lf o f Mexico, both closer 
to shore and further out in the deep 
water, that attracted Apache Corp.’s 
attention, said Apache spokesman 
Robert Dye.
“We’re monitoring the situation 
closely," Dye said. “We’re still try-
ing to see what sort of damage has 
happened out there, and if  there 
were any hydrocarbons that were 
spilled."
As o f 2008 , the Vermilion 380 
site was Mariner Energy's “largest 
field in the G ulf o f Mexico Shelf 
by reserves.” according to the com­
pany’s 2008 annual report. The 
field, which consisted o f 50 percent 
oil and 50 percent natural gas, was 
large enough and robust enough to 
convince Mariner Energy to drive 
several wells into it.
The rig had been active and in 
production prior to the explosion. 
Dye said.
Activist Democrats on 'ihursday 
said the fire demonstrated the need 
to bring more stringent regulation 
to the offshore industry.
Jacqueline Savitz, senior cam­
paign director for the environmental 
group Oceana, said that the Obama 
administration should maintain a 
recently enacted moratorium on 
oil and gas drilling that has been 
strongly opposed by both the oil in­
dustry and lx>uisiana politicians.
“We cannot afford to lose any 
more human lives, nor can we toler­
ate further damage to the gulf and 
its irreplaceable ocean ecosystems,” 
Savitz said.
continuedfrom  page 24
Homeless. The center can serve 
130 people daily, while the shel­
ter sleeps 50 and Coalition fa­
cilities sleeps 35 overnight.
“We’re turning more and 
more people away,” M cIn­
tosh said. “We just don’t have 
room.”
CAPSLO cannot provide all 
the needed services, so homeless 
persons also rely on programs 
operated by the county govern­
ment.
The County Departments o f 
Social Services, Mental Health 
Services and Drug and Alcohol 
Services assist eligible homeless 
people but government staff 
rarely seek the homeless where 
they live. Instead, the homeless 
have to travel to the agencies, 
which is difficult given their 
precarious circumstances.
Also, the Grand Jury report­
ed that some clients might need 
services from multiple provid­
ers, but the “coordination and 
integration o f services by the 
primary providers (drug and 
alcohol services, mental health 
and the Department o f  Social 
Services) is less than ideal.”
To provide both housing and 
easier access to needed services, 
the county is currently in the 
process o f  approving a Hom e­
less Services Center. I f  built, the 
center will provide overnight 
shelter *and offices for county 
staff such as the Health Agency 
or Department o f  Social Ser­
vices.
“The plan calls for 200  beds, 
a commercial kitchen capable o f 
serving three meals a day, laun­
dry facilities, showers, lockers 
and storage, offices for case­
workers, a classroom for chil­
dren and community and mul­
tipurpose rooms,” according to 
the Grand Jury report.
Tim Blair, secretary o f Friends 
o f the Prado Day Center and
author o f  http://twitter.com/Hun- 
gerNoMore, said the center is sup­
portive o f the potential campus.
The lack o f  integration, he said, 
is a countywide problem that could 
be solved with the campus because 
people wouldn’t need to go all over 
town to get help.
W hile there are individuals who 
fit the transient stereotype, Blair 
said he’s seeing “more and more 
families who are just down on their 
luck and trying to get by ... I think 
people would be surprised at how 
many women, children and fami­
lies arc in need.”
The San Luis Obispo Planning 
Commission approved a use per­
mit for the Homeless Services Cen­
ter June 23 ; the County Board o f 
Supervisors also supports the plan. 
The center will be built on South 
Higucra Street adjacent to the D e­
partment o f Social Services.
About local city government, the
news
Grand Jury wrote that the home­
less population’s needs have not yet 
been met, despite the allotment o f 
nearly all o f  the city’s Community 
Block Grant public services funds 
for 20  years.
The Grand Jury also found fault 
with local government’s work re­
garding “Path to a Home: San Luis 
Obispo Counrywide 10-Year Plan 
to End Homelessness.” Published 
in O ctober 2 0 0 8 , the 86-pagc doc­
ument was written by a consultant 
who had drafted plans for other ar­
eas with the same framework and 
used local data.
Though the cities and county 
have “accepted” the 10-ycar plan, 
the Grand Jury reported that it has 
not been “adopted” because “adop­
tion” would require governments 
to implement the plan’s objectives.
This article was previously p r in t-  ed on Ju ly  15, 2 0 1 0 .
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COURTESY PHOTO
Oscar Gortzalez, 17« was struck and killed by an Amtrak passenger Crain near 
the,comer of California Boulevard and Foothill Boulevard July 15. Gonzalez 
and two of his friends had left Santa Rosa Skatepark to meet friends on the 
other side of town and used the railroad tracks as a shortcut, said Captain Chris 
Staley of the San Luis Obispo Police Department. “He was walking ahead of 
his friends and had his headphones on,” Staley said. “The train engineer tried 
to alert him but he didn’t hear the whistle.” Gonzalez was struck by the front of 
the train and died from the collision, Staley said.
NHA HA MUSTANG DAILY
Journalism department chair Bill lx>ving was asked to step down by College of 
Liberal Arts Dean Linda Halisky on Aug. 5. Halisky said she is unable to com­
ment on her reasons behind asking Loving to step down because she can not 
discuss the particulars of a personnel action. Loving said he will fight Halisky’s 
decision. In the meantime, graphic communication department head Harvey 
Levenson will serve as “fKilitator” to the department until a replacement is 
hired. As facilitator, Levenson will aid the faculty in coming up with a mission 
statement for the department, create a ptssitivc image of the department and 
“assist in establishing a unified direction,” as reported in a department faculty 
meeting Aug. 9 . “My philosophy is the way to get things done is to surround 
yourself with good people,” Levenson said. “Let them do what they do and sup­
port them; get the fob done without interfering.”
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COURTESY PHOTO
Former Cal Poly President Warren Baker and other American university leaders visited Israel and Palestine for a week- 
long educational seminar called Project Interchange Seminar. The seminar focused on complex issues lacing Israel and 
the region. Over the course of the week, the I3-membcr delegation met with Israeli President Shimon Peres, Palestinian 
National Authority Prime Minister Salam Fayyad and U.S. Ambassador to Israel James B. Cunningham. The seminar 
was sponsored and overseen by Project Interchange, an educational institute of the American Jewish Committee.
-
COURTtSY PHOTO
Victory for Cal Pbly in the National Concrete Cani>e Competition was a result of brains and brawn —  but mostly 
brains. Cal Poly took first place June 19 and 20 in the American Society of Civil Engineers National Concrete Canoe 
Competition. Cal Pbly beat out 21 other teams from the U.S. and Canada. The teams were scored in four different 
categories: design paper, technical presentation, the design and aesthetics of the canoe and the races. **It’s mostly intel­
lectual,” said civil engineering graduate Steve Gursky, one of the paddlers and organizers for Cal Poly.
College student sentenced 
for PA Craigslist heists
Riley Yates
THE MORNING CALL
Corey A. Jackson was a senior at 
East Stroudsburg University in need 
o f money. lE a t’s why, he claimed, 
he started using fake online ads to 
lure strangers that he robbed.
Sure, the economy is bad and 
college is cxpiensive, Northampton 
County President Judge RP. Kim­
berly McFadden told Jackson. But 
that’s no excuse, she said.
“That doesn’t allow you in any 
way to go out and steal things 
from people,” McFadden told the 
22-year-old before sentencing him 
to 19 months to five years in state 
prison for his crimes in Northamp­
ton County.
Under thq scheme that he also 
pulled in Philadelphia, Jackson 
posed on the classified online site 
Craigslist as someone looking to 
buy or sell expensive items, police 
.said. But when his unsuspecting 
counterparts met him in person to 
complete the sales, he instead stole 
from them.
Jackson's spree ended a year ago 
after a police sting in which he tried 
to steal an engagement ring from 
an undercover Philadelphia officer, 
police said.
Locally, Jackson used his scam 
to steal a computer in Bethlehem 
and expensive jewelry in Bethlehem 
Township, while also jx'pper spray-
ing the man he robbed in Bethlehem. 
In July, Jackson pleaded guilty to rob­
bery and theft, both felonies.
“It doesn’t matter to the victim 
who is standing there being robbed 
or being sprayed with Mace in the 
face that he was doing it to get tuition 
money,” said Assistant District Attor­
ney Patricia Mulqueen.
The Bethlehem heist was on April 
3, 2009, after Jackson posted an ad 
offering to sell a laptop for $ 1,400. - 
He and Jeff Tran met in the 400 block 
o f Montclair Avenue, but after Jack- 
son was given the money, he sprayed 
Tran and grabbed the computer back, 
police said.
On July 24, 2009, in Bethlehem 
Township, Jackson and Dale Gard­
ner had arranged for Jackson to buy 
a $2 ,300 engagement ring. Instead, 
Jackson shoved Gardner, grabbed the 
ring and fled from their meeting place 
at the 3900 block o f Nazareth Pike.
In court, Jackson said he is deeply 
sorry for what he did, and claimed 
it was out o f character. .Standing in 
a prison jumpsuit, he said he should 
instead be in prelaw courses at his 
university.
“It’s a terrible mistake,” he told 
McFadden. “1 just need another 
chance."
Defense attorney Joseph Yannuzzi 
said his client hopes to one day salvage 
what is left o f his education. Yannuzzi
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continued from  page 31
said the crimes stemmed from Jack- 
son trying to fulfill his obligations, 
but unfortunately in an illegal way.
“Its  certainly a wake-up call to 
him that he can’t live his life in the 
criminal arena,” Yannuzzi said.
McFadden said Jackson is either 
a very misguided student or a very 
clever criminal. But she said she was 
troubled by the fact he did the scams
a number o f  times.
“Ih is  became for you a system,” 
she said. “You figured out this was go­
ing to work and you just continued to 
run with it.”
Jackson pleaded guilty to aggra­
vated assault in one o f  his Philadel­
phia cases and received five years 
o f  probation, according to court 
records. He has another case 
pending.
Under McFaddens sentence, 
he owes restitution to Tran and 
Gardner.
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Catholic Campus Ministry for Cal Poly and Cuesta College
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DNA
continuedfrom page 25
rate and reliable results.”
“C D P H  shared with U C  Berkeley 
that, by law, tests must be conduct­
ed in licensed laboratories if  results 
are to be released to an individual,” 
Reilly said.
School officials had touted the 
DN A  testing as an engaging learn­
ing experience for students new to 
Berkeley. Over the summer, the col­
lege sent 5 ,0 0 0  incoming students 
DNA test kits and asked them to spit 
in a tube and send it back. Participa­
tion was optional and anonymous. 
Each saliva sample was labeled with 
a bar code number that only the stu­
dent knew.
The plan was to test the saliva 
samples for three gene variations — 
those involved in breaking down 
lactose, metabolizing alcohol and 
absorbing folic acid -  and give each 
student the results o f  their own test, 
lectu res and seminars throughout 
the school year would explore scien­
tific, legal and ethical issues involved 
in genetic testing, which Schlissel 
described as an exploding business in 
California.
About 7 0 0  students had returned 
saliva samples, Schlissel said.
The project drew criticism  as soon 
as it was announced in May. D etrac­
tors said it was poorly thought out 
and rife with potential privacy vio­
lations and confusion fur students. 
Many o f  them were pleased that the 
Departm ent o f  Public Health com ­
pelled the university to change the 
project.
Complete breakfast buffet available 
M-F 6:30am-l0am; Sat-Sun 7am-llam 
Happy Hour & Daily Specials, M-Th 3-6pm 
Café open for dinner 7 nights a week 
5:30pm-9:30pm
Live music Wed. evenings 6-9pm
Multiple event rooms available 
State-of-the-art audio/visual upon request 
3,000 sq. ft. ballroom - easily divides into 3 
bays and is perfect for any event 
Delicious and affordable catering available for 
all meals
Group discounts available for all occasions 
Discount packages available
- Golf at Avila Bay Resort
- Wine Tasting
- Hearst Castle
- Plus more! Check website for details
Double queen & king, standard & suite 
guestrooms
Luxurious king rooms also available with jet spa
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Cal Poly a lum ni heads W O W -A -R A M A  fo r tw e n ty -firs t year
Margaret Pack
MPACK@CALPOLY.EDU
W hen Frank W arren graduated 
From C al Poly in 1 9 8 9 . W O W -A - 
R A M A  did not exist. Add a prop­
osition  From the W O W  board and 
Fast Forward 2 0  years later and 
W arren is now the host.
W O W -A -R A M A . w hich takes 
place on  the first n ight oF W O W , 
is an evening Full oF social group 
gam es to help new students get to 
know  one another. Prior to W ar­
ren, a com pany was paid to host an 
event on the first n ight oF W O W , 
called PlayFair, W arren said.
H e said he w ondered why C al 
Poly was spending large q u an ti­
ties oF m oney to brin g  som eone in 
w hen they could ju st do it th em ­
selves.
“T h e  m ore I g o t involved w ith 
leadership in W O W , I com m ented  
a Few tim es about how  we needed 
som eth in g  m ore C al Poly speciF- 
ic ,” he said.
W arren w orked his way up the 
W O W  ladder b eg in n in g  his soph­
om ore year w hen he signed up to 
be a W O W  cou nselor, now  know n 
as an O rie n ta tio n  Leader. T h e  next 
year he was part oF W O W  team , 
and his sen ior year W arren was a 
m em ber of  the W O W  Board , the 
highest tier oF stu dents involved 
in W O W .
T h a t was w hen the W O W  
board m ade him  a p rop osition : “ iF 
you th in k  you can do better, then
why don’t we pay you a quarter 
oF w hat we pay them  to see if you 
can do it ,” W arren said.
W arren took on the challenge 
in 1 9 9 0 .
W arren, a C al Poly graduate, 
has been involved with both the 
San Luis O b isp o  and C al Poly 
com m u n ity  since he was a young 
adult.
A San Luis — —— — — 
O b isp o  H igh 
School graduate,
W arren received 
his undergradu­
ate degree From 
C al Poly in speech 
co m m u n icatio n  in 
1 9 8 9  as well as his 
graduate degree in 
p u blic policy  From 
C al Poly. W arren 
said he was in ter­
ested in exploring 
K C P R , C al Poly’s 
radio sta tio n . — — — ——
“M y teal in tent
For going to (C al Poly) was to 
w ork at the radio s ta tio n ,” W ar­
ren said.
W arren attended elem entary 
and m iddle school around the 
sam e tim e that W eird A1 worked 
at K C P R  and thought he would 
get a career w orking in the indus­
try, he said.
Even though he was interested 
in b eing  involved at C al Poly, his 
in itial aspirations weren’t to be in ­
volved w ith leadership For W eek
oF W elcom e (W O W ).
“ 1 w ent through W O W  and 
had a b last," W arren said. T h e  
only o th er W O W  experience
W O W  —  know n around cam pus 
as W ow ies —  would also be m ore 
inclined  to p articipate, he said. 
E ric C erney, a com puter engi-
W arren had had  until that p oin t neering sen ior and m em ber o f  the
was through “W O W  record” —  a 
six m inu te com m ercial For W O W  
that aired on K C P R .
AFtcr taking on the jo b , W arren
Lw a^retty  reserved when I 
w st came here, but having 
so many people out there not 
caring and seeing the Wow 
leaders involved was when I 
started to branch o
—  Eric Cerney
Computer cnginccri^^^ti
said his goal becam e to do som e­
th ing com p letely  diFFcrcnt every 
year since PlayFair was the same 
th ing  every year.
BcFore the event was changed 
to W O W -A -R A M A . W arren said. 
W O W  leaders were not involved. 
Instead, they sat up in the b leach­
ers w hile the in co m in g  students 
played the gam es, so his goal was 
to create som eth in g  that the lead­
ers would like too. T h is  way, the 
new the students particip atin g  in
2 0 1 0  W O W  Board , said it’s im ­
portant For people to branch our 
o f  their com Fort zone and to get 
involved in the event.
“ 1 was pretty re- 
served when I first 
cam e here, bur hav­
ing so m any people 
ou t there not car­
ing and seeing the 
W O W  leaders (in ­
volved) was when 
I started to branch 
o u t,” C erney  said.
Aside From 
W O W -A -R A M A , 
W arren is an ac­
tive m em ber oF the 
' com m unity .
C urrently , he is 
the division m an ­
ager For the M ental 
H ealth  Services A ct program s For 
San Luis O b isp o  C ou nty . H e over­
sees “all oF the cou n ty ’s prevention 
program s in alcohol and m ental 
h ealth ,” he said. Part oF his jo b  
is to w ork w ith local high school 
students to teach them  abou t al­
cohol and drug prevention.
Jason  M ockFord. assistant c o o r­
d in ator oF O rien ta tio n  Program s 
at C al Poly, said that W arren is a 
valuable asset For C al Poly because 
he knows about new technique.s
that w ork to help keep kids oFF oF 
a lcoh ol, am ong oth er things.
“1 th in k  (W arren) is a great 
co n n ectio n  For the university 
to have because he lets us know 
about the (m entality  oF the) high 
school students that arc com in g  
in ,” M ockFord said. “H e’s an ex­
trem ely valuable resource to us.” 
“W orking w ith an alcohol Free 
program  (such as W O W ) really 
encouraged m e to do this type oF 
w ork,” W arren said.
W arren is also the Friday N ight 
Live (F N L ) coord inator, and has 
been d irectin g  since 19 9 4 , he 
said. F N L  is a program  held at 
high schools and m iddle schools 
across the cou nty  that Focuses on 
insp iring healthy youth develop­
m ent.
H e also Ji^elps ou t w ith orien ­
tation  program s at o th er .schools, 
such as at S t. M ary’s and the U ni­
versity oF C aliFornia, Davis.
“A lot oF the reasoning behind 
W arren hosting  W O W -A -R A M A  
is to show  students that they can 
have a lo t o f  Fun w ithout having 
to d rin k ,” C erney said. “H e also 
likes to show  students that they 
can co n tact him  iF they’re having 
problem s w ith d rin kin g related is­
sues or even just liFe in general.” 
W arren said he w ants students 
to sec W O W -A -R A M A  as a great 
exam ple of  som ething Fun that 
doesn’t involve alcohol.
see W O W , page 38
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Warren at last year's WOW-A-RAMA. Warren is the pioneer of WOW-A-RAMA, 
which he started 21 years ago. WOW-A-RAMA, which is a night of social 
games, is for students meet one another in a fon environment.
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The Mustang Daily
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Hey, we’ve got a real news feed too.
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Sit down, click in and tune out:
p l a c e s  t o  p r o c r a s t i n a t e  w h e n  y o u  s h o u l d n ’t  b e
Karlee Prazak
KARLEEPRAZAK.MD@GMAIL.COM
It’s no secret that students 
long as possible. A typi- 
follow ing: a student 
som ewhere studious 
out and com puter 
to a website that 
school. Forget You- 
Tw itter. True un- 
possiblc on web- 
endless pic­
tures, texts, 
c o m m e n ts , 
videos and 
articles 
that are so 
o u t l a n d ­
ish you 
can’t help 
but sit 
there staring 
and clicking aim ­
lessly for hours. The
can’t help but procrastinate as 
cal scenario usually goes as 
sits in the library or 
books open, notebooks 
on , with eyes glued 
has nothing to with 
Tube, Facebook and 
productiveness is only 
sites that are loaded with
response to 
on such web- 
to do som ething produc-
d e s  i r e d  
wasting tim e 
sites is, “I need 
tive now.”
U ltim ately, using procrastination sites can convince a stu­
dent to get their work done, but only after at least an hour 
o f  mindlessness.
A fter num erous hours o f  surfing the W eb, consulting with 
friends and becom ing entranced by the websites featured in 
this article, here is a list o f  10 procrastination websites that 
will make it a cinch to m inim ize assignm ents and m aximize 
browser windows.
To reach optim al viewing pleasure, the follow ing is rec­
om m ended: set a tim e lim it on the sites and share anything 
worthy with friends or, better yet, recruit a viewing partner 
and enjoy the hilarity together.
Stum bleUpon.com
C reate a free account, choose the categories you find in­
teresting and start stum bling. There is anything from news 
articles to quizzes to lists o f  must-see YouTube videos that 
pop up. The best part is, as soon as you lose interest, click  the 
“Stum ble!” button and move to the next page.
P ro cra stin a tio n  tim e: W hour
S im ila r  site : D igg.com
TextsFrom LastN ight.com
This site features all those stupid thoughts, Icss-than- 
perfect m om ents and outrageous statem ents that friends 
share via text. Anyone can upload an am using text they have 
received and share it anonym ously by only referring to the 
sender and recipient by area code. The site has the top texts 
separated into “best,” “worst” and “random ” categories.
P ro cra stin a tio n  tim e: Less than one hour.
S im ila r  site : Ih e re  is a Cal Poly version o f  this website 
on Facebook.
E xam p le: (4 7 9 ): Just saw a motorized bathtub. J think 
this college thing is gonna work out.
FM yLife.com
Everyone has those m om ents where they just want to die 
as they say to themselves: “Did that really just happen?” O n 
FM yLife.com  people are encouraged to share these m om ents 
in an open forum . People can read and rate the experience 
as “ I agree, your life sucks” or “you totally deserved it.” Ihat 
way you can determ ine for yourself, or others, if it should be 
chalked up to a bad day or an experience worthy o f  forget­
ting.
P ro cra stin a tio n  tim e: Less than one hour.
S im ila r  site : There is a Cal Poly version o f  this at C alPo- 
lyFM L.com  and M yLifeIsAvcrage.com .
E xam p le: “Today, I realized that it wasn’t my science part­
ner that smelled bad, it was me. How? The guy I have a crush 
on handed me a stick o f  deodorant and said, ‘Please use it .’ 
F M L .”
CollegeHum or.com
C ollegeH um or is both an aggregator website, m eaning 
that they pull conten t from other websites and link to the 
original, and its own production m edium , such as short vid­
eos made just for the website. It features pages dedicated to 
videos, pictures, articles, hotlinks and m ore. Ihe creators also 
create daily “Staff Picks” o f  what they find most amusing.
P ro cra s tin a tio n  tim e: 1-f hour
S im ila r  s ite : T hcC hivc.com
FreeRice.com
Ever want to procrastinate and help a w orthy cause at the 
same time? Problem solved. FrccR ice asks a scries o f  questions 
and for every correct answer the W orld Food Program me do­
nates 10 grains o f  rice to help fight world hunger. There is no 
tim e lim it for playing and the difficulty level o f  the questions 
can be changed at any tim e.
Procrastination time: Less than one hour.
S im ila r  site : 'rhcH ungcrSitc.com
PostSecret.com
'This website is a com pilation o f  secrets sent via postcard 
and c-m ail to the project creator. People from around the 
world can write anonym ous thoughts and experiences they 
need to get o ff their chest, and they are later published on 
PostSccrct.com  and in Post Secret books. 'The “secrets” range 
from am using realizations to worried pleas.
E xam p le: I ’m pretty sure my dad found my vibrator while 
helping me move into college! 1 though 1 had it w ell-hid­
den!
Procrastination time: Less than one hour.
S im ila r  S ite : S ixB illionSecrets.com
TheOnion.com
For those interested in procrastination that involves cur­
rent events, this is the perfect site. The O n ion  features som e­
what newsworthy stories with a hum orous spin. Every article 
is w ritten in a satirical tone and many are parodies o f  an ac­
tual news story. Like many com edic news sources, it prom pts 
« the reader to distinguish the news aspects from fictional em ­
bellishm ents.
Procrastination time: hour
PeopleOfW alm art.com
I f  you haven’t gotten lost in this abyss o f  a site yet, you 
need to. It hosts pictures, mostly from cellphones, subm it­
ted from around the country. The pictures arc all o f  people 
shopping in W alm art, but the catch is that the people are 
wearing outfits that are jaw -droppingly awkward. O n e o f  the 
best parts is seeing what people in your hom e state arc shop­
ping in.
Procrastination time: Less than one hour.
Similar site: PcopleO fPublic'r'ransit.com
Aw kw ardFam jlyPhotos.com
'This site invites people to share any awkward fam ily photo 
they were tricked into taking or willingly took part in. It al­
lows for a caption to be included that conveys the thoughts 
the picture provokes in a retrospective sense.
Procrastination time; Less than one hour.
Similar sites: AwkwardFam ilyPetPhotos.com
EplcFall.com
EpicFail is a cum ulative site o f  pictures and videos o f  
people or ob jects attem pting to com plete a task or serve a 
purpose, but every tim e the attem pt falls short and becom es 
an “epic fail." 'The best o f  these so-called fails are further sep­
arated into such categories as: anim al, celeb, game, people 
and sport fails.
Procrastination time: Less than one hour.
Similar site: FailBlog.org and [.am eBook.com
PerezHilton.com
Anyone who has ever picked up a tabloid , gossip magazine 
or watched T M Z  is probably already fam iliar with Perez H il­
ton. For those who are not, Perez and his team gather the lat­
est in celebrity —  or as Perez says, “celeb" — gossip and share 
it on his website. Every story is accom panied by a photo o f  
the celeb (or celebs), in question, com m entary by Perez, and, 
when appropriate, a video or link.
Procrastination dme: I * hour
Similar site: 'IheSuperficial.com
y
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“I hope you look  back to 
W O W -A -R A M A  and th in k . 
‘Yes, I really can and 1 did have a 
great tim e that n ig h t,’” he said.
Liberal studies ju n io r  and 
second year O rie n ta tio n  Leader 
N ico le  R odgers en joyed her first 
W O W -A -R A M A .
“A t my first W O W -A -R A M A  
1 was in awe o f  th is energetic 
m an ta lk ing  really fast,” she 
said. “W arren isn’t ju st apart o f  
W O W -A -R A M A , he is W O W -A - 
R A M A . Frank W O W -A -R A M A . 
really, th a t’s w hat I call h im .”
Arts
continuedfrom page 39
community members in mind when 
choosing shows. However, booking 
specihcally lor students is difficult 
because they have yet to produce a 
large turnout, he said.
Lerian said students are turned o if 
by the thought o f  paying for a small 
show, but if  more students paid to 
see shows, Cal Poly Arts would book 
bigger names.
In addition, Lerian said it is hard 
to compete with the free shows of­
fered by Associated Students Inc. and 
larger venues Like Chumash Casino.
To compete with other venues, 
shows are added throughout the sea­
son mostly because San Luis Obispo is 
the perfea spot for tours to stop and 
play a show for the night.
“Cal Roly is in an interesting posi­
tion because we are exaedy half way be­
tween San Francisco and Los Angeles,” 
Lerian said.
Despite battling for bookings and 
venues, Lerian said he is excited to see 
the comcdic stylings o f  Bill Cosby on 
Sept. 26, as well as Steve Martin strum­
ming away on a banjo to his Grammy- 
winning, grassroots folk music on Oct. 
6.
Lisa Woske, head o f public relations 
lor Cal Poly Arts, said it’s currendy the 
middle o f  the ticket-subscription pe­
riod, which continues throughout the 
season.
Woske said the best savings, which 
come to 20 percent o ff face value, arc
available through fixed-series pack­
ages, which arc based on show 
genres.
The other type o f subscription is 
a crcatc-your-own package. I f  lour 
to seven tickets are purchased, there 
Is a 10 percent discount^ on each 
ticket; if  eight or more rickets are 
purchased, there is a 15 percent dis­
count on each ticket.
Lerian also said students, fac­
ulty and staff each get an additional 
20 percent o ff the ticket price; 
therefore, smdents can receive 40- 
percent savings. Students have the 
option o f purchasing smdent rush 
tickets an hour before the show for 
$13.
This article was originally pub- lislted on July 1, 2010.
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Cal Poly Arts announces 
new performance lineup
Kariee Prazak
KARLEEPRAZAK.MD@GMAIL.COM
Bill Cosby, Steve Martin, Chinese ac­
robats and Legally Blonde are some of 
the featured shows in next years lineup 
at the Christopher Cohan Performing 
Arts Center.
Director o f  Cal Poly Arts, Steve 
Lerian, said it took about seven months 
to successfully fill this year’s lineup with
ing,” a rock-musical set in 1890s Cier- 
many, is an eight-time Tony Award­
winning performance and was called 
the “most goi^eous Broadway score 
this decade” by Entertainment Week­
ly. “Spamalot,” the story o f King Ar­
thur’s quest for the Holy Grail, is also 
a Tony Award-winning production.
While some ;ire repeat visitors to 
the Performing Arts Center (PAC), 
this year’s shows are [^H)tentially more
COURTE-SY PHOTO
Esperanza Spalding will be visiting the Christopher Cohan Performing Arts 
Center (PAC) in an eight-member ensemble on Oct. 8, 2010.
shows sure to create hype and draw 
large crowds.
“1 get a jigsaw puzzle o f artists that 
we can afford, (anists) people will want 
to see and tho.se who will make for the 
best season,” he said.
Lerian said shows like “Spring 
Awakening,” scheduled for Jan. 30, and 
“Monty Python’s Spamalot,” scheduled 
for Feb. 28, are expected to draw large 
crowds o f students. “Spring Awaken-
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“'Ihis is my second season book­
ing shows and I learned a lot about 
what people want to sec more and les.s 
o f  from the first season,” Ix-rian said. 
“People don’t thirst for old, chestnut 
Broadway. They need newer shows.” 
Lerian said he likes to keep Cal 
Poly students and San laiis Obispo
see Arts, page J8
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Local late-night munchie spots to satisfy your cravings
Kartee Prazak
KARL£EPRAZAK.MO@)CMAIL.COM
It s after midnight —  the only thing 
to cat on campus this late comes out 
o f  a vending machine. The sounds 
com ing from your stomach are cries 
for help. To top it off, you have no 
mode o f  transportation.
Even though San Luis Obispo
docs not have drive-thru fast food, 
there arc numerous appetizing des­
tinations open well past midnight. 
Any late night cravings can be satis­
fied for a small price and located less 
than one mile from campus.
W hen it is past midnight and the 
munchics are unassuageablc, try one 
o f  these late-night hot spots.
Taco Beil
Distance: Less than one mile 
Location: Corner of Santa Rosa 
and Olive streets.
Open until: Sunday - Thursday: 3 
a.ni. Friday - Saturday: 4 a.m. 
Deal: “W hy pay more?” and “$2  
meal deal” menus
Join our Newsletter for Special Hotel Offers!
P. .P .S .
Parents of Poly Students
Embassy Suites Hotel P.O.P.S. Program 
‘The Best Value for Visitíi^ Your Student”
Guest Suite and Greenhouse Grill & Café D iscounts 
• fnformati<m  on Local and University Events 
• In iita tio n sto  Cal Poly Events & Ticket Offers
Contact ae-547-6407 to SIGN UP!
Embassy Suites San Luis Obispo
m
Dom ino’s  Pizza
Distance: Less than one mile 
Location: Foothill Boulevard 
and Chorro Street.
Open until: Sunday - Wednes­
day 2 a.m. and Thursday - Sat­
urday: 3 a.m.
Deal: Various coupons, online 
ordering and delivery
Pita Pit
Distance: Less than one mile 
Location: Foothill Boulevard
and Chorro Street.
Open until: Monday - Saturday: 
3 a.m.
Deal: Daily deals in store, online 
ordering and delivery
El Nabor
Distance: Less than one mile 
Location: California Boulevard 
and Taft Street.
Open until: Thursday - Saturday: 
3 ajn .
Deal: Free salsa
Taco Poco
Distance: Ia;ss than one mile 
Location: Santa Rosa, between 
Murray and Olive streets 
Open until: Thursday - Satur­
day: 3 a.m. *
Deal: Free chips, salsa and coffee
Chille Pepper’s
Distance: Less than one mile 
Locations: Foothill Boulevard
and Broad Street
Open until: Thursday - Saturday: 
2 a.m.
Deal: Free salsa
see Munchies, page 41
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Jack  in the Box
D istance: Less th an  o n e  m ile  
L o catio n : C o rn e r  o f  S a n ta  R osa 
and  O liv e  S tre e t.
O pen: 2 4 -h o u rs  
D eal: V'alue m en u
***'A11 distances b ^ n  at the comer 
of California Boulevard and Foot­
hill Boulevard. Add approximately 
half a mile from the Christopher 
Cohan Performing Arts Center.
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lílic Peppers is a popular Mexican resuurant near campus. The Foothill loca- 
n is one of two in the 5>an Luis Ohispo area, the other is on Broad Street.
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Work with people 
who love what they do J .
Grant Thornton would also like to ct^ngratulatc the following students on the 
completion o f  the Grant Thornton Summer 2010 Footsteps Program:
Grant Thornton would also like to congratulate the following students on the 
completion o f  the Grant Thornton Summer 2010 Footsteps Program:
Doug Bettis worth 
Devra Block 
Samantha Blonstein 
Lyndtay Brown 
WHder Garcia 
Hilary Harwood
Carissa Jung 
Christine Lum 
Melissa OToole 
Elizabeth Penick 
Jacob Strich
We look forward to seeing you soon!
Attention seniors interested in a friU-time position: Please submit your resume and 
application through Mustang jobs by Sunday, O ctober 3, 2010 for consideration. 
On-campus interviews will be held on Thursday, O ctober 21, 2010.
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GrantThornton
Audit • Tax • Adviaory
vyww.QrantThornton.com
Where to rock out: places to see the bands you lik
Raquel Redding
RAQUELREDDING.MD@>GMAlK.COM
Rock, reggae, blues, a>untry and hip- 
hop are all encompassed in the San 
Luis Obispo music scene; the question 
is where to see them, llie rc  arc a fnv 
places to see live music performed with­
in the limits o f Cal Poly but here arc the 
places that hold concerts consistendy.
Downtown Brewing ’ 
Co.:
Also known as D T B , this popular 
bar is located in the heart o f  down­
town San Luis Obispo at 1119 Garden 
St. and offers a resuurant upstairs and 
concerts downstairs.
Totld Newman, an operator o f 
D T B , said it is the only venue that 
brings all genres to the Central (3oast.
“We are the music venue for the 
Central Coast,” Newman said. “We 
bring the names that students want to 
see.
The lineup last year included anists 
such as Ih e  Expendables, Jimmy Eat 
World, E-40 and DJ Quik. This year 
the lineup includes Minus the Bear and 
Collie Buddz.
“We have a real sound system, so 
this gready improves the concerts,” 
Newman said.
The huge speakers make every seat 
downstairs a good one, but the proxim­
ity o f  the front row to the stage keeps 
people coming back.
Since the venue is small, each con­
cert is like having the bands perform in
your livii^ room, said David Martinez, places for a great time.'
a D T B  patron.
“Last year I saw Swollen Members 
and I could have touched Mad Childs 
foot if  I wanted to,” Martinez said. “1 
was that close.”
Tickets are on sale as far as three 
months in advance and can be pur­
chased at Boo Boo Records on 
Monterey Street or at ticketweb.com. 
Also check out the website, DTBrew. 
com, for upcoming shows.
The Clubhouse at 
This Old House:
lire  Clubhouse is a location that 
is great for the under 21 crowd. Some 
other venues have age restrictions for 
certain concerts, but Ihe Clubhouse 
(for the most part), dtics not because it 
is a restaurant first and foremost. But 
it also has bands perform on the week­
ends with covers up to $8.
Owner Andrew Adams said that 
because it is a restaurant it avoids re­
ally loud bands, but do offer all kinds 
o f  music.
“We have singer-songwriter smfl, 
country, bluegrass, rock —  but not so 
much hard rock," Adams said.
fhe Clubhouse is hidden away 
next to virtually nothing. l>ocated off 
o f  Foothill Boulevard but closer to Ix« 
Osos Valley Road, If ic  Clubhouse is 
not a place to walk to. Adams said it 
was like a roadhouse.
“It’s like an old western pub,” Ad­
ams said. “It’s a term for off the beaten 
path —  people would drive to these
Past local bands to play include 
Dentures and the Mother Corn Shuck-
ers and Nataly lz)b. The lineup for and fhe Tipsy Gypsies, a self desen 
this year has international touring art­
ist SAIBU, a French indie folk band, ¡gg Venues, pagt
Fall’s coming. Start smart with Charter.
Charter TV ”
• Access a library of movies and shows 
On Demand, 1,000s FREE
• Enjoy great channels, like rvlTV,® VH1,® 
ESPN® and Comedy Central®
Call 1-866-980-3109
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Charter Internet"
• Experience speeds up to 8Mbps - great 
for music, photos, videos and social net­
working
• Get PowerBoost® with extra bursts of 
speed for quicker downloads*
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PARTY PACK
FOUR LARGE PIZZAS
with two toppings
$ 3 4 ® ®♦tax
T W O  LARGE  
P IZZA S
with one topping
$ 1 3 ® ®♦tax
and a 12 pack of sodas
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR OCLIVERIES, PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING
CHICKEN
COMBO
two large pizzas
VAUD WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR DELIVERIES. PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING
ROOMMATE
SPECIAL
$ 1 9 ♦tax $ 2 3 ♦tax
with chicken, garlic, black ol­
ives, onions, and tomatoes
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR DELIVERIES. PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING
2 large 2-topping pizzas, 6 
drinks, garlic bread and 1 order 
of buffalo wings OR medium 
antipasto salad
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY.
FOR DELIVERIES, PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
I STICKY 
I FINGERS PIZZA
I  two large pizzas
9 9
♦tax
with pepperoni, ham, bacon, 
onions. Italian sausage, 
mushrooms, black olives, 
and green peppers
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY.
FOR DELIVERIES. PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
I TW O  LARGE
I DELUXE HAWAIIAN 
I
I I  5 r  *'**
I  with ham, pinaappla, onion.
I  bacon, extra cheese
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR DELIVERIES, PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
VEGGIE
P IZ Z A
two large pizzas
$ 1 9 ® ®♦tax
with mushrooms, onions, 
black oNves, green peppers, 
tomatoes, and artichoke hearts
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR DCUVCRieS, PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING
T W O S M A L L
P IZZA S
with one topping
$ 1 0
VALID WITH COUPON ONLY. 
FOR DELiVtRICS, PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING.
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Cal Poly’s own Performing Arts Center (PAC) brings big names to the San Luis Obispo area. Since it’s opening in 1996, the 
PAC has welcomed names such as Elvis Costello, The Vagina Monologues and Leo Kottke. This year’s lineup features acts 
such as Bill Cosby, Monty Python’s “Spamalot,” and Ladysmith Black Mambazo.
W e ' r e  t h e  P l a c e
f o r  e x c it in g  a n d  a f f o r d a b l e  h e a l t h y  f o o d
enjoy our fabulous salad bar
soup and sandwlchmmt
hot rôtisserie chicken makes 
tick and easy meal
a quick breakfast of coffee and 
muffin, scone or hot oatmeal
« * #
896 So. Foothill Blvd • Son Luis Obispo 
(corner of Foothill &  Santo Rosa) 
Hours M on-Fri 8-9. Sat 8-8. Sun 9-8
Venues
continued frvm page 42
swing gypsy jazz band.
The C'lubhouse will continue to 
have singer and songwriter nights on 
Tuesdays and Blues Masters Jains on 
Wednesdays.
For more inlormation ;ibout up­
coming shows at The Clubhou.se go to 
dubhouscreport.com.
Christopoher Co­
han Performing Arts 
Center
Cal Polys own music venue .strays 
from local bands and focuses on big 
produaions. For the more refined 
pallet look no frirther chan the PAC. 
Opened in 1996, the Cohan Cen­
ter holds performances from touring 
groups to local groups such as the 
Civic Ballet and the symphony.
In the past, the PAC has had per­
forming arts from theater, music, 
dance and Broadway touring shows.
I jsa  Woske, representative o f  public 
affairs for Cal Poly Arts, said the PAC 
is an incredibly beautiful venue where 
students and residents can experience 
a myriad o f  artists and performances 
right on the Cal Poly campus.
“We’ve brought musical artists 
fiom around the globe and from the 
top stages in thdr fields," Woske said.
Cal Poly Arts also offrrrs tickets at a 
student rush rate so students can also 
enjoy the performances while staying 
within their budgets.
“Cal Poly Arts provides at-door $ 10 
RUSH tickets to any K-12 and college 
students with an I.D . for most o f  our 
shows, based on availability at the time 
o f the show," Woske said.
The rush tickets arc available up to
two to five days before show dates, 
more information on upcoming sh< 
and performances go to I^acSLO.orj 
CalPolyarts.org.
Pozo Saloon:
An outdixir saloon in the middle 
nowhere with practically no cell phi 
coverage shouldn’t be popular, but it 
A 45-minute drive from the Cal P 
ca m p u s , the sal<K>n sits on five acre? 
land, two o f which are devoted to 
outside stage.
Levi Bean, a promoter for Pozo 
loon said that Pozo is unique beca 
the saloon has been around since 1F 
and is a part o f county history.
“The Pozo Saloon use to be an t 
stagecoach stop, and has really b< 
apan o f the county forever," Bean s£ 
“The saloon and what remains o f  i 
Pozo Hotel are all that’s left o f  the « 
Pozo town.”
Althougli at he saloon boasts its « 
roots, the concerts are anything I 
out-dated. Well known performers 
dude Snoop Dogg, Ice Cube and W l 
Nelson.
“Pozo offers a litde bit o f  eve 
thing,” Bean said. “We have shows d 
appeal to the people who like coun 
and then we have concerts that app 
to the people who like rock as well.”
Since the saloon is an outdoor ver 
they have a capadty o f 3,000. There. 
two different types o f  seating, rcser\ 
and lawn. Bean said.
“The saloon is a fairly inexpens 
venue, with options for ticket pri< 
with reserved seating or lawn scatin 
Bean said. “The average ticket is abt 
$40,' but for the bigger shows such 
Big &  Rich it can be $60.”
To purchase tickets in San L 
Obispxj, go to Boo Boo Records * 
Monterey Street or online at Poza* 
loon.com.
RAQUEl. REDDING MUSTANG DA: 
Downtown Brew, a popular venue and bar among Cal Poly students, hosts con­
certs of all genres, including reggae, country and rap.
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^earning to laugh gives people a 
lifferent way to deal with the world 
md their problem s.
Bob Banner, who tejiches people 
ibout laughter, introduced the con- 
;epr o f  laughter yoga at the com - 
nunity center next to the San Luis 
Jb is p o  C ou nty  Library Lhursday, 
luly 15.
“W hy be upset and be miserable 
A^ hen you can’t change anything?’’ 
Saniier said.
Instead, he said, try laughter.
“Laughter is contagious and as- 
.ociated with fun,” Banner said. 
‘You don’t need a sense o f  humor, 
ind you don’t need to be happy to 
io  it.”
Banner learned about laughter 
/oga in D ecem ber o f  2 0 0 9 . T he
Breathing correctly keeps practi­
tioners from getting light-headed 
or becom ing dizzy. Banner said.
W hile breathing is im portant, 
Banner al.so encourages practitio­
ners to use what they learn in ses­
sions in real life. In one exercise. 
Banner pretends to point and look 
at his watch while laughing. He 
said this will create an alternative 
response when people look at their 
watches and react to being late.
“I't is the flexibility o f  ch o ice ,” 
Banner said. “T h e  choice to be in 
a good m ood or the choice to be in 
a bad m ood."
Eve N cuhaus, a local writer, 
opens her house to laughter yoga 
sessions four tim es a m onth. She 
said it is a great exercise that em ­
phasizes the im portance o f  breath­
ing and incorporating that into a 
carefree lifestyle.
;r is contagious and as­
sociated with iiin. You don’t need 
a sense of humor, and you don’t 
need to be happy to
—  Bob Banner
l.aughtrr Yoga Instruaor
practice teaches people to laugh at 
themselves and laugh m ore. T h e  
m ovem ents can be anything from 
hopping from foot to foot to danc­
ing around the room . Banner said 
this makes a sim ulation o f  laughter 
that leads to genuine laughter.
Banner learned to be a laughter 
yoga teacher by studying under Dr. 
M adan Kataria o f  M um bai. India, 
in M arch 2 0 1 0 .
Kataria learned the benefits o f  
laughter when he wrote an article 
about the effects o f  laughing in 
1 9 9 5 . H e created a laughter club 
where people could laugh togeth­
er. T h e  laughter club relied upon 
jokes, w hich weren’t always effec­
tive, he .said. So he turned to his 
w ife, a yoga teacher, to see i f  they 
could sim ulate laughing with the 
body. She helped develop laughter 
yoga by explaining to the practitio­
ners the correct ways to breathe.
“It helps people feel free,” Neu- 
haus said. “I th ink the exercises 
have made m e able to take things a 
little m ore lightly.”
T h e  m ovem ents are built for al­
m ost everyone —  the most in ten­
sive requires a person to roll with 
their back on the floor. Banner 
said laughter yoga doesn't require 
any prior yoga knowledge and is 
for everyone.
Vraja Sauer features laughter 
yoga classes at her restaurant Vra- 
ja’s K itchen on Sundays. She said 
people need more choices o f  how 
to relax.
“1 believe in laughter yoga. 
W e’re on call all the tim e, but what 
about the fun in life?" Sauer .said. 
“1 believe it can change people’s 
lives.”
A lthough she is relatively new 
see Laughter, page 46
. COURTESY PHOTO
Laughter Yoga teaches people to laugh at themselves and each other. Bob Banner said the simulated laughter leads to genu­
ine laughter. Breathing is also an important concept in laughter yoga because it helps the participant feel light-headed.
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Laughter
continued from  page 45
to laughter yoga, Sauer said the 
laughter created from  laughter yoga 
is natural and pure.
Banner starts the Thursday 
night event with a docum entary 
entitled  “ Laughology,” which fo l­
lows journalist A lbert N erenbcrg 
across the world as he finds out 
why people laugh and where they 
learn to laugh. H e interviews pco-
ple who study laughter in different 
cultures.
“‘W hen you laugh, you change, 
and when you change, the whole 
world changes,’” Banner said, qu ot­
ing Kataria.
Laughter yoga sessions are held 
dow ntow n. A schedule o f  tim es 
and locations can be found at 
http://www.hopcdancc.org/evcnts/ 
m onth.calendar/.
Ibis article was orighially published  on July 15. 2010. |
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F R E S H M A N
Puzzled or anxious look on face on 
first day of school
Big backpack Lanyard
^Usually a female
Camera glued to
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J *Seen wearing a 
**Cal Poly Nerds 
Rule” or “Do 
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^Carries calcula­
tor, and many pa­
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*May be wearing a mus­
cle shirt, on occasion
*On campus before 
the sun rises
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\ i
Long socks com­
bined with sandals Sneakers
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10 films to look out for 
before the end of the year
Robert W. Butler
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
It s fun to watch movies, o f  course. 
But increasingly 1 take just as m uch 
pleasure from anticipating movies.
I can spend weeks eagerly roll­
ing the various elem ents around in 
my head —  the subject m atter, the 
source m aterial, the names involved 
—  envisioning what the actual ex­
perience will be like.
fhe downside, o f  course, is that 
more often than not the finished 
film never m atches the excellence I 
im agined.
No matter. The whole process 
is part o f  the pleasure in being a 
movie fan.
Ih e  follpwing films, all sched­
uled to open before the end o f  the 
year, have just one thing in com ­
m on: Ih e y  make my pulse race. 
They sound Tike fun (fun being 
anything from pure escapism to 
deep philosophical inquiry).
ITI apologize in advance for not 
including on this list obvious audi­
ence pleasers like “Harry Potter and 
the D eathly Hallows —  Part I ,” 
“Wall Street: M oney Never Sleeps,” 
“Paranormal Activity 2 ,” “Red," 
“M egam ind," “Tron: Legacy" and, 
o f  course, “Little Fockers.”
Som e m ight be really good. It’s 
just that at this point 1 can take ’em 
or leave ’em . 'fhe follow ing, on the 
other hand, are the 10 movies I’m 
really looking forward to. (O p en ­
ing dates are subject to change.)
“M achete”
W e were introduced to the 
Sou th-of-the-B ord er assassin M a­
chete (played by the muscled, long­
haired, pock-m arked D anny Trejo) 
in a faux trailer that was part of 
“(irind hou se” in 2 0 0 7 .
It was love at first sight.
Hired for a hit, M achete (he 
wears a trench coat lined with just 
about every sort of bladed weapon 
im aginable) ends up the victim  o f  a 
double cro.ss and goes looking for 
revenge.
“They (bleeped) with the wrong 
M exican,” the trailer om inously 
proclaim ed.
I f  writer/director Robert R o­
driguez is on his game, “M achete”
should be a blood-spattered sp oof 
o f  ‘70s exploitation movies pep­
pered w ith political satire (subse­
quent trailers have referenced Ari­
zona’s contested illegal alien law) 
and famous faces (R obert D e N iro, 
Steven Seagal, M ichelle Rodriguez, 
D on John son, Lindsay Lohan).
It’ll be trash, sure, but with luck 
it’ll be great trash.
O pened Friday, Sept. 3 .
“The Town”
Ben Affleck’s directing debut 
with “G one Baby G one” was solid 
enough to get my juices flowing for 
his sophom ore effort, also set in his 
hom etow n o f  Boston.
Affleck plays a m em ber o f  a 
bank-robbing gang who takes a ro­
m antic interest in a bank teller (R e­
becca H all) who was their victim  
and may be able to finger the hood­
lums to a nosy fed (“Mad M en’s” 
Jon  H am m ).
The cast reportedly is full o f  
real-life Boston ex-cons. Also look 
for “The H urt Locker’s” Jerem y 
Renner.
Mostly, though. I ’m interested in 
seeing if  Affleck can deliver a crim e 
drama with subtext.
O pens Sept. 17.
“Let M e In”
Pooh-poohing American re­
makes of great foreign films is prac­
tically obligatory ( I ’ve already got 
the heebie-jeebies about the U .S . 
remake o f  the Swedish “G irl W ith  
the Dragon T attoo”).
Yet I ’m cautiously buzzed about 
seeing how the .Swedish vampire 
film “Lei the Right ( )n e  In” makes 
the transform ation to high-altitude 
New M exico in w inter (a nice alter­
native to snowbound Scandinavia). 
The plot: \  withdrawn, antisocial 
m iddle-school boy befriends the 
new kid next door —  a girl who 
com es out only at night.
The .Swedish original was so good 
that alm ost nobody believes this 
one could m atch it. Yet the cast­
ing is just about im peccable. As the 
boy wc have Kodi Sm it-M cPh ce, so 
terrific as Viggo M ortensen’s son
see Movies, page 52
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Movies
continuedJrom page 50
in the end-of-the-w orld downer 
“The Road.” O u r little vampiress 
is C hloe G race M oretz, the potty­
m outhed, pint-sized vigilante from 
“Kick-Ass.”
Bonus points: the great Richard 
Jenkins (“The V isitor,” “Eat Pray 
Love”) as the girl’s “father.”
D irected by “C loverfield’s" M att 
Reeves.
O pens O ct. 1.
“Burled”
It’s not so m uch high concept 
as subterranean concept: A civilian 
truck driver in Iraq (Ryan Reyn­
olds) is captured by insurgents and 
finds him self buried alive.
Rodrigo C ortes’ film is set entire­
ly in a wooden box as the panicked 
captive uses his cell phone to effect 
a rescue before the air runs out.
It may sound too claustrophobic 
and lim ited to be particularly en ­
joyable, yet audiences at Sundance 
last January went ape for this in­
tense little thriller.
G oes into wide release O ct. 8.
see M ovies, page 5 3
COURTESY PH O TO
Helen Mirien plays the wizaid Prospero in Hihe Tempest.” The film, which opens in limited locations Dec.10, was directed 
visually by Julie Taymor who was behind Boradway s “The Lion King” and the Frida Kahlo biopic “Frida.”
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“Hereafter”
“M ystic River.” “M illion D ol­
lar Baby.” “Flags o f  O u r Fathers.” 
“Letters From  Iwo Jim a .” “Change- 
mg. Ciran lo n n o , Invictus.
O ver the last decade C lin t F.ast- 
wood has had a record ot artistic 
and com m ercial hits unm atched by 
any other director. So you’ve got to 
get pumped about this one.
He explores tragedy and m ortal­
ity in three entw ined plots: A San 
Francisco psychic (M att D am on) 
Buds that his ability to talk to the 
dead is ruining all his relationships. 
A French T V  newswoman (C ccilc  
de France) is changed after she al­
m ost dies in the 2 0 0 4  Indian O cean 
tsunam i. English siblings (new com ­
ers Frankie and G eorge M cLaren) 
sec their world shaken by the 2 0 0 5  
London subway bom bings.
I h c  original screenplay is by Pe­
ter M organ, who earned his stripes 
with “The Q ueen” and “Frost/Nix- 
on.
W h at’s not to like?
O pens O ct. 22 .
“Burlesque”
I can’t tell if  this one is going to 
be “C hicago” or “C oyote Ugly”/ 
“Show girls.”
Nevertheless, the concept for 
this m usical got my attention: C her 
plays the proprietor o f  an L.A. club 
specializing in the “new burlesque.” 
She’s the tough m other hen to a 
flock o f  young w om en performers 
whose lives collide with varying de­
grees o f  untidiness.
The supporting cast has pos­
sibilities —  Kristen Bell, Stanley 
Tucci, Eric D ane, Alan C um m ing, 
Peter G allagher and pop superstar 
C hristina Aguilera in her big-screen 
acting debut.
The wild card here is director 
Steven A ntin , a form er actor with 
little track record behind the cam ­
era. Still, the voyeur in me wants to 
see this one.
O pens Nov. 24 .
“The Tem pest”
Visionary director Ju lie Faymor
(Broadw ay’s “The I.itm King,” the 
Frida Kahlo biopic “Frida” and the 
Beatles fantasia “Across the U ni­
verse”) gives us Shakespeare’s great 
magical rom ance with a few new 
twists.
For exam ple, the wizard Pros- 
pero is now a woman (Helen M ir­
ren). And there aren’t any slouches 
am ong the rest o f  the cast: Alfred 
M olina, C hris Cooper, David 
Sirathairn, Russell Brand, D jim on 
H ounsou, Alan C um m ing.
And, o i course, there’s Taym or’s 
astounding visual im agination, 
which should make this “Tem pest” 
as easy on the eye as on the ear.
O pens in lim ited release Dec.
10.
“How  Do You Know ”
Jam es L. Brooks can be great 
(“Terms of Endearm ent,” “Broad­
cast News,” “As G ood as It G ets”) 
or gosh-awful (“I’ll D o A nything,” 
“Spanglish”). I ’m betting we’ll see 
the form er when this rom antic 
com edy opens for the Christm as 
crunch.
l l i e  premise: A guy and a girl 
m eet for a blind date on the worst 
day o f  their lives.
Paul Rudd is a businessman 
about to be indicted for his creative 
finances; Reese W itherspoon is a 
professional athlete just cut by her 
softball team.
Jack  N icholson plays his father: 
O w en W ilson is her fiance.
O pens D ec. 17.
“True Grit”
Based on the same book that 
gave John Wayne his only O scar- 
w inning role, this W estern stars je ft 
Bridges (him self a recent Academy 
Award winner for “Crazy H eart”) 
as crusty one-eyed lawman R oost­
er C ogburn. H e’s hired by a 14- 
year-old girl (H ailec Stcinfeld ) to 
track down the drifter/murderer 
who killed her father and stole his 
money.
Norm ally I’d approach this pro j­
ect with caution ... except that it 
has been w ritten and directed by 
Joel and Ethan C oen. M eaning: It 
will undoubtedly have very little 
in com m on with the original 1969  
film.
A nother reason for hope: M att
, rXiURTESY PHOTO
Rebecca Hall and Ben Affleck star in Warner Bros. Pictures’ and Legendary Pictures’ crime drama, “The Town.”
D am on as a Texas Ranger, who 
tags along on the journey (a role 
originally played —  and not well 
—  by singer G len C am pbell).
O pens D ec. 25.
“Blue Valentine”
Its credentials may be low-bud- 
get indie, but its scope is hugely 
am bitious.
Derek C ianfrance’s film, a buzz- 
creator at Sundance, follows the 
ups and downs o f  a love affair over 
six years.
O u r couple arc independent 
icons Ryan G osling (“Lars and 
the Real G irl,” “H alf Nelson”) and 
M ichelle W illiam s (“Brokeback 
M ou ntain ,” “W endy and Lucy”).
I ’m hoping for som ething with 
the em otional clout o f  Richard 
L inklatcr’s superb one-tw o wham ­
my, “Before Sunrise” and “Before 
Sunset.”
O pens D ec. 31 .
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Turn on your television: 
five new shows to catch
Chuck Barney
CONTRA COSTA TIMES
Don’t look now, but nearly 30 new 
shows are about to invade your tele­
vision sets. Yes, it’s that time o f year 
again. The fall deluge is upon us.
But I realize that you only have 
two eyeballs —  and not nearly 
enough time. So, as a personal ser­
vice, I’ve prescreened the fall offer­
ings and whittled them down to 
the five shows that appear to be the 
cream o f  the crop. You can thank me 
later.
Keep in mind that, in most cases, 
I have seen only the pilot episodes, 
and an extraordinary pilot does not 
always develop into an extraordinary 
series (.See: “FlashForward”).
But, for now, ,I’vc bonded with 
this Top 5 and think you might, 
too. '
1. “Lone Star” (Fox):
A con artist as leading man? It’s 
a risky deal —  especially for network 
I'V —  but one that this provocative 
soap pulls ofi. thanks to the panache 
of newcomer James Wolk.
Wolk plays a brilliant schemer 
who is running a complex sting while 
leading two lives in different parts of 
Texas. O n one front, he has married 
C.at (Adrianne Palicki) in order to 
infiltrate the oil company led by her 
father (Jon Voight). O n another, he 
has taken up with a suburban wom­
an (FJoise Mumford) as he bilks her 
neighbors via an investment scam.
Trouble is, he loves both women and 
desperately wants to find a way to go 
straight without divulging his secrets.
“Lone Star” is handsomely crafted 
and brimming with suspense. But it 
wouldn’t matter if  Wolk were not be­
lievable —  and likable —  in the role. 
Fortunately, he has chirm  aplenty 
and, like a great con man, he takes us 
for a ride.
2. “Boardwalk Empire” 
(HBO):
You’d think Martin Scorsese would 
have had his fill o f  gangsters by now. 
But the love affair continues with this 
Prohibition-era drama about Enoch 
“Nucky" Thompson (Steve Buscemi), 
a corrupt politician whose dc*alings in 
illegal booze enable him to hold sway 
over Atlantic City.
Scorsese directed the pilot episode, 
which features depictions o f  real-life 
criminals, including “Lucky” Luciano 
and Al Capone. Bringing additional 
mob cred to the project is creator Ter­
rence Winter, a standout writer for 
“'fhe .Sopranos.”
“Boardwalk Empire” might not 
ever match the legacy o f  that iconic 
hit, but it appears to be a worthy suc­
cessor, with stellar acting, a “Mad 
Men”-like attention to period detail 
and rich production values that, at 
times, give the show the feel o f  a lush 
painting.
just when we thought we were out 
... they pull us back in.
see Shows, page 5 5
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Shows
continued from  page 5.5
But viewers who do com m it to 
“Ih e  Event” will at least be treated 
to a gripping first chapter. It follows 
the travails of Sean Walker (Jason 
Ritter), who stumbles upon an in­
ternational cover-up while probing 
the mysterious disappearance of his 
fiancée. I h c  pilot is a rock-your- 
world affair full of tense moments, 
great effects and stunning twists.
Even better: l lie re ’s not a polar 
bear in sight.
4. “Nikita” (CW):
A kick-butt action babe is noth­
ing new. Neither is this story of a 
government-trained assassin, which 
has undergone multiple treatments 
on the big and small screens. But 
some clever structural retrofitting 
and the dazzling presence o f  M ag­
gie Q  boost this “N ikita” to another 
realm.
Ms. Q  (birth  name: Quigley) 
plays a former street tough who was 
rescued from death row by a covert 
U .S. agency that molded her into a 
lethal weapon. But after a falling out 
with said agency, she has defected 
and is vowing to bring it down. We
like her chances.
The sexy lead actress is mesmeriz­
ing as she kicks and punches her way 
through a rollicking pilot that rarely 
lets up on the gas pedal. The jury is 
still out on whether Q  possesses the 
acting chops to play a m ultidim en­
sional character, but for now she has 
all the right moves.
5. “M ike & M olly” 
(CBS):
This working-class sitcom  about 
plus-sized people looking for ro­
mance while dealing with some 
weighty issues could have been the 
.sea.son’s biggest loser. Instead, its  a 
sweet and funny half hour pegged to 
a pair o f  refreshingly relatable leads.
M ike (Billy Gardell) is a shy C h i­
cago cop who typically strikes out 
with the ladies. Molly (Melissa M c­
Carthy) is an adorable fourth-grade 
teacher with a good sense of humor 
about her curves. T h eir paths cross 
at an Overcaters Anonymous m eet­
ing and sparks ffy.
The show has its weaknesses, 
including some stock supporting 
characters and an occasional urge to 
settle for cheap fat jokes. But the ap­
pealing Ciardell and M cCarthy have 
a chem istry that thus far outweighs 
the Haws.
-.'f
COURTESY PHOTO
Billy Gardell and Melissa McCaitliy pose for a photo for the series '*Mike 6c 
Molly”. The light sitcom focuses on plus-sized people looking for romance.
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ndie band She & Him: 
I bigger focus on him
)vin C. Johnson
LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
ere was a time early in the career of 
ky-pop group She &  Him when all 
yone wanted to talk about was the 
/olvement ot front woman 2!ooey 
ischanel.
initially, she was yet another movie 
r who dared to step out and be in a 
nd.
“When we were doing press a few 
us ago," says guitarist-producer M. 
ard, “about half the questions were 
out how bad Bruce Willis’ records 
•re and stuff like that.”
Ward says [)eschand’s transition to 
asic is not the focus anymore.
“I think people are forgetting about 
it, and that’s good,” he says. “There’s 
od and bad examples o f all kinds o f 
asic. And I think Zooey is definitely 
inspiration for a lot o f people who 
ay be trapped into doing one thing in : creative arts."
She &C Him have no credibility issues 
::se days after delivering its sophomore 
on, “Volume Two,” which picks up 
lere 2008 ’s “Volume One” left off. 
Together, Ward and Dcschanel have 
.‘ated a sun-splashed brand o f '60s- 
vored pop that’s as fresh as it is famil- 
• in its coffeehouse appeal. “Volume 
vo" includes 11 originals and two 
vers —  N R B Q ’s “Ridin in My G u ” 
d Skeetcr DavLs’ “Gonna Ciet Along 
ithout You Now.”
O f  their fcel-gotxl music. Ward says 
)mc p>eople have called it ‘arena folk,’ 
lich we like. It’s a linlc tonguc-in- 
eek, but it’s O K .”
Some have compared it with the 
legendary the Mamas &  the Papas. The 
comparison seems fair, though Ward 
isn’t so quick to embrace it.
“I’m not their No. 1 fan, but they 
have good songs,” he says. “But 1 don’t 
knt)w a lot o f their stuff , to be honest.” 
Ward does concede their influences 
run old. His favorite producers are 
heavy-hitting legends such as Cjcorge 
Manirt, Quincy Jones and Phil Spec- 
tor.
And when it comes to guitarists, 
the first name he mentions is C'huck 
Berry.
“1 can’t say enough about Chuck 
Berry —  the voice, the lyrics, the gui­
tar playing, the looseness,” Ward says. 
“He’s genius. When I first started play­
ing guitar, 1 was learning Beatles songs 
like ‘Roll Over Beethoven’ and ‘Rock 
and Roll Music,’ Chuck Berry songs 
the Beades covered. I’ve been digging 
deeper in his catalog ever since.”
Dcschanel, meanwhile, was mak­
ing a name for herself in Hollywtxxf in 
the movies “Elf,” “Yes Man,” “Failure 
to l.aunch,” “The Happening" and 
“(500) Days o f  Summer.”
“Somehow, it seems to work —  it 
clicks,” he says o f  the pairing. “It’s hard 
to put my finger on exactly why.
“My job is to produce, to follow the 
.song or the demo where it w'ants to gp. 
Zooey writes the songs for the projea, 
and I treat her demos the same way 1 
treat mine. I listen to them over and 
over and try to discover their character 
and use my imagiiution to fill in the 
blanks, think about what might have 
inspired the songs.”
The next 1 2  are for 
dating him.
of these are  
for the dram atic  
break up.
2 0 m ore are for 
running into his new  
girlfriend.
And the last •
W ell, those are for me.
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New school, new hardware, new ink
tattoo and piercing pariors of the San Luis Obispo area
Kelly Cooper
KKLLYCOOI'ER.MD^GMAIL.COM
College presents many opportunities 
to try things for the first rime, such 
as living without the watchfiil eye o f  
parents or doing a keg stand. Some 
students, however, choose to mark 
their freedom with a new piercing 
or tattoo. 11 you’re considering get­
ting some diamond studs to impress 
your buddies or perhaps want to per­
manently engrave the name o f  your 
significant other on your wrist, these 
local parlors can get the job done.
Traditional Tattoo
Taking its name to heart, this lo­
cal parlor began a tradition o f  its own 
six years ago —  to gain attention 
from the college crowd, l l i c  Week o f  
W elcome (W O W ) special —  featur­
ing $20 piercings —  draws in dozens
of students looking for new hard­
ware. Vattooer and manager, Louie 
C.'ampopiano, said that it was a way 
for the then-small business to create 
some buzz in the community.
“We came up with this as an idea 
to totally get peoples attention,” 
Campopiano said. “We decided to 
do something that you couldn’t ig­
nore —  and $20  piercings really got 
everyone excited,”
Campopiano said that W O W  
is an exciting and busy time for the 
company, which now has three loca­
tions; two in San Luis Obispo and 
one in Pismo Beach.
“You get an influx o f  a whole lot 
o f  people who arc off to college and 
by them.selves for the first time," he 
said, “ llie energy that you get from 
all these new people com ing into 
town —  it’s pretty' fun. It’s just a fun 
week to do things.”
The Foothill Boulevard location, 
tucked between D om ino’s Pizza and
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Pita Pit, is clean and relaxed with 
green- and purple walls lined with 
artists’ work. Front desk attendant, 
Blake Strait, said that he likes the 
cleanliness o f  the parlor as well as 
the friendly tattoo artists.
“Down south, there’s a lot o f  u t-  
too shops you don’t want to go into 
because o f  bicycle gangs or supier 
sketchy people; you’re wondering if 
everything is clean. In here, it’s-more 
just quirky people who like to have 
a good time and take their jobs seri­
ously,” Strait said.
Store hours at all three kications 
are 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Thursday 
through Sunday, and 10 a.m. to 10 
p.m. Friday and Saturday.
Central C oast Tattoo
O ne o f the area’s oldest tattoo 
and piercing parlors can be found 
up Highway 1 in the beach town 
o f  M orro Bay. O n tra l Coast .Tattoo 
has been in business for 17 years and 
covers everything from bellybutton 
piercings to gut-wrenching, bloody 
artwork. Owner and Master Artist 
C'hrys Young recalls one gruesome 
tattoo that frightened a passerby.
“O ne guy, he came in, he just 
graduated, and he wanted his Greek 
letters tattooed on his chest and he 
wanted them to look like he had 
carved them in with a knife in the 
mirror —  so the dripping blood, the 
open skin, and everything,” Young 
said. “I did that for him and he 
walked out and some lady almost 
passed out —  she thought it was 
real.”
Despite the gory tattoo requests, 
the quaint shop is small yet com ­
fortable, and, contrary to the typical 
male-dominated tattoo industry, em ­
ploys four females
Central Coast Tattoo also draws 
its uniqueness from being the head­
quarters o f  Blood Borne Patho­
gen Prevention Training Institute
KELLY CO O PER MUSTANG D/ 
Traditional Tattoo manager and tattooer Ixiuie Campopiano touches up a cus­
tomer’s artwork. Traditional Tattoo, which has three locations —  two in San L 
Obispo and one in Pismo Beach — is the only tattoo company in SLO.
o f  America, o f which Young is the 
founder. The institute focuses on 
body art safety, and will soon be in­
corporated into state law next year.
“We teach body art safety nation­
wide and worldwide; it’s a safety is­
sue,” Young said. “It’s nice because 
we’re a tiny litdc shop, but we have 
worldwide recognition.”
For being 10 minutes down the 
road from Cal Poly, the parlor still 
gets its fix o f  college students. Young 
said the most popular requests arc 
kanji characters (mtKlcrn Japanese 
writing o f  Chinese characters), hi­
biscus flowers and ocean-themed de­
signs. Sometimes, she .said, students 
who come in with a friend end up 
getting inked themselves.
“I’ve had groups o f  them all cq 
in -  all the guys at once and all i 
girls at once,” Young said.” I f  < 
comes in and gets a tattoo and bri 
an entourage o f  four, by the ti 
they’re done, they all get them do 
It’s a bonding experience for a loi 
people.”
Store hours for the shop are 
a.m. to 6  p.m . Tuesday through i 
urday. Sundays and Mondays arc 
appointm ent only.
Mothership Tattoo
O ne o f  the three Pismo Be; 
parlors, the 14-year-old Mothers.
see Tattoo, page
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Tattoo
intinuedfrom page 60
attoo resembles a carnival funhemse. 
he shop features an abundance o f  
ody artwork lining the bright blue 
/alls and a colorful “Enter” and 
Exit” gate separating the lobby from 
me parlor. Packed with little knick- 
nacks and bumper stickers, this 
nique shop offers both tattoos and 
iercings.
Piercer Clay Allen, who has been 
1  the industry for seven years, said 
e enjoys the professional atmo- 
phere o f  Mothership.
“For an atmosphere that can be a
really relaxed one, its nice to see peo­
ple who are still professional,” Allen 
said. “I’ve worked in a lot o f  different 
shops in this county, and this is one 
o f the shops I feel most com fortable 
at.”
Allen said that the shop doesn’t 
sec a large college population, but 
it does get the occasional Cuesta or 
Cal Poly student for piercings.
“Last week 1 had a group that 
came in from Cuesta, and all came 
in and got their septums done for 
the bulldog look,” Allen said, “lh a t  
was fun.”
Despite the small amount o f  Cal 
Poly.customers, Allen does recall one 
anecdote from a college stuilent in
Colorado. the chair,” Alien said. “Doesn’t spill a rassing for him.
“This guy got the world’s smallest drip o f  his water and then he pisses Mothership opens everyday at 12
tattoo on his wrist, he stands up and himself. A few minutes later he’s like,
is talking to the tattooer and going ‘W hat happened, why am I wet?’
over the price and he’s drinking wa- And we said, ‘D on’t get up just yet,
ter, and he just stops for a minute, don’t worry about i t . . .  No judgment
and passes out -  falls right back into what.soever...’ It was more embar-
p.m. until 5 or 6  p.m. and is located 
at 751 Dolliver St.
see Tattoo, page 6 3
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Central Coast Tattoo has been in business for 17 years. Ib e  small comer shop, 
diicb employs four women, is also the headquarters (or Blood Borne Pathogen 
raingin Institute of America, which is a body art safiety organization.
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Tattoo
■)ntinueii from  page 61
riger Rose Tattoo
A little farther down Dolllver 
trect, about a block-and-a-half away 
rom M othership Tattoo, is Tiger 
Lose Tattoo. Like Mothership, Tiger 
Lose doesn’t receive very many col- 
:ge-agcd customers. Tattooer Brent 
'('ilson, who has been in the business 
Dr five years, said the shop’s clients 
lainly com e from out o f  town.
“We mainly get people from the 
alley,” W ilson said. “A lot o f  Bakers- 
eld people, people from Fresno.”
The shop, in ics tenth year in busi­
ness, mainly specializes in traditional 
American artwork, which includes 
anything from ‘50s pinup girls to 
American flags. However, W ilson said 
the shop always welcomes walk-ins.
“W e pretty much do anything that 
walk-ins (would like), even though 
there’s other things we prefer to do, 
like American traditional,” Wilson 
said.
W ilson said the shop is unique 
because o f  the good word spread by 
satisfied customers.
“It’s been here for awhile —  it has 
a good reputation," Wilson said.
Store hours arc 12 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
everyday.
KELLY CO O PER MUSTANG DAILY
/fothenhip Tattoo, located in Pismo Beach, is one of three parlors in the beach- 
ide town. The interior resembles that of a carnival fiin house, with bright colors 
nd knick-knacks lining the walls.
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Oe Oro than most 
' eoologyL Some wild- 
aiaiM e othM«, tea lions, 
rattiesnakee and deer. Compated to o l l^  beach communi- 
ties, the state park remains less disturbed humans and is 
known as the locals’ secret where they can mountain bike, 
hike or camp.
Local Martin Sears said he 1 
sport
“At Montaña De Oro, If I 
in a forest,’* Sears said. “If t 
that’s possible too.”
On its hiking and biking trails, I 
of Morro Bay  ^including the bay 
trails take the hiker through the 
lead to the sea caves
t V
terrain for his
I can ride 
the ocean,
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m r"0 MontmAo de Ora State Park kaa a few different beaches. Here, visitors walk along the foggy Spooner’s Cove. Another spot in the park. Hazards, has several active dde pools. And, for experienced surfers or for those who wish to lay out in the sun, 
Sondspit will satisfy either request. Aside from beaches, Montaho de Ora also has several hiking trails.
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in Luis Obispo, Avila Beach is a popular choice 
ahidanis. Qoif courses, apple orchards, vineyards and hot springs can been 
the drive to AvHa. Them dNi aiao spots to park to travel on the “Bob Jones Land-to- 
ike trail, a mountain biking M l  that lives up to its name.
Since Avila Beach is located In the San Luis Bay; temperatures can be up to 10 to 12 degrees 
warmer than other surrounding beaches. As a result, the water tends to be warmer and water 
activities are more popular.
At Avila, a b e a c M H  kayak, snorkel and swim. Fishing is also popular arid there are 
several piers w ith^^^^m odations avaiiabie for the fishing enthusiast.
Port San Luis, j^ ^ ^ H ^ h e  main beach In Avila, is one of the only spots to offer free fire pits 
and barbecues a t^ ^ ^ ^ g M  the beach. The fire pits are first come, first serve, however, so it's 
important to get Cal Poly students frequently take advantage of these fire pits for
bonfires, especia^H|||P^Cal Poly% Week of Welcome in late September.
There iamtffVPj^^TCmnospI^^ at Avila Beach during the evenings. Local James Sanders 
calls It a more “peaceful and quiet environment” than going downtown for drinks.
“I like to try to come out here every night In the summer because the beach has a different 
vibe at night,” Sanders said.
Not only does Avila Beach offer a vast array of beach activities, but it also has beachfront 
dining and shopping. The restaurants along the beach feature Italian food, seafood, American 
food such as deNs, and edfse shops. A «wing Mt at the tottrlM firvoftoe, Avik B cmcIi .
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ranci Grafts 
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1br tfW young-
i  I
r, orowd. Some wHdIlfe that may boesehifrdm Sheil Beach are 
?^birda, pellcana, butterflfe% aiBria, aea otilFsand whales.
I Nestled between Avila Beach and Piwno Beach is Pirate’s i  Cove, a secluded, “clothing optional** b&ch. Aside from curi­
ous ontookers, Pirate'S Cove Is known for attracting respectful 
elders ^ o  keep to themselves.
j jh e  Aft in the Park event runs the hrst Sunday of every 
month from May to October. The event hosts arts and crafts 
from more than 100 local artists and also features live enter­
tainment and food.'
Shell Beach is also a hot spot for the college crowd because 
it is less traveled by families and police. For this reason, on 
weekends and any time temperatures peak, college students 
can be seen car pooling down 101 Smith.
IM«ino Sute Beach U your typical beach town —- seafood and surf shops line dui stxeets, vialfxurs and Iticals sttoti the piei^  ~z 
and surfers catch waves until the sun goes down.
Pismo State Beach (above)
SK* -'„.V.^;ÎL
Tommie O'Donoghue has lived in Pismo Beach since 2002. Before that, she lived In Austin, ; 
Texas for 17 years, but she said she ached to come back to the Central Coast.^
Today, O’Donoghue now works for the Pismo Beach Chamber of Commerce.
“When people ask what is there to do in Pismo Beach, I tell them ’relax and gét cool,’“ 
O’Donoghue said.
At Pismo State Beach, which O’Donoghue said is mainly a tourist beach, the Ideal climate f  
allows for beach-going during all four seasons. The beach is not affected by tides so the water 
calm from the pier on. However, the water tends to be a lot cooler than neighboring Avila 
»ach.
Surfing, kayaking, walking, horseback riding and ATV riding are exceptionally popular ac- 
ivlties at Pismo State Beach. Although vehicles aren’t allowed on Pismo State Beech Itself, 
re Oceano Dunes, south of Pismo Beach, provide a chance for adventurous drivers to ride on 
irge, soft sand dunes.
For less adventurous visitors, the area of Pismo Beach hat approximately 46 restaurants 
ich as steakhouses, Italian, Asian and seafood. Clams are a popular staple In the local sea­
food restaurants because Pismo Beach is known for Its Pismo Clam. For savvy shoppers, the 
tismo Beach Prime Outlets feature more than 40 name-bratKl, discounted outiet stores.
Aside from the bluffii along the cooat, Cambria also has art galleries, 
'"ibop»,
Cambria (above and right)
‘-T»
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Cambria, known as the place where “the pines m e^ th e  
sea,** Is jostnorth of Cayucos orrHIghway T. OlvIdeSI Into three 
areas, Cambria features East Village, West Village and Moon­
stone Beach Drive.
The East Village is home to Victoiian-style buildings dating 
back to the 1870s that host a variety of art galleries, shops and 
places for dining. The West Village is closer to the ocean but 
shares the same layout as its eastern neighbor. There Is a farm­
ers’ market every Friday at 2:30 p.m. that brings the East and 
West villages together on the shared Main Btreet
Right by the ocean, Moonstone Beach Drive runs in a loop 
near Highway 1. Along Moonstone Beach Drive, there are day 
use parks and beaches with opportunities for water activities 
— such as surfing and skim boarding bicycling, picnicking, 
barbecuing and collecting shells or semiprecious stones such 
as moonstone or jade. Fishing is allowed only at cerrtain loca­
tions.
Vacationers In Cambria often make a day trip to famed 
newspaper publisher William Randolph Hearst’s castle located
about 10 miles north of Cambria. Hearst Castle, now a Califor- ____________
nia State Park, offers tivedifferrot daily, each one fmme- j, ti»* pin^ e wfaere "the pines meet the^ ea.” Here, the vegetation covers the sarroniufing dllB.
ing on a specific area of the castle. Tickets are sold on site at .
the visitor’s center, but reservations are recommended.
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B e a c h e s Cayucos (below)
continuedfrom page 65 Approximately five miles north of the boating haven of Morro 
Bay is the quaint beach community of Cayucos. Listed by CNN 
as one of ‘‘America’s coolest small towns,” the Cayucos com­
munity has a downtown area that features dining, art galleries, shops and recreational activities 
such as pier fishing and skating at the local skate park.
Many of the restaurants in downtown Cayucos offer oceanfront dining and locally sourced 
ingredients of freshly caught fish. Rudell’s Smokehouse, a critically acclaimed restaurant by 
Coastal Living and Sunset magazines, is located right by the ocean and offers fresh meat pre­
sented in a taco, salad or sandwich. Rudeil’s personifies the mellow vibe of Cayucos in the way 
it prepares its food; each meal is carefully and slowly smoked with flavor. Other notable dining 
experiences include Hoppe’s Bistro and Wine Bar and Schooners Wharf.
North of Cayucos there are many opportunities for outdoors exploring. Estero Bluffs State 
Park features 355 acres of coastal terrain and the California Coastal Trail extends the entire 
length of the California coast — and there are gateways to the trail near Cayucos. Sea lions can 
be seen diving off some of the rocky coast during certain times of the year.
Many of Cayuco«’ restaurants serve locally caught fish and also offer ocean views. About 20 minutes away (rom Cal Pbly, 
Cayucos also offers many outdoor exploring opportunities.
s p l a s h  c a f e
Conie to our original location by the beach in 
Pismo, or our second location near downtown 
SLO to try our world famous clam chowder!
both locations feature:
our fam ous aw ard  w in n in g  clam  chow der in  fre sh ly  baked 
sourdough bread bow ls, fresh  fis h  & chips, ca lam ari, , 
g r ille d  fish  sandw iches, fish  tacos, salads & more!
OPEN DAILY: b reak fas t, lu n ch  & d in n e r!
visit us aCour two locations:
197 Pomeroy in  Pismo / /  805.773.4653 
1491 M onterey Street in  San Lu is Obispo / /  805.544.7567
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Monday, September 13,2010
Football looks to rebound from last year’s  losing season
Brian De Los Santos
MUhTANGDAIUrSPORTS^MAJL.COM
It may be less than a month before 
football season starts, but die biggest 
question surrounding the Cal Poly 
football team is still unanswered.
Will it be quarterback Andre Broa- 
dous or dbny Smith who leads Cal 
Polys offense come September?
As the team awaits head coach Tim 
Walshs decision in their first wc*ck o f
well. I mean he knows all his checks, 
he knows all his audibles, and he is real 
smart with the ball,” Broadous said. 
“He is a great student o f  the game.”
Yet the job of a starting quarterback 
is never safe. Standing behind him is 
Broadous, a player who —  whenever 
he starts —  may have one o f the most 
highly anucipated debuts in recent 
years. At Grant High School, die O r­
egon native racked up 6 ,000  yards o f 
total offense in his junior and senior 
seasons combined. His style mirrors
Cl
going to try to do the 
best thing that’s going to give
this team the opportunitjl^ I ’* !  
as many games as it
—  Tim Walsh
Football hcrad coach
practice, either Smith or Broadous will 
be tryirtg to help a program rebound 
from one o f  the worst seasons o f  the 
decade —  at least on paper.
Cal Poly went (4-7) last season, fin­
ishing at the bottom o f the Great West. 
The Mustangs couldn’t win a single 
game on the road and finished outside 
o f  the national polls for the first dme 
since 2003  —  while also suffering their 
first losing season since 2002.
“It’s a team game and it’s about win­
ning,” Walsh said. “We are going to try 
to do the best thing that’s going to give 
this team the opportunity to win as 
many games as it can.”
In some eyes, there really shouldn’t 
be a debate. Last season, it was the job 
o f  Smith, a man who led his team last 
season against opponents like San Jose 
State, Sacramento Su te and Ohio, 
while throwing for 1,618 yards —  just 
342 less Jonathan Dally in his senior 
season —  in 11 starts. Not to mention, 
he will be heading into this season as
a semor.
“Tony, he knows the game really
the prototypical triple-option quar­
terback —-  a shifty runner with speed 
and moves that will make fans stand 
on their fixt.
“Playmaker. That’s the first thing 
that comes to my mind when you sec 
(Broadous),” starting comerback Asa 
Jackson said. “He is one o f those guys 
that you have to account for running 
the ball on every single play. And that’s 
a killer.”
At his —  or Smith’s —  disposal 
will be 11 offimsive players who started 
at least five games last year. Return­
ing will be most o f  the offensive line, 
wide receiver Dominique Johnson and 
fullbacks Jake Romanelli and Jordan 
Yocnim among others. Not to mention 
potential pbymakers K.J. CCusack and 
Mark Rodgers could oeep  their way 
onto the field to make some noise.
But regardless o f  whatever offen­
sive personnel the Mustangs throw 
onto the field, it may take a team ef- 
fon to get past last season’s numbers. 
Defirnsive playmakers like Asa Jackson, 
linebackers Kenny Jackson and Marty 
Mohamed arc going to try to help this
NICK CAMACHO MUSTANG DAILY
Quarterback (above) Tony Smith passed for 1,618 yards last year, just 342 less than Jonathan Dally in his senior season.
team rebound as well —  on the other 
side o f  the ball.
“This year, this team is going to be 
a huge defensive factor," Mohamed 
said, “f  am going to make sure o f  that. 
This defense is going to be one o f  the 
best defenses in the entire nation. As a 
leader and the defensive captain, I am 
going to make sure that everything we 
do as a defense is perfect... we arc not 
going to quit."
Mohamed may have his work cut 
out for him. Eight defensive start­
ers will return fit)m last year’s squad, 
but last season’s defense was an over­
worked group decimated by injuries. It 
was a defense who gave up more than 
30 points in four games and more than 
400  yards o f offense on six occasions.
' ÌC  — . . .
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while also letting four halftime leads 
slip and turn into losses.
“I look back at last season, if  there 
was one disappointment it was that we 
as a program didn’t finish,” Walsh said. 
“And in the game o f football, with the 
schedule that we play, if  we don’t start 
well and we don’t finish well, we’re go­
ing to struggle.”
Cal Poly pbys two home games to 
Stan the season, but may not have full 
attendance due to the academic cal­
endar. By the time fidi quancr begins. 
Cal Poly will be in the third week o f 
its season. In week two, Cal Poly faced 
off against Montana —  a team who 
went undefeated a year ago and rode 
their hot hands all the way to the PCS 
championship, falling to Villanova 23- 
21.
Three weeks after that, Cbl Poly will 
travel to Fresno Sute —  a usual West­
ern Athletic C^onferenoe contender 
who very well could have a strangle 
hold on the crown on the conference if
Boise Sute were out o f the picture —  
in the third game o f  a five game road 
trip.
Then the Mustang$ return home 
for three o f  their last four games and 
host rival U C  Davis in the final game 
o f the 2010 season.
Opponents aside. Cal Poly will be 
aiming for one thing come Septem­
ber. There will be no talk o f national 
championships, national rankings, or 
all-conference teams —  the only thing 
Walsh wants his team to focus on is 
where they stand come November.
“Our goal period, end o f  sûrement, 
is to win the Great West,” Walsh said. 
“If  we go above and beyond that that’s 
great, but our job this year is to win 
the Great West championship, beat 
U C  Davis here on the last week o f the 
sca.son and whatever happens after that 
happens.”
This story was originally published  on Aug. I I ,  2 01 0
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Engravable Gifts 
Plaques 
Trophies 
Bronze Castings 
. Medals 
Crystal A w ards 
Je w e lry  Engraving
i f . - ; ' - 805- 543-6514
12310  Los Osos Valley Rd
(Bear Valley Center)
San Luis Obispo
M U R R A Y  ST A T IO N
a p a r t m e n t s
Your Hom e While You're Aw ay from Horne
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Football looks to reclaim the ‘Golden Horseshoe’ from UC Davis
e
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M innesota and M ichigan have “ Ihe 
L ittle Brown Ju g ,” O h io  Stare and 
Illinois have the “Illibuck Trophy” 
and Army, Navy and Air Force have 
the “C o m m an d er-in -C h ief’s Tro­
phy.” Lesser known, however, is the 
“G olden H orseshoe,” a trophy that 
C.al Poly and U C  Davis football 
players battle for each year.
Cal Poly and U C  Davis went 
head-to-head for the first tim e in 
1 9 3 8 , but it wasn’t a huge rivalry 
until the ‘70s. The two teams be­
cam e “official” rivals in 2 0 0 4  when 
the “G olden H orseshoe” was in tro­
duced.
Recently, the Aggie Pack hopes 
to keep the trophy exactly as made, 
whereas the M aniacs have been 
looking for ways to improve it.
“W hen Cal Poly won in 2 0 0 6  
(the M aniacs) decided to beautify 
it . . .  W e took the idea from U SC  
and Notre. D am e to put a green or 
blue gem on the Horseshoe for the 
team that won (each year),” said 
M ustang M aniacs co-chair, Kyle 
Rosso.
However, last year when the Ag­
gies beat the M ustangs in the ri­
valry game at U C  Davis, the Aggie 
Pack removed the gems.
“W e didn’t really agree with the 
gems and felt that the trophy was 
better w ithout it,” said the em cee 
o f  the Aggie Pack, Thom as W olfe.
The M ustang M aniacs and the 
Aggie Pack have sim ilar goals when 
it com es to prom oting this game —  
both hold rallies, create Facebook 
groups and continuously remind 
people about the game to get as 
m any fans as possible to show up 
each Saturday. Each group believes 
it has the biggest and m ost sup­
portive fan base.
“This is our num ber one rival,” 
W olfe said. “W e will be m aking a 
four-hour drive down to C al Poly 
to be there to make noise.”
Rosso, however, is adam ant that 
C al Poly has the advantage because 
he said its fans have m ore spirit.
A lthough the rivalry m ight seem 
intense, all parties involved said it 
is nothing but positive for college 
football and for the two schools in 
general.
“ I believe that any rivalry is good 
for schools and sports,” Rosso said. 
“(And) it’s a big part o f  the college 
experience too .”
In addition to 'th e rivalry am ong 
the fans. C al Poly corncrback Asa 
Jackson said there is tension and
“extra energy” between the football 
players on the field.
Given the tie between Cal Poly 
and U C  Davis, Jackson said it is 
an even bigger game for him and 
other players because during high 
school, he, along with a handful 
o f  other players, were recruited by 
U C  Davis —  but chose to jo in  the 
M ustangs. W olfe said that because 
the schools arc sim ilar academ ical­
ly, many students find themselves 
choosing between the two —  add­
ing fuel to the rivalry.
Ih is  season, U C  Davis was se­
lected by the Big W est coaches .as 
the preseason favorite to win the 
Great West conference, with Cal 
Poly com ing in second. W ith  Cal 
Poly the G reat We.st w inner in 
2 0 0 8  and U C  Davis the cham pion 
in 2 0 0 9  each team knows it may 
com e down to getting past the 
other in order to contend for the 
G reat West.
“W e know that we have to win 
this game in order to reach our 
main goal —  which is to win the 
Great W est," Jackson said.
The M ustang players arc com ing 
into this year’s game with a chip on 
their shoulders after losing to U C  
Davis 2 3 -1 0  last season.
However, a positive thing for 
the M ustangs is that this year it 
will have the support o f  its hom e 
crowd and the M ustang M aniacs at 
Alex G . Spanos Stadium  on Nov. 
13.
“ Ih is game is going to be on our 
so il,” Rosso said. “It is up to us to 
show Davis what we arc made of."
But the Aggie Pack is not going 
down w ithout a fight.
“W e arc going to be there to 
make som e noise," W olfe said. 
“W e definitely want to be louder 
than the com p etition .”
The M ustang M aniacs, howev­
er, arc confident in the team and 
are ready to take back the G olden 
Horseshoe.
“W e can’t wait to get the horse­
shoe back,” Rosso said. “We plan 
to put the gems back on when we 
win to make it better.”
The M ustangs will be doing 
ail it can to return the G olden 
Horseshoe to who they believe is 
the proper owner. And as always, 
the gam e will be a heated one that 
involves students dressed in “Beat 
Davis” shirts and the Aggie Pack 
taking up an entire set o f  bleachers 
in the end zone.
“The U C  Davis gam e is the last 
hom e game o f  the season,” Rosso 
said. “I can’t th ink o f  a better way 
to end it.”
MUSTANG DAILY FILE PHOTO
Former Cai Poly quarterback Jonathan Dally rushed for 173 yards and passed for 95 in the 2008 Davis-Pbly matchup.
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From Poly to the Pros: 
the Chris Gocong story
Brian De Los Santos
M USTANG DAI LYSPORTS^GMAI L.COM
Football schematics can often be 
challenging.
W hen looking at play art, there 
can be so many signs and short hand 
that it looks more like hieroglyphics 
rather than anything comprehend- 
ible. W ith numerous Xs, Os, squares 
and circles, it seems coaches arc often 
in search o f discovering a new form 
o f Pictionary as opposed to a stan­
dard play call.
Take all that, add a blitz-crazy 
playbook and a legendary defensive 
mind, and the task may seem nearly 
imp>ossibtc for any individual to 
grasp —  especially for a player pick­
ing up a f>osition he had never played 
before. •
Not tor former Cal l\)Iy defensive 
end Chris Gocong.
“He has a special mind. I here 
arc a' lot o f  guys who have a special 
mind, but don’t necessarily have the 
athletic ability that Chris has,” for­
mer Cal Poly linebacker Kyle Shot- 
well said. “ Ihcn pair his intelligent 
mind to his incredibly athletic body 
and you get a specimen. That is what 
Chris is."
Gocong can thank his engineer­
ing degree and Cal Poly f(K>tball ex­
perience for that.
“In the scheme he played ftir on 
the (Philadelphia) Eagles, they arc 
notorious for probably being the
most complex defense —  schemati­
cally —  in the N FL,” Shotwell said. 
“The fact that he was able to go on to 
the N FL in arguably the most com ­
plex defense and learn a completely 
new position; to be able to do that 
takes an extremely bright individual. 
Not many guys can do that —  Chris 
is one o f  those guys.”
Don’t let his mind deceive you. 
The Cal Poly football legend wasn’t 
all smarts. For years, he haunted the 
dreams o f Great West quarterbacks. 
His intellect and knack for finding the 
quarterback earned him a Buck Buch­
anan award in 2005  —  recognizing 
him as the best defensive player in the 
country. After stepping o ff the colle­
giate field for the final time, Gocong 
ranked second all-time at Cal Poly 
with 42  career sacks, ninth all-time at 
Cal Poly with 42  single-season tackles 
.ind 10th in Cal Poly history with 212 
career tackles.
But he hasn’t always been that 
dominant.
Learning curves
It seemed as if  no matter where 
he was on the field, Gocong could 
get to the quarterback. Throughout 
the majority o f  his football career, he 
(xissessed the ability to torment quar­
terbacks an)’where on the defensive 
line and sometimes at linebacker. Yet,
sre Gocong, page 71
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come national signing day, no colleges 
saw the potential in a high school Go- 
cong.
“No one really recruited me for 
football. I had a few Ivy L.eague schools 
looking at me, but it wasn’t anything 
too serious where they offered me a 
scholarship,” Gocong said.
He started his football career at 
Carpintería High School. Despite 
never playing football before high 
school, G ocong was a three-year 
letter-winner at quarterback and 
linebacker. He made 180 tackles as a 
junior, 1 SO as a senior, while scoring 
11 touchdowns on defense and threw 
for four more as a senior. It didn’t 
stop there; he was also a stand-out in 
track and field. The two-sport athlete 
set a school record in the discus and 
nabbed two all-league honors in the 
discus and shot put.
But not even those stats landed on 
Cal Poly head coach Rich Ellerson’s 
radar. Entering his first season at Cal 
Poly, Ellerson was looking for an an­
swer to turning around a team that 
had recorded three consecutive 3-8
s p o r t s
seasons.
At first, Ciocong wasn’t a part o f 
the solution.
“O ur track coaches were the ones 
that made us aware o f  him,” Ellerson 
.said. “They came to us and said, ‘Hey, 
we need to split this guy becau.se we 
want him to come throw.’ Ironically, 
he never did throw at C^ al Poly."
Ellerson glanced at Gocong’s 
playing tape, but wasn’t completely 
sold. He said one thing was for cer­
tain: the fact that he excelled on both 
sides o f  the football field showed him 
something.
“His actual playing tape from 
football was not remarkable. It cer­
tainly showed he was athletic and 
it showed that he had that position 
flexibility and it showed that his 
coaches in high school obviously had 
a high regard for his athleticism, but 
the tape icself didn’t scream that at 
you,” Ellerson said.
Despite the doubts, Ellerson gave 
G ocong his chance at the collegiate 
level o f  football —  as a Mustang.
The three-point stance
Ciocong already proved himself at 
see Gocong, page 72
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arguably two of the hardest positions 
on the football field in high school. 
He would tear defenses up with his 
touchdown passes, then light up ball 
carriers at linebacker.
College, however, presented a 
new task.
“1 thought he had the explosive­
ness and the potential to find a place 
but, 1 didn’t know where that place 
wf)uld be," Ellerson said. “1 really 
didn’t know what position he would 
end up playing: 1 just knew he was a 
versatile guy, he had been a versatile 
athlete. We would see when we got 
him.”
His explosiveness warranted him 
a spt)t on the defensive line —  de­
fensive entl more specifically —  but 
on pafK'r, he didn’t make much o f 
a name for himself in his first two 
years. He played his freshman sea.son 
and recorded just six tackles, and the 
following sea.son, he redshirted and 
didn’t play.
In his redshirt sophomore season, 
due to injuries, he was asked to move 
from a defensive end to an interior 
defensive lineman. It didn’t give him
‘ '-.-T--'
z i p c a r
wtMi want them
a chance to be an explosive and dis­
ruptive pass rusher, but it presented a 
different challenge.
“He wasn’t the stature you would 
look for, but he was clearly the best 
guy we could put inside physically," 
Ellerson said. “He had the explosive­
ness to play and the strength to play in 
there. That gave us a chance to have a 
successful season.”
Gocong helped his team to a 7-4 
seitson. Even though he was playing a 
new pMDsirion, he still saw improvement 
from his freshman season. He finished 
with 37  tackles and just one sack. In 
2004 , Gocong returned to what Eller­
son would later call his “natural posti- 
tion,” defensive end, where he nearly 
doubled his total tackles (71) and fin­
ished with 17.5 sacks.
At this point, Gocong didn’t have 
his eyes set on playing professionally 
and even if he was, there were better 
choices than C'al I’oly to help him 
get to the NFI-, A member o f  Divi­
sion I-AA, now kriown as the FCS, 
C'al Poly was known more for its aca­
demics than its athletic programs. But 
(jiK ong .ilso wanted to lx‘ an engineer 
—  a factor in his decision to play for 
Ellerson.
“Fie was dead serious about his ed­
ucation,” Fllcrson .said. “He had come 
to Cal Poly because o f  the engineering 
program and he was going to take ad­
vantage o f  that.”
He ended up in engineering at 
Poly, but as a kid, he never really 
knew what his childhood dream was. 
Not even in college did Gocong have 
a solid outlook on how he would use 
his degree.
“I really didn’t think about too 
much o f my (professional) career,” 
G ocong said. “Even up to my sopho­
more year in college, I figured I’d be 
an engineer. I’d play football and do 
whatever.”
It wasn’t until midway through 
the offseason that he found out he 
had a shot at something most dream 
about.
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Eyes on the prize
Pass rushing is a lot different in 
the pros than in college.
Linemen grow in size, standing as 
tall as 6-fix>t-6 and tipping the scales 
at more than 3 0 0  pounds. W ing­
spans grow, forcing defensive line­
men to make shorter, more calculated 
routes to quarterbacks. Not to men­
tion most get stronger, forcing some 
pass rushers to fight brute force with 
speed and agility.
It becomes an arms race to see 
who can win the battle in the trench­
es. Linebackers and defensive ends 
have to adapt —  adding new tools 
other than the rips, spins and jukes 
which, for .some have become nearly 
obsolete. After all, an excellent pass 
rusher can nearly incapaciutc any of­
fensive momentum. However, its not 
often you find players who have the 
physical tools to get past walls on the 
offensive line.
This wa.s (iocong’s specialty, but it 
wasn’t until near the end o f  his col­
legiate career that he realized those 
skills gave him a chance to play on 
Sundays.
“At the end o f my junior year, Jor­
dan Beck got ilrafred and I realized, 
‘Oh wow, maybe I do have a chance 
to play in the N F L ’” Gocong said. 
“ That whole year, that made me re­
ally focus a lot o f  energy' on working 
out and getting my.sclf right for the 
next season. ’
Heading into his senior season, 
while also finishing up his academic 
career, (iocong trained for his final 
football .season harder than ever be­
fore.
,  , .1 I I I , -  ,  I i i - i . - ' l  * 0  t . i -  t f »  u .  " . I
see Gocong, page 77
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rhe ‘student’ side to Cal 
’oly student athletes
nthony Pannone
'JTHONYPANNONE.MD@GMAIL.COM
\ an em pty room on rhe second 
oor o f  Robert E. M ott Physical 
ducation building, sitting at a 
csk and m um bling to herself, Ra­
id  C lancy studies a packet o f  bi- 
logy notes. It’s 7 a.m . and the ju- 
ior guard on the Cal Poly w om en’s 
asketball team has practice in an 
our. For Clancy, sneaking an ex- 
a glance is worth the early rise. It 
dps her stay ahead o f  the game.
Student athletes are a mix o f  
hysical ability and mental tough- 
css. Dem ands to succeed hover 
ver them  both on and oft their 
.‘spective playing fields; it’s a 
ever-ending shuffle between class 
nd com petition. At Cal Poly, the 
:adem ic standards are tough —  
radcm ic probation officers com e 
nocking if a student’s grade point 
verage (GPA ) falls below 2 .0 . But 
lerc is a double standard for stu- 
ent athletes; the repercussions of 
ot m aking the grade are far more 
.*verc than a quarter on probation.
Student athletes across the coun- 
•y are expected to succeed in school 
nd are held accountable fur their 
lassroom diligence. The National 
!ollegiate A thletic Association 
'‘JC A A ) goes to great lengths to 
nsurc academ ic excellence for ath- 
•tes at every institu tion . According 
) Shannon Stephens, director o f  
cademic services for intercollegiate 
thietics at Cal Poly, the NCAA 
)cus on scholarly stardom  is noth- 
ig  new. Shannon, who also serves 
s an Academ ic Progress Report 
\PR) consultant for the N CAA, 
lid the NCAA has strict guidelines 
overning intercollegiate eligibility 
;quirem ents.
O n  the national level, NCAA 
ligibility requirem ents are meant 
} even the playing field as far as 
cadem ics are concerned. C ollege
athletes are eligible for Division-1 
intercollegiate com petition based 
on two main criteria: full-tim e stu­
dent status (m inim um  12 units per 
term , passing 6  units) and a m ini­
mum 1.8 CPA  (90  percent of grad­
uation m inim um ) after the first 
full year. After sophom ore year, it’s 
95  percent, and after junior year 
it’s 100 percent.
O n e kicker to this criteria —  
which has many layers —  is that 
institutions can choose whether to 
report player eligibility based on 
NCAA guidelines, or develop and 
report according to its own aca­
dem ic standards. Cal Poly chooses 
the latter, and when students grad­
uate, they’re getting a pedigree.
The difference between Cal Poly 
and NCA/\ eligibility requirem ents 
is tw o-tenths o f  a point. That’s 
substantial, all things considered. 
.Athletes, instead o f m aintaining 
eligibility by earning a 1.8 CPA 
after their first year, must nurture 
a 2 .0  Cl PA right ofl the bat. And 
unlike NCAA policy, at C^ al Poly, 
freshmen athicte.s’ CPA  is reported 
after their first term , not after their 
first com pleted year. Furtherm ore, 
if an incom ing freshman athlete 
attends sum mer school —  which 
men’s basketball head coach Jt»e 
Callero said young athletes benefit 
from because it prepares them both 
physically and mentally for college 
life —  and receives a C - average 
(under 2 .0  C P A ), then that player 
is ineligible to play his or her sport 
in fall quarter. Ihe player, if  held 
to by NCAA standards, would re­
tain eligibility and have a chance 
to raise his or her CPA  until the 
end of the year.
Even with the loom ing pres­
sures of a raised academ ic bar, C'al 
Poly athletes relentlessly train their 
minds and bodies.
see Students, page 74
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ihannon Stephens, director of academic services for Cal Poly athletics, 
lelps students achieve academic success. Stephens (standing) helps football 
daycr Cougar Williams schedule classes for the next quarter.
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M icrobiology senior Jam es 
C hen, a defensive linem an on the 
football team , carries a 3 .7  GPA 
and has appeared on the Dean’s list 
seven times. He said the season’s 
schedule makes staying on top o f 
coursework difficult.
“The most challenging part is 
traveling, hours o f  practicing and 
the pressure to succeed at b oth ,” he 
said. “Flying and being gone over 
the weekends and com ing back 
and having to watch film all day 
Sunday allows for lim ited studying 
hours over the weekend."
And the wear-and*tcar from 
practice catches up to C hen and 
his team mates.
“A nother challenge is going to 
school and studying after rough 
practices.,” he said. “Som e days 
we have practice from 6 :4 5  a.m . 
to 9 :0 0  a.m . (h itting each other) 
knd can have a onc-to-tw o-hour 
(weight training) that very same 
day. O n  those days, your body just 
aches for the remainder o f  the day, 
and it is only 1 1 a.m ., with a full 
schedule and possible m idterm s 
left.” Although a necessary evil 
that keeps them on the academic 
ball. Academ ic Progress Reports 
grade student-athletcs and subse­
quently, their team.
In 2 0 0 3 , as part o f  an academ ic 
reform policy, the NCAA devel­
oped Academ ic Progress Reports 
(A PR ). Stephens said the goal o f  
the reports is ensuring student- 
athletes make progress toward 
com pleting their degree require­
m ents. He said the reports arc pub­
lic scorecards that record a team’s 
previous four years o f  eligibility, 
and, in turn, influence that team 
for future years. The N CA A  also 
requires all Division-1 institutions 
to subm it these academ ic reports 
each term .
Keeping track o f  athletes’ prog­
ress is a num bers game in itself.
C allero, after his first year at t 
helm o f  the m en’s basketball tcai 
finished with a 12 -19  record afi 
m aking it to the Big W est playoff
The men’s basketball team has 
players above a 2 .5  GPA, which i: 
testam ent to C allcro’s rapport.
Erin Engcihardt, assistant at 
Ictic director for academ ic perft 
mance at Seattle University, wht 
Callero coached for eight years, sa 
she believes Cal Poly hired Calle 
because o f  his success in leading 1 
team toward academic excellence.
Callero pushes his players at 1 
new university, too.
“O u r guys are earning th< 
scholarships,” C allero said. “They 
going to leave here with a trem c 
dous education.”
D espite the quality o f  educati« 
athletes receive from C al Poly, the 
is som e disconnect between t 
A PR and actual success.
The A PR  is a points-based sj 
tern. Athletes accrue points f 
their team and subsequently the i 
stitu tion. They are given points 
accordance with NCAA eligibili 
criteria —  retaining full-tim e stat 
and m eeting the m inim um  GPA a 
front-line requirem ents. O thers c 
ist, but these two arc m ost cruci: 
Any requirem ents not fulfilled i 
suit in a deduction o f  points.
Points to a team are like gold 
a miner.
The benchm ark is 9 2 5  poir 
and is standard for all Division 
teams. I f  athletes consistently f. 
below institutional standards ai 
requirem ents, teams lose poim 
Collectively, teams falling bcic 
9 2 5  points are subject to pen: 
ties, such as loss o f  scholarships 
postseason snubs. The penalties a 
based on how long a team stays b 
low the 92 5 -p o in t yardstick.
According to N CA A.org, tl 
m ulti-year A PR for C alifornia Sta 
University, Sacram ento, the mei
see StudentSt page
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orball team faced an immediate 
nalty in 2 0 0 8 *0 9  and lost one 
nolarship. Currently, the team’s 
are is 8 6 8  and can skip further 
nalization if  it “demonstrates aca- 
m ic im provem ent and favorable 
mparison based on other academ- 
or institutional factors.”
Closer to hom e, Callero and the 
en’s basketball team are serious 
out academics. They have an A PR 
ore o f  94 4 .
Callero said he is the biggest fan 
higher academic standards and 
id Cal Poly provided a trem cn- 
•us academic opportunity. But he 
lestioncd the university’s policy 
r reporting player eligibility and 
id there needs to be a better plan 
at reflects the true successes o f  Cal 
»ly student-athletes.
“We need to review the rules that 
It institutions at different levels 
•mpared to schools that use NCAA 
quirem ents,” Callero said. “We 
ouldn’t go into a game and say, 
)K , let’s make three-pointers count 
two points for us and three points 
r the other team .’ lh a t  wouldn’t 
■ right, because we may make more 
ree-pointers than the score would 
ow. Right now we look good, but 
:  could look great.”
At Cal Poly, all students earning 
1 .99  GPA are placed on academic 
obation. But, i f  student-athletes 
op below a 2 .0  GPA, not only do 
ey lose collegiate eligibility, they 
se A PR points. Since Cal Poly 
looses to report at its own stan- 
irds rather than those mandated
student-athletes. Ih e  graduating se­
nior was selected to the 2 0 1 0  ESPN  
The Magazine All-American Second 
Team. And she is com ing back to 
play in her last year o f  collegiate eli­
gibility.
“Procrastination is a no-no. so 1 
like getting my work done, that way 
I don’t have to worry about it while 
I am at practice. Also, 1 am one o f 
those people who need my sleep, 
and when 1 hear that som eone on 
the team stayed up until 2 a.m . fin­
ishing homework, 1 am glad 1 got 
mine done early," she said.
Clancy uses the learning cen­
ter because it is close to where she 
spends most o f  her tim e. Plus, she 
said, walking to the library wastes 
valuable time.
W hile most athletes agree with 
Clancy, for .some, like Hanson, the 
library helps mix things up.
“I go there pretty often, actu­
ally,” Hanson said, “In my opinion, 
it’s the best study place because it is 
quiet and a working environm ent.
I spend a lot o f  tim e there during 
finals week.”
C hen said he and the library 
have grown very close.
“The library has developed into 
my second home. In fact. I am con ­
sidering calling it my home since 
that is where 1 spend the m ajority 
o f  tim e these days,” he said.
Studying is one constant for stu­
dent-athletes.
W hether playing on the road 
or at hom e, student-athletes are 
required to attend study hall. Ste­
phens said either he or coaches 
m onitor study sessions, and when 
on the road, athletes com plete their 
hours in hotel rooms.
kuive to be very focused and 
l^ e n  111 both academics and the 
sport to excel, especii
Cal Poly.
—  David Hanson
Mens basketball forward
i NCAA requirements, student 
igibility and A PR  scores poten- 
dly skew C al Poly’s success when 
smpared to other schools
D espite the helpfulness for high- 
-ups when looking at the whole 
cture, for student-athletes, the fo- 
J  point remains .staying ahead.
’ The Cal Poly men’s basketball 
am has six players at or above a 
O G PA .
O n e o f  the six, sophom ore guard 
'avid H anson, who is also a cap- 
in, said catching up on school 
ork is not easy.
“The season is physically and 
lentally dem anding, so it makes 
a challenge to focus on school at 
mes,” he said. “You miss class for 
avel and games, and on the week- 
ids we’re gone, which is often the 
me to get caught up. You have to 
:  very focused and driven in both 
:ademics and the sport to excel, cs- 
ecially here at Cal Poly.”
And just as traveling is part o f  
laying intercollegiate sports, study- 
ig is crucial for academic success.
Student-athletes have access to 
le same resources afforded other 
udents. Upstairs in the Physical 
ducation building, a learning cen- 
;r makes student life manageable.
C lancy said tim e-m anagem ent is 
le biggest problem  am ong fellow
“Study hall is good because the 
distractions aren’t there. W hen you 
go hom e, there is always som ething 
going on and it is easy to get side­
tracked,” Hanson said.
W hile study hall seems manda­
tory across the board, it’s really up 
to the coaches. Callero said m eet­
ing the 3 .0  benchm ark on his team 
gets his players an “out-of-jail free 
card,”
Clancy said women’s basketball 
players who make 3 .0  GPA or high­
er don’t have to attend study hall. 
W ith  academic success comes re­
spect as a m aturing adult, therefore, 
athletes who prove it are left alone 
to take care o f  their own business.
“As you get older, (coaches) be­
com e flexible. You earn your way 
out it,” she said, regarding the 
team’s study hall policy.
W om en’s tennis star Steffi W ong, 
who has been on the Dean's list four 
times and was Big West Scholar o f  
the Year 2 0 0 9 , said C oach Hugh 
Bream creates a scholastic environ­
m ent in which academics are a pri­
ority for his players.
“Coach is really good about 
putting our studies first," she .said. 
“W e’ve established a trusting rela­
tionship where he knows that I am 
a self-disciplined student, and i f  1 
ever need to take a day o ff practice
to study, he’s O K  with it, and 1 can 
make up practice afterwards. He 
also .schedules our practices around 
the juniors’ and seniors’ mandatory 
classes.”
Chen said the trade-off between 
playing hard and studying harder is
a testam ent to the quality o f  a Cal 
Poly diploma.
“I think a lot o f  athletes chal­
lenge themselves to be good at both 
their sport as well as in the books,” 
he said. “Above eligibility, most o f  
our athletes, including myself, re­
gard our education very highly, be­
cause we have goals such as further 
education or getting a good job after 
graduation.”
Ihis article was originally p u b ­lished on M ay 03, 2010.
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Women’s volleyball gears for ‘tough teams’ in 201 (
Amanda Sedo
AMANDASEUO.MD^GMAIL.COM
The Cal Poly w om en’s volleyball 
team released its 2 0 1 0  regular sea­
son schedule. Tw enty-nine matches 
are scheduled, including games 
against Arizona, N otre D am e and 
Nebraska, while attending the 
Sham rock Invitational, N ike Invi­
tational, N ike C ougar Challenge 
and Aggie Invitational tourna­
m ents.
In eight o f  these contests, the 
M ustangs will face teams that made
the NCAA tournam ent last year.
“We play some tough teams but 
as a senior that’s what I look for­
ward to ,” m iddle blocker D om in ­
ique Olow olafe said.
W ith five returning starters 
com ing back for the M ustangs in 
2 0 1 0 , this squad is looking to com ­
pete with the best.
"Playing these teams is pretty 
big for us. We always want a tough 
schedule in order to challenge our­
selves,” jun ior outside hitter C atic 
Sm ith said.
D espite an in jury that may
sideline sophom ore outside hit- squad that won the 2 0 0 9  Big East 
ter M egan M cC onnell, Cal Poly is title.
also adding another freshman out- O n  Sept. 3 , the Mustangs faced 
side hitter, Kristina Graven, to its BYU  at the Cougars hom e court 
stacked roster. for the BYU  N ike Invitational.
"vw are expecting a very dif­
ferent record this
—  Megan McConnell
Women'i volleyball outside hitter
35%-45% cheaper 50% cheaper
than online stores than boolutores
on average* on averagen
“It’s nice to be really deep in the 
outside hitter position,” Olow olafe 
said.
The M ustangs are trying to re­
bound from a 2 0 0 9  season where 
they Bnished 9 -2 0  overall and 5-11 
in the Big West C onference. How­
ever, with a young team last year 
2 0 1 0  looks to be a turn-around 
year for Cal Poly.
“W ith  most o f  the players re­
turning, we are expecting a very 
different record this year,” M cC o n ­
nell said.
C'al Poly opened the season on 
Aug. 2 7  against Arizona in tour­
nam ent play. The com petition 
concluded the follow ing day with 
a m atch against M arshall, then a 
m atch against N otre D am e —  a
Count
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Tticn on Sept. 4 , the team played 
Nebraska —  a team that made it 
to the' East Regional final game in 
•the N CA A  tournam ent last year, as 
well as Idaho State that same day.
O n  Sept. 9 , C al Poly attended 
the Nike (Cougar Challenge at 
W ashington State playing Eastern 
W ashington. Two days later, the 
Mustangs faced M ontana State. 
The tournam ent concluded for the 
M ustangs that same day when they 
face W ashington State.
After that, the M ustangs will 
head to the Aggie Invitational at 
U C  Davis to face O regon State on 
Sept. 17. The follow ing day, co m ­
petition is com pleted after a match 
against Portland.
Cal Poly opens the hom e por­
tion o f  its season at M ott Gym  on 
Sept. 19 against Cal State Bakers­
field. Ihe M ustangs, although only 
5 -6  at hom e in 2 0 0 9 , normally 
have success at hom e and hope to 
bring that success back in 2 0 1 0 .
“W e are m ore com fortable in 
our own gym and look forward to 
getting some wins there,” Sm ith 
.said.
The M ustangs, who were back- 
to-back Big W est C ham pions in
2 0 0 6  and 2 0 0 7 , open conferei 
play on Sept. 24  at U C  Irv in e .'  
follow ing day the Mustangs c< 
tinuc conference play at C al Sc 
N orthridge.
After that, Cal Poly will ht 
back hom e for a four game stre 
in M ott G ym . It starts on O ct 
against Cal State Fullerton, tl 
continues to the next day when 
M ustangs face Long Beach St 
—  the defending Big W est cha 
pions.
M cC onnell said this is a ga 
she and her fellow team mates 
looking forward to.
“Long Beach is definitely a 
val o f  ours and I definitely want 
heat them ,” she said.
The next two hom e games 
the M ustangs will be against I 
Riverside on O ct. 8 and U C S B  
O ct. 9.
C al Poly will then travel to I 
Davis on O ct. 15 followed by Pac 
the next day. The M ustangs reti 
to the C entral C oast for mate 
against C al State Northridge 
O ct. 22  and U C  Irvine on C  
23 .
Cal Poly will then venture oi 
three-m atch road trip to face Lc 
Beach State on O ct. 29 , Cal St 
Fullerton on O ct. 3 0 , then U C  
on Nov. 6 . The Mustangs c 
their hom e schedule with matd 
against Pacific on Nov. 12 and I 
Davis on Nov. 13. The regular s 
son is com plete for the Mustai 
after a m atch at U C  Riverside 
Nov. 19.
The M ustangs goal at this po 
to be the Big W est cham pions.
“O f course we want to be 
cham pions and make it to : 
NCAA tournam ent,” Sm ith said
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“He was right in there working 
ust as hard as the next guy,” Shot- 
vell said. “He was always doing 
vhat it takes to maximize his God- 
;iven skills. He is definitely one o f  
he strongest guys I have ever been 
round in the weight room .”
G ocong did not have straight-line 
peed (he clocked a 4.81 40-yard 
lash), but what made him dom i- 
lant was his quickriess. He couldn’t 
•ut-run a wide receiver, but he had 
he acceleration to reach O-to-60 in 
econds.
“ Ihe guy is pretty much at full 
peed after two steps,” Shotwell said. 
He was extremely gifted with being 
ble to get to full speed in a short 
m ount o f  time. M ost people were 
>robably faster than Chris, but none
were more explosive than him .”
In a week five m atch up against 
Northern Colorado, that explosive 
skill was put on display.
All game, crouched in a three- 
point stance on the defensive line 
was a 6-ld ot-3 , 265-pound defen­
sive end —  G ocong. He constantly 
aimed for one thing —  and one 
thing only —  to pummel Northern 
Colorado quarterback I'J Swanson 
into the turf.
O n one play, he got his wish.
“It was almost like he knew when 
the quarterback was going to say, 
‘Hike,’” Shotwell said.
Coaches often tell quarterbacLs 
they have about three seconds to re­
lease the ball before they’re laying on 
their backs. O n  this play, Swanson 
had far less than that. G ocong blew 
past the tackle almost immediately 
o ff the cadence and collided with the 
quarterback.
“He timed his jum p so perfectly,” 
Shotwell said.
Weary-eyed and still seated on the 
ground, Swanson took one glance at 
G ocong. For him, the play wasn’t 
over. To add insult to injury, as G o­
cong made his way toward the side­
line, he turned to Swanson, raised 
his hand and wagged his finger.
“It was almost like he was say­
ing, ‘D on’t even try and pass the 
ball; you are not going to get much 
tim e,’” Shotwell said. “It was right 
then when I realized, ‘Wow, this guy
can really dominate a game.’ He is a 
game changer,”
G ocong was aiming for a goal 
that not many players in Cal Poly’s 
football history have accomplished. 
He was com peting for a starting job 
on 32  N FL  teams, while competing 
in a subdivision o f  Division-I that is 
often hidden in the shadows o f  sto­
ried programs such as U SC , Miami 
and Texas.
“It was tough. C om ing out o f  a 
(Football Cham pionship Subdivi­
sion) school was tough, because even 
though you may have dominated the 
com petition, it’s always, ‘O h , you 
went to (an FC S school).’” G ocong 
said. “People don’t expect, when you 
play football at Cal Poly, that you’re 
going to be in the N FL .”
But his 212  tackles, 58 tackles for 
loss and 4 2  sacks at Cal Poly didn’t 
go unnoticed.
see Gocong, page 87
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FRANKS FAMOUS PANCAKE BREAKFAST
3 BIG PANCAKES, 2 EGGS (any style) 
and Choice of 3 pieces of bacon, 
sausage, or linguisa ONLY $4.66 
Pancakes only for $2.60
FRANKS FAMOUS 
BREAKFAST BURRITO
2 eggs, 2 p ie c e s  b a c o n ,  
C h e d d a r  ch e e se , h o m e  fries, 
to m a to ,  o n io n s  a n d  sa lsa , 
in a BIG to rt illa  $5.50 tax
W ORLD FAMOUS 
BREAKFAST SANDW ICH
2 eggs, 2 pieces bacon, 
Cheddar cheese, mayo, 
lettuce, tomato, onions on a 
BIG wheat bun $3.75 + tax
The Cardinal are counting 
on a good Luck in 2010
Elliott Almond
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS
ST A N F O R D , Calif. —  Andrew 
Luck opens the 2 0 1 0  season as the 
most celebrated Stanford quar­
terback this side o f  John Elway, a 
grounded, whip-smart athlete who 
might emerge as a leading Heisman 
Trophy candidate as well as a top
N FL  draft prospect.
But lets not get ahead o f our­
selves. dwo central questions will 
chase Luck into the post-ldby G er­
hart era like pass rushers bent on 
mayhem:
Can he smooth the transition for 
an unproven corps o f  tailbacks asked
see Luck, page 79
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HOT DOG LOVERS!!! 
HOT DOG 
HAPPY HOURI
TUESDAYS 
from 5-8 p.m.
ANY DOG ONLY $2.25
OPEN 7 Days a Week 6:308m to 9pm  
(805)541-3488
MONSTER BURGER DAYS
WEDNESDAYS
A hand made patty, over 1/2 
lb. of meat with bacon, 
cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, 
onions and our special sauce.
(regularly $4.75)
950 California Blvd. 
San Luis Obispo
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
If Andrew Luck can live up to the hype, the senior may be able to lead the Cardi­
nal to a BCS bowl, and maybe even a national championship.
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Luck
continuedfrom page 78
to replace the record-setting Gerhart 
and avoid the dreaded “sophomore 
slump?”
W ill this be Luck’s last season at 
Stanford?
I f  the answer to the first query 
is yes, then almost certainly the re­
sponse to the next will be too.
W ith Gerhart now a M innesota 
Vikings rookie, ail eyes shift to quar­
terback, where Luck can prove be­
yond a doubt he belongs alongside 
Cardinal greats John Brodie, Jim  
Plunkett and Elway.
“He had it all last year,” coach 
Jim  Harbaugh said o f  his quarter­
back’s talents, “and he has it again 
this year.”
As a redshirt freshman Luck 
passed for 2 ,5 7 5  yards, throwing for 
13 touchdowns with only four inter­
ceptions. He also led the Pacific-10 
Conference in passing efficiency and 
was the team’s second-leading rusher 
behind Gerhart as Stanford (8 -5) 
reached its first bowl game in eight 
years.
Luck's zip-line passing and sound 
decision-making skills are an excel­
lent start. They mix nicely with a 
starting wide receiver corps that re­
turns intact, an offensive line miss­
ing only one starter and hard-charg­
ing Owen M arecic handling fullback 
duties again. Stanford was picked to 
finished fourth in the Pac-10 pre­
season media poll but has its sights 
on winning the conference title for 
the first tim e since 1999.
“The pieces are there to be every 
bit as explosive as last year,” said 
Todd Husak, a Stanford broadcaster 
who led the Cardinal to the 2 0 0 0  
Rose Bowl as a quarterback.
To which the young man fuel­
ing the optimism  replies, hold on 
a second. Luck doesn’t have a 3 .8  
grade-p>oint average while m ajoring 
in architectural design without be­
ing able to sketch a sound plan on 
the fly.
“You start to get in trouble if  you 
think about things that you really 
have no control over," he recently 
said while standing in Stanford Sta­
dium.
The quarterback from Houston 
tries to defuse expectations in an aw- 
shucks, Texan manner, saying he’s 
just one returning part o f  a school- 
record offense.
“I wouldn’t necessarily say it’s my 
team; it’s the players’ team,” he said.
N ot exactly true. Stanford will go 
only as far as Luck can lead it, similar 
to what unfolded last season when 
Gerhart rushed for 1,871 yards and 
28  touchdowns.
“H e’s taken more o f  an initiative 
o f  being a master o f  the offense,” 
said Tavita Pritchard, Luck’s backup 
last season and now a Cardinal assis­
tant coach. “H e’s just going to have 
to pick it up a little b it.”
Luck, who turns 21 next m onth, 
has embraced the change saying he 
won’t leave the Cardinal exposed. 
The 6-fo o t-4 , 235-pound sopho­
more talked about the adjustment 
this summer with Chris Dressel, a 
former N FL  teammate o f  Luck’s 
father, Oliver. Andrew understands 
he’ll get hit more this year as defens­
es focus on him with Gerhart out o f  
the way.
“He’s looking forward to that," 
said Dressel, a tight end who played 
at Stanford with Elway.
Luck isn’t looking forward to ad­
dressing questions about his N FL  
prospects all season. He swears he 
hasn’t thought much beyond this fall 
—  even if  everyone else in the foot­
ball universe has speculated about 
his future.
Jiw^ays as well as we expect 
t^ p lay... then he will be the 
highest-rated player in
next year. > r
—  Trent Dilfer
ESPN analyst
“He’d rather sit and watch a 
Bundesliga game than talk about if 
he goes pro this year,” said Oliver 
Luck; a former N FL  quarterback 
and now West Virginia athletic di­
rector.
Luck’s interest in the Bundesliga
—  the Germ an professional soccer 
league —  began as a child when 
his father was an executive with the 
now-defunct N FL  Europe. Andrew 
played soccer in Frankfurt and Lon­
don where the family lived until he 
was 11.
W here he travels next probably 
will depend on how well Stanford 
does on the heels o f  playing in the 
Sun Bowl last New Year’s Eve.
“I f  he plays as well as we expect 
him to play, and as well as Stanford 
needs him to play, then he will be the 
highest-rated player in the draft next 
year,” said Trent Dilfer, an ESPN  an­
alyst and former 49ers quarterback.
Dilfer predicts Luck will travel far 
because “his lower-body mechanics 
are as good as anyone I’ve seen play­
ing football right now. I’d put him 
up there with Philip Rivers, Tom 
Brady and Drew Brees.”
Before Luck can talk about the 
draft he has to show N FL scouts he 
can handle third-down plays while 
facing com bination zones and blirz 
schemes. Gerhart was “a great securi­
ty blanket for a young quarterback,” 
Husak said o f  the Heisman runner- 
up’s ability to keep drives alive. “It’s 
going to com e down to third-down 
execution.”
Luck, whose sister Mary Ellen is 
a freshman on the Cardinal volley­
ball team, said he struggled last year 
more than Ians realized.
He told his father, a star quarter­
back at West Virginia from 1978-81 , 
“H alf the tim e I was winging it.”
Added Luck, “There were cer­
tain situations where I was in over 
my head. I was lucky to have a great
team around me and Toby to bail me 
»out.
Luck sure could have fooled ev­
eryone else. But if  that’s really the 
case, the Stanford Cardinal can’t wait 
for the encore.
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stood out in their own rieht.
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m s m eet, its  
conduct, 
plastic bottles 
^d>^m^d8|ects that seem 
thefidid . fans are usu- 
w hen either Cal Poly 
o r .O C  Santa Barbara score. This 
dhy, however, with 9 ,8 2 4  fans in 
atMmdance, there were no celeb ra- 
ci|>ns I-«- the gam e ended in a 0 -0  
tie  i ^ r  cWo overtimes.
tip;ins cam e out full force, 
ly ^ .d e fe n s c .
.iwo o f  the top teams 
ic^iiference, people want to 
^ i^ ieh o i head coach, Tim  
iahti $ re%  said.
drew was the fourth be­
tween the two teams to reach
double overtim e and the third to»
end in a tie. Aa fbraMtendance, the 
CMwd total was the fecond-highest 
also share a C entral C oast rivalry ht C al Poly history. Four of
against the G auchos, so losing to  T o p -10  NCAA history crowd
to| 4f have been ttdlied in a Cal 
and t i c  S a n tlli^ rb a ra  match 
— a il com ing in the past two-plus 
a c a ^ s .
love the support, it is awe-
player, missed such a large crowd, you feed o ff the 
energy,” forward David Hanson 
said.
W hen asked whether or not this 
game was big for Cal Poly athlet­
ics last year, head coach Joe Callero 
said it was, but ahso gave credit to 
all of the other teams that had big 
wins last year, including football 
and men’s and women’s soccer.
“It was certainly one o f  the big­
gest games o f  the year,” he said.
At halftim e the Mustangs were 
down by six, som ething Callero 
said he was very happy with —
>nt iinim a 
titce th at,”
bc)/iooking 
Ï  they fece the 
f !0  on O c t.
i?
Î B — Nov.
we can get
ih is wÿl^^pitldg ^ n ^ e n c e  fer  
the squad, (5 | p m  shbwbiqg
that the teàsq i l  heatidjg
a confèrent: ^ 'f/
I h c  M u s t a ^  vrere jjre tfed  ht«c 
going Incc^the B ig  
m ent to  fed? th e  G a u c h e  
'were seeded thirdL >^d 
third tim e in five years, <¿¿1 pyfyii? 
season ended on pcinalty kicks.
“W e had sòm e odd luck.” Cal 
Poly head coach Alex C rozicr said.
Like the men’s soccer “Blue- 
G reen Rivlary," w om en’s soccer
have a few impressive performances, 
considering that in the first m atch- O ne in particular was the m atchup 
up earlier that season, his team was against South Dakota State, 
down by 20  at the break. ih e defensive side o f  the ball
“I knew that if we kept it pretty took control with outstanding
tight until halftim e that we had a plays by linebackers Marry M o-
pretty good chance to win it,” C'al- hamed and C arlton Gillespie, and 
Icro said.
Despite only making nine o f  
35 three-point shots and posting 
a 3 1 . 6  percent field goal shooting, 
the Mustangs managed to keep the 
game close.
with more energy and ciu h u sii^ ^ . were a cuiSculr
“We will ta l^ a y i^ Q Q k ^ y  v^y «chcdule aud we couldn’t aiford^^ 
“ * lore. flztd,the ffefens« really stepf:^ ji
up»” h e  said" 3»
C ài ^ r | e r -
ba<^ ^ on y Sm ith  o h
o f  2 4  p a a r é f ^ J J l y a f d *  
inrei^ccptk«ÉGAs for the 
O ’B fie »  whb h t t t e r e i i . g ^ e  
after starting quarterbatd^ 
O a ^ o r d  wju MJured ~  CO 
I h e  sq iu d  ed l|f o f  2 2  | ^ scs  for 9 8  yards ^ d
finished 4 -T  Ìn regularciÈhson play was intercepted by both JdÌÌ^òn 
in 2 0 0 9  but despite that, they did and cornerback Scottie Cordier.
F o o tb tB  V». S o o d i 
S ta te  —  ^O c t. 3 ,  2 0 1 0
JOakota
“\X'e won 
gave 100 percent. We knew that 
if we kept playing hard we could 
w in,” Hanson said.
W ith 5 . 5  seconds left in the 
game, Hanson was fouled. Ibis 
sent him to the free throw line
cornerback Asa Jackson to lead the 
team to a 2 1 -14  win.
“ Ihe defen.se carried us to vic­
tory," Jackson .said.
Both head coach Fim Walsh 
and Mohamed said it was a game
them  o n  penalty kicks is som e­
th ing that the players did not take 
lighdy.
“They are our, biggest rivals and 
it was at hom e so it was definitely a 
big game,”  ju n ior M ckenzie O n m d  »»**« 1»*^ »upport," Cal
the hustle plays and they will always remember as a
well-played defensive game.
“W c played excellent, one o f  the 
best that we played all year,” M o­
hamed said.
W ith the game deadlocked at 
14-14 in the fourth quarter, M o- 
with the scoreboard reading 5 8 -5 7  hamed .sacked Jackrahhits quarter- 
in the M ustangs’ favor. hack Thom as O ’Brien, allowing
Hanson sunk both of his free Gillespie to recover the football for
throws and said that it really felt what ended up being the w inning
good especially after missing free touchdown, 
throws during the Riverside game 
a few weeks prior.
“ Ibis was an opportunity for 
him to redeem him self and I
Walsh said that although the o f­
fense did not have their best f>cr- 
forniancc, they still did their paft. 
It just happened to be a great day 
to be a defensive player for the 
Mustangs.
“If we would have played the 
way wc played (during tltjj^^ame) 
all year, we would have hada^piuch 
better record,” Walsh
However, despite great'«bow ­
ing against the Jackrahhits, the 
Mustangs could no|;.come up with 
the wins needed djtrittg the reft o f  
the sca.son, especially on the road. 
But Walsh said he helV«v<»i, tbe 
am ount o f  depth was the b i g ^ t  
issue, blam ing ch« physical nature 
o f  the game on why they could 
not play the same way they played 
against South D akota S u te  in ev­
ery game. ^
Jackson and Moharfied both 
said w inning that game wot a 
great confidence boost for going 
into the 2 0 1 0  season. Yet C oach 
Walsh said he viewed it as purely 
a learning « p c r ic n c c  but docs not
was
said.
Though they did not get the w in, 
there were great plays throughout 
the game by the M ustangs, includ­
ing great effort by senior forward 
M organ M iller, w ho scored her 
fifth goal o f  the season and the first 
o f  the gam e in the 3 9 th  m inute.
“Everybody was high-fiving and 
everyone went crazy when we saw 
it again on the ju m bo screen,” saiE 
senior forward M on ica  H em entz, 
who had to w atch firom the stamdi 
after suffering from  a knee fnjurjKi
The intensity  picked up after 
that goal. M iller s^ d . T he hits got
senior forward David Zamora
said.
Both  teams missed vital oppor­
tunities to overtake the other with 
a few  m issed shots on goal and 
bad  breaks ft>r each squad. This in ­
cluded shots by Zam ora narrowly 
jn iu m g  the goal post and close 
stnBi by S a n u  B ;d ^ ra  goalie, 
S o n H a y d o n .
T his g ifn e  brings notoriety  to 
o m feren ce , som ething that 
. Cil^ lllWy coach Paul H olochcr 
rOahllhe finds very i o ^ r t a n t .
^ * a  a very healthy rivalry, and 
bdngs otiijaom c o f  the
“That was one o f  the most 
m em orable experiences for me, es­
pecially because I was so happy for
(G illespie); he’s definitely orfe o f  expect it re. a£fect when,
so happy for him as a coach, and my buddies and 1 was happy he got they play th e ja c k rs i^ its a ^ d s rth is
the team was so excited for him as that touchdow n,” Mohamed said. upcom ing s^isOfl.
well," ( 'a lierò  said. The game was a hartle between “W hat yic(gHl^ loss year b  wh!w
After the free throws, ( 'a l Poly two very good defenses, as the you did last year. arc lookTng
held on to its win. Despite playing fense did not play as well. Walsh forward to a better season this
a less than perfect game, both H an- said. The defense made the wj|k year,” WalsH said,
son and Callero said they played happen for the squad. v .
harder, and everyone was figftd^g c nation,”
for the win.
Then at the 6 9 th  m inu te IKDSBV 
Katy Roby scored the tying goal.
“Up to that p oin t, we had had a 
few chances to put the gom e away, 
and just couldn’t,” Crozler said.
W ith  litde tim e left in the 
m atch, the M ustangs didn’t  want 
CO give up, but it was a heartbreak­
ing m om ent, H em enez said.
“W c just broke dow n. But wc 
knew there were only a few m in­
utes left so we had to  push it  . . .  
It  was really unfortunate,” p ro n d  
said.
The m atch stayed at a 1-1 tie, 
leading to penalty kicks when 
W hitney Sisler missed her first 
shot. At this point, th e  M ustangs’ 
only chance was to hope for a 
U (3SB  player to miss one or m ore 
o f  their shots.
Nokicfier «dd.
^»alies giving an 
'ft in  the'snatch, the 
c the third 
d e f e  C o tlfe iy  versus U C S B  his- 
rery  ^  fiye matches.
to cjln^' the tdp:^^^, with the 
Murieangs ending the tegular sea­
son seeded second.
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Mid(&e B lo ck en  D om iniqu e O low ohiic
; 5b '
Middle blocker D o m in ic ^  Olowalale could lun#vtry vudi been the face of the volleyball program for the past couple o f  y e ^  As ^ freshman, she 
busted on the scene —  nabbing a spot on the Big West A il'Freil»nan t e ^  
after finishing sevtmli in the Big West with 1.23 blocks p # m a n d  ninth with 
a .287 hitting percentage. In her sophomore season, O km itafi; was crowned 
All-Big West first team bonons, after ranking fourth iif fbc Big West with 1. i 1 
h lo ç ll per set and fifth with a .305  hining,percentage. whUe also tallying a 
blocMog average ranked 63rd in Division-L In her junior season she kept the 
«  accolades roiling, nabbing an Ail-Big Confèrence fust-team honors last 
season. O low okfc hit a Big West-best J46  while ad d S^  kills and 0 .68  
blbcks per sec. D on t expect thoae u im bers to d c d â n é É t^ jO .
I Andre Broadi^|iiiand|
3Sv ' - i ,  ■
the offseason walsredj 
d o w ^ '^ c  position battle bet 
these two players in fall camp^ W ith  í 
S m ith ^ ir , 7) the starter a  year agOi 
m aii/^^s thought the eiectric Broa-^  ^
* ‘« d p u s ^ ft, 3) would be a better fit] 
for Cal Polys triple-option offense. 
BtOadous gained 6 ,0 0 0  yards o f  to- 
tsd offense at Grant High School in 
2 0 0 6  and 2 0 0 7  andha.s had the word 
. /potential' v^iappcd around him  ever /.~^ itìihee he scqitpul foot on campus.
As for Siidlh, the Utah transfer ' 
p is s e d  for 1.618 yatxls last season 
and led the l i^ ta n g s  to a 4 -7  re- 
GOjéd.
*Ihc injuries may end up forcinj 
' <Mlc qumrerback to stan the season 
by deifault, but don’t expect —  who 
ever ends up being tagged first on the 
depth chart —^  to  be set on stone.
Linebacken Mar^ Mohamed
W hen upponentt,4ècide to run] 
the bail ¡tgaiost the M ^ tangs they] 
udii be greeted by « ^ ry  d q jcri- ; 
enced defensive front. I f  they bccal 
dutHigh, linebacker M any M o- 
hamed (right, 17) will b e  chete to  
greet them. As a junior laft season, 
Mohamed tallied 98  oukles and said 
—  after a film session —  that num ­
ber could, and maybe should, have 
been m uch higher. I f  the linebacker 
gnooms what he sees as flaws in his 
game, expect him to be a force for the 
Mustangs in 2010 .
C om erb ack : Asa Jackson
Ever since Asa Jackson became one 
o f  the few true freshman to surt in his 
first year at Cal Poly, he has been a play 
maker. W ith being dubbed prescason 
Defensive Player o f  the Year, don’t ex­
pect small numbers posted by one o f 
the Mustangs’ defensive gems.
V P b m e n ’s  s o c c e r
C arrie  Aiidrews
From the minute goalkeeper Coral Hoover graduated from  the 
program, defensively, the Mustangs had a hill to clim b. In transition 
from last year’s Big West Goalkeeper o f  the Year, Carrie Andrews may 
ease the process. W hile she in no goalie, Andrews was named Big West 
Defensive Player o f  the Year and All-Big West First Team in 2008 .
M e n ’s t o c o e r
David 2^ amora
Look for David Zamora, selected to his th ird -stra i^ t All-Big West se­
lection a season ago, try to help the Mustangs rebound to where they 
were in 2008 .
Games to watch
1  F o o t b a l l  V I. lY e s n o  S ta te  
O c t  2
Ih is  may be one o f  the most an- 
tidpated matchups in recent years 
for Q 4  Poly football team, 
inciudk^ last season, Cal 
played v ^  against FBS opponents.
In 2008 , the Mustangs upset 
ego State and came two poino ftom 
defeating Wisconsin —  a preseason 
Top-25 team. ®
Although the two teams have yet 
tOLtfokeit out in tbe fi>dthafi ^
foe two programs hsMe !  j i t i e d  In
fb ilv tt h em  intertwined when FrOk 
no & atr defeated Bowliti^ O e e n  dit 
the “M eh y  BowT —  a bowi gaotifc 
put together in m em oryfof'tft ^  ■ 
Poly fbodbaff playctt IS lc d  
1960 plane crash.
And ydfo rumors 
that Cal Poly is iq^ 'rtedBtint
h f c i & j o c c e r m  U C S B  
-  QiX. 2 7
There is no question that this 
is always ^  one game chclcd  on 
MustamSKiaMr fifeaV catlamlars.
I teams
parfe stadiums and cause coilc- 
tjhfoe stand».. Fights, 
randdm . flying 
■never pte-
foesc
m
against
2010 clyf
Ib ly k itfid n in i pil|^ram
record 
mdance with
^king for a fiat- 
sh and you iove 
ling coUegc 
is for yml.
Football V8. UC Davis 
Nov. 13
This is a game circled on the 
football calendar for two reasons.
First, Cal Poly will be look­
ing to snatch back the ’'Golden 
Horseshoe” fi’om  its in-statc rival 
—  who beat the ^ u stan g s 23 -10  
last season.
Second, the contest against 
the Aggies marks the final game 
o f  the season for the Mustangs — 
aitd wiiii, die Aggies the pteseason 
favorite 1»  win the c^lifercnce, 
and the Mustangs mtilkcd to finish 
secQnd«ji|pfam e could very well 
itSilde who wins the Big West, 
and moves into the playofis.
Sprinkle on the (act that Cal 
Poly will be looking to rebound 
from one o f  its worst records on 
paper, and it adds up to a huge 
match up at the end o f  the sea­
son.
W ^ x n e n ’s  s o e x » *  VS. U C S B  
O c t . 2 9
The terwion between Cal Poly 
and U C  Santa Barbara womens 
soccer has grown immensely since 
Cal Poly was eliminated from the 
Big West conference toumamcm 
last season.
Cal Poly lost to the G at 
penalty k i ^  after a 
with many! uiducky^itaks for the 
squad.
This year, however, the Mus­
tangs hope to utilize the talented 
incoming freshman class as well os 
the many returning players fitun 
last year’s squad. Also with (he loss 
o f  Goalkeeper o f  the Year, Coral 
Hoover, the Mustang» will be look­
ing for someone to fill those shoes.
W ith both teams coming into 
the season ready to tala; the top 
spot in the conference, the Mus­
tangs and Gauchos know that one 
must prevail in order to receive the 
title.
V (ib iiic ii’f  v o tk y b a U  v s . U C
lim in e  H
O c t  2 3
Cal Poly womens volleyball 
has a packed schedule where it 
face cearns who clinched 
berths into the NCAA touma- 
 ^W n t  last year. This makes almost 
any match an exciting one. But 
even the players agree that the 
O ct. 23  match versus U C  Irvine 
will be one to watch.
Cal Poly went 9 -2 0  overall 
and 5-11 in the Big West confer­
ence a season ago. Despite the 
numbers, last year was deemed 
successful by a few o f  the players 
' saying it was due to having such 
a yout^ squad.
W ith five starters returning, 
the Mustangs —  who lost to the 
Anteaters in both meeting» last 
year— to comc^ouc with a 
m u(h better necotd and also with 
a win against U C  Irvine cn  their 
home court.
sports f r'jl ,1 . .' I '’i
Top football games: the good, the bad and the heartwrenching
Leticia Rodríguez
LETIC1AROORIGU£Z.MD(£CMA1L.COM
Since its first game in 1915, the Cal 
Poly Mustang football team has had 
its ups and downs. The team has 
smashed challengers at home, been 
victorious in last-second plays and 
been doubted, mocked and then 
praised. These are our picks o f  the 
top five football games o f  the past 
few years, both good and bad.
5 . The Triple W in
Cal Poly vs. U C  Davis. Nov. 16, 
2 0 0 8  at Alex G . Spanos Stadium
W hile beating the Aggies 51 -28  is 
certainly something to boast about, 
the reason this game has become so 
memorable is because not only did
the Mustangs win the annual Gold­
en Horseshoe Classic and defeat the 
Aggies at home for the first time in 
12 years, but it was also the teams 
third Great West Conference cham ­
pionship title.
“It was exciting to beat U C  Davis 
at hom e,” senior strong safety David 
Fullerton said. “O ur goal was to win 
the conference title and we checked 
it o ff because we did it.”
Offensively, the Mustangs had 
522  total yards to the Aggies’ 427 , 
and quarterback Jonathan Dally 
rushed for 173 yards. Defensively, 
the team scored big. Cornerback Asa 
Jackson had seven tackles and line­
backer Carlton Gillespie and defen­
sive end Ryan Shorwell each earned 
a sack. In the final score o f  the game,
see Games, page 83
W
MCCLATCHY-TRl BUN E
just after Ramses Barden put the Mustangs up a touchdown in OT against the Badgers, placekicker Andrew Gardner contin­
ued to struggle, missing his third extra point. With the momentum, running back John Clay rushed for a six-yard touchdown 
to tie the game. The ensuing point-after crushed the chance of the dreamy upset and sent Cal Pbly home losers, 36-35.
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Fullerton intcrccptctl a thrown*away 
pass for a 38-yard touchdown by
elude a sack. The interception was his the interception, but seeing the fans 
fourth of the season. in the stands singing the fight song
“It was a real defensive play. 1 wa.s and winning his first conference title 
in the right spot at the right tim e,” with the Mustangs.
Fullerton said. “We were going crazy,” he said.
W hat makes the game so memo- “It felt good to hoist the trophy up.
the Davis quarterback who tried to rable for Fullerton, however, was not It was a team effort throughout the
entire game.
4 . The H cartbreaker
Cal Poly vs. M ontana. Sept. 6, 
2 0 0 8  at Alex G . Spanos Stadium
Com ing off a great upset against 
San Diego State a week prior, the 
Mustangs were ready to deliver 
against the Grizzlies. But when 
placckickcr Andrew Gardner missed 
a 27-yard last-minute field goal that 
could have clinched it, the Mustangs 
iost to Montana 30 -28  in front o f  
approximately 10 ,000  fans. Former 
quarterback Jonathan Dally doesn’t 
think it’s fair to pin the game on 
Gardner.
“After it happened it was like ‘did
that just happen? Did we just lose?’ 
(But) we were all kind o f  shocked 
by our performance,” he said. “We 
knew where we messed up (but) we 
had to be mature about it and com e 
back next week and start our season 
over.”
Even though this game is most 
memorable for the missed kick with 
seconds remaining, other members 
o f  the team struggled as well. Ful­
lerton (who had inherited punting 
duties that year), had his first punt 
blocked seconds into the first quar­
ter at about the 34-yard line only to 
see it turned into a touchdown by an 
untouched M ontana wide receiver.
see Games, page 8 4
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Dally struggled as well in the fourth 
quarter when he was tackled and ul­
timately fumbled the ball at the Cal 
Poly 3-yard line, resulting in a safety 
for M ontana and a touchdown three 
minutes later.
But the game wasn’t all bad for the 
Mustangs. Dally ntanaged to split the 
defense for a touchdown pass to se­
nior wide receiver Ramses Barden at 
the 20-yard line in the first and again 
for a touchdown pass in the second. 
He also completed 16 o f  23 passes 
and aided Barden in breaking the Cal 
Poly touchdown record with 35 . D e­
fensive ends Ryan Shotwell and Sean 
Lawyer alst) had a great game. Shot- 
well had a season-high seven tackles 
and not only was law yer named the 
Great West Defensive Player o f  the 
Week (a rarity considering his team 
had just lost), but he al.so recorded
2.5  sacks and 11 tackles.
“Sean Lawyer is a beast,” Fuller­
ton said with laughter. “He’s prob­
ably one o f  the best D-liners we’ve 
ever had.”
In spite o f  the longstanding rival­
ry with Montana, Fullerton can still 
acknowledge a good team when he 
sees one and didn’t let the 2 0 0 8  loss 
affect the rest o f  the season.
“l b  be where you want to be in 
AA football, you gotta go through 
M ontana," he said.
3 . The Aztec Upset
Cal Poly vs. San Diego State Aug. 
30 , 2 0 0 8  at Qualcom m  Stadium in 
San Diego, Calif.
In the opening game o f  the 2008
season, the Mustang football team 
beat the San Diego Aztecs with a 
last-second 2 1 -yard field goal by 
Gardner to end the game 2 9 -27 . The 
game was a surprising upset, because 
the Football Bowl Subdivision Az­
tecs were heavily favored. Dally said 
winning the game at Qualcom m  
Stadium with a last-second field goal
see Games, page 85
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seemed straight out o f  a movie.
“You look up and you’re sur­
rounded by bleachers and whether 
they’re filled or not, it’s kind o f  over­
whelming,” he said. “It brings that 
energy like ‘Alright, we gotta show 
the world we can play on this stage.’ 
It was definitely where we felt like we 
wanted to be.”
Capitalizing on four turnovers by 
the Aztecs in the first half alone, the 
Mustangs were able to take an early 
16-7 lead by accumulating 101 yards 
on the ground. W ith a forced fumble 
caused by defensive lineman James 
Chen, linebacker Carlton Gillespie 
was able to recover, and Cal Poly 
scored again four plays later when 
Ryan M ole ran the ball in for the 
touchdown. In fact, it wasn’t until the 
second quarter that the Aztecs even 
made it onto the scoreboard and they 
never led until 6 :51  left in the game 
when they scored a five-yard rushing 
touchdown. They failed to gain the 
extra point with a two-point conver­
sion, leaving them with a mere one- 
point lead. The Mustangs were able 
to set up the field goal by a 33-yard 
drive to the Aztec 4-yard line with 
com pletion passes to Barden.
“It was a really exciting game," 
Gillespie said. “It was the first game 
o f  the season so it kind o f  had to set 
the tone.”
W hile the Aztecs led the Mustangs 
in number o f  downs (2 1 -2 3 ), the 
Mustangs dominated in total yards 
with 4 8 3  to San Diego’s 3 7 9 . The 
Mustang held the ball 16 minutes 
longer than the Aztecs. Defensively, 
the Cal Poly football team came out 
on top as well. Leading the team in 
tackles, linebacker Fred Hives II had
10 with fellow linebacker Marty M o- 
hamed trailing closely behind with 
eight. In addition to his forced fum­
ble, Chen (who was out most o f  the 
2 0 0 7  season due to an injury) also re­
corded a sack and a fumble recovery.
2 . The C om eb ack  Kids
C3al Poly vs. M ontana Nov. 26, 
2 0 0 5  at W ashington-Grizzly Stadium 
in Missoula, M T
Still feeling the pain from a 36- 
2 7  loss to the Grizzlies in the regular 
season, the Mustangs faced M ontana 
again in the first round o f  playoffs 
and beat them for the first time in
11 years in a 35-21  upset. Former 
linebacker and 2 0 0 6  Buck Buchanan 
award winner Kyle Shotwell (now a 
defensive assistant coach for the Mus­
tangs), said the team knew they were 
the underdogs going into the game.
“(The game) was a big deal be­
cause it was the playoffs and we 
hadn’t beaten M ontana before,” he 
said. “It was a cold-wcather game and 
a lot o f  people didn’t think we could 
win because we were California kids 
and we went out there and put it to 
them. We came in really strong and 
we didn’t let o ff the gas.”
Defensively, the Mustangs put 
up a fight. Recording seven sacks as 
a unit, 2 0 0 5  Buck Buchanan award 
w inner'C hris G ocong put up three, 
and safety Kenny C hicoine made one 
pick. Offensively, the team did just as 
well by leading the Grizzlies in pos­
session 3 8 :4 4  to 2 1 :1 6  and by almost 
doubling the M ontana’s total yards in 
the game (4 2 3 -2 6 1 ) . Running back 
James N oble also had a great game 
with 41 carries for 188 yards and four 
touchdowns. Shotwell said that going 
into the game, the team was prepared 
partly because they had already faced
them.
“We had them figured out. We 
knew who they were and how they 
were going to attack us,” he said, 
“and we were able to play really 
well.”
But for Shotwell, it’s not any spe­
cific play, tackle or sack made by one 
o f  his teammates that he remembers 
the most. In fact, for him, the most 
memorable aspect o f  that game is 
what happened after they won.
“1 remember just at the end o f 
the game celebrating with the team 
and singing our fight song in front 
o f  the fans,” he said. “It was defi­
nitely an awesome experience. That 
is one o f  my fondest memories from 
college, no doubt.”
1. R -E -S -P -E -C -T
Cal Poly vs. W isconsin Nov. 22, 
2 0 0 8  at Cam p Randall Sudium , 
Madison, Wise.
For placekicker Andrew Gardner, 
history seemed doomed to repeat 
itself barely two and a half months 
after his devastating missed kick 
against M ontana. Having already 
missed two in the game, Gardner’s 
third missed extra point following 
Barden’s touchdown in overtime, 
resulting in the Mustangs’ first on- 
the-road loss o f  the season with the 
Badgers winning .36-35. Gardner 
received extreme scrutiny after the 
loss, and Dally said Gardner put a 
lot o f  that harsh critique on himself.
“No matter what, he’s going to be 
his biggest critic. From the team en­
vironment, it was unfair how people 
were com ing down on him. It’s kind 
o f  sad that he let that get to him 
and stopped playing collegiate foot­
ball,” Dally said. “We didn’t console 
him as a team, which kind o f  broke 
his spirit but at the time we had to 
kind o f  move on. We had to show 
him through our work ethic that it 
was time to step up and do our job. 
You’re kind o f  more concerned for 
him as a person than a player.”-
Battling a physically bigger team. 
Cal Poly jumped onto the score- 
board in the first 21 minutes o f  the 
game with a 13-0 lead over the Bad­
gers. The initial touchdown came 
from a forced fumble by corncrback 
Asa Jackson, allowing the team to 
gain 6 0  yards in 11 plays. The game 
was a see-saw battle until Wisconsin 
forced the game into overtime with 
a last-minute 3-yard touchdown run 
by running back P.J. Hill. In total, 
the M usungs had possession o f  the . 
ball for almost 4 0  minutes, scored 35 
points against a team that generally 
allows no more than 26  and gained 
95  yards thanks to passing and 276  
yards on the ground.
Despite the 32-dcgrce weather 
and 10-m ph winds, the Mustangs 
still managed to pull out a well- 
played game against a team that 
many expected to trample them. A 
FBS team, the Badgers never led in 
the game until they finally won in 
overtime and were actually mocked 
by a Big Ten Network analyst for 
over-celebrating. The analyst com ­
pared the team's excitement to beat­
ing O hio State in order to get into 
the Rose Bowl, not beating a Foot­
ball Cham pionship Subdivision team 
that students and the media expected 
to get destroyed.
"In  actuality, we were the better 
team that day. W e were playing hard­
er, we controlled the game and gave 
ourselves every opportunity to win,” 
Dally said. “After that gam e, we were 
so distraught that we couldn’t pick
set Garnet, page 86
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ourselves up after the first round. 
It was so em otionally draining that 
yeah we played good, but it wasn’t 
enough.”
In the weeks preceding the 
game, the M adison newspaper, 
The C apital T im es, ran num er­
ous articles bashing the M ustangs, 
m ocking Cal Poly’s reputation as a 
high-ranking engineering school.
who praised the team’s offense, 
team work and execution.
“Your coach, your team . . .  
should forever rem em ber that game 
as an outstanding display o f  co l­
lege football,” Douglas Alexander 
wrote. “You should have won that 
game. C ongratulations to you. You 
have a fan in W isconsin .”
D ally said being positively ac­
knowledged by W isconsin fans and 
the media was exactly what the 
team had set out to prove.
“We wanted to prove to the fans.
Your jpoach, your team ... should 
forev^ remember that game as 
an outstanding display oi
football
—  Douglas Alexander
Wisconsin rcsidrnt
W hat makes this game so sig­
nificant in M ustang history is not 
G ardner’s missed field goal (except 
for some who can’t seem to let it 
go), but rather that it showed the 
nation what our football team 
is capable of. W e’re labeled as a 
PC S football team , yet we were 
able to give a PBS team a run fur 
their money and gain the respect 
o f  fans and residents o f  the W is­
consin area, fo llow ing the loss, the 
M ustang D aily editor received an 
e-m ail from a W isconsin resident
to the media, that a prestigious Big 
‘Pen team isn’t as big as they think 
it is. Toward the end o f the season 
when you can play as a team , the 
level o f  com petition isn’t as big as 
they perceive it," he said. “We felt 
like we should have won that game, 
and to prove some people wrong 
in the process was exactly what we 
wanted to prove.”
This article was originally p u b ­lished Oct. 20, 2009.
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that the fact the team has other rivals in “! try to downplay this game a little 
the conference who fight for first place bit, not because I don’t think it’s im- 
—  including UCLA on Sept. 17. portant —  1 want my team to embrace
That being said, it is difficult to every game like a rivalry game,” Vom 
for a league championship,” Vom Steeg downplay the importance o f the Blue- Steeg said.
oaif) Green Rivalry” and its impact on Big Holocher encourages the rivalry
Blue-Green
continuedfrom page 88
it is very healthy for his players and for cially on its home field.
However, Holocher West soccer. with his team and the fiins, stating that
the sport.
“It’s very healthy, and brings a sense 
o f  pride to the school,” Holocher said.
With the amount o f  fan suppon the 
rivalry has received, the players cannot 
help but be eager to play U C SB, espe-
“Most o f  the guys in the locker 
room arc excited to show the students 
what we are capable o f  and get a W  for 
the school,” Zamora said.
This O aober, we will see who 
comes out on top.
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“I was sitting there (on draft day) 
trying to watch the T V  —  trying not 
to think about it —  and my name 
pops up on the screen . . .  M y fam­
ily was going crazy and then kind o f 
settled down,” G ocong said. “You 
know, I didn’t even see what team 
picked me.”
O n draft day, G ocong was select­
ed in the third round by the Phila-
been done before; G ocong had his­
tory on his side.
Former New England Patroits 
linebacker Teddy Bruschi underwent 
the same change when he was drafted 
out of Arizona. As a two-tim e first- 
team All-American defensive end for 
the W ildcats, Bruschi was drafted by 
the Patroits to play linebacker. After 
seeing limited playing time early in 
his career, he later played a key role 
in New England’s three cham pion­
ships in four years —  on his way to 
becom ing one o f the most dom inant
couple o f  years (in Philadelphia) be­
cause, you know, I think o f  it as my 
job ,” G ocong said. “I mean, I play 
football as my job, and then I go 
home. 1 really didn’t realize the first 
couple o f  years why people wanted 
to get autographs from me. We arc 
just like anybody else.”
Even if  he has achieved what 
most only dream about, no matter 
what jersey he is wearing, he will 
never forget who Cal Poly raised him 
to be. At Cal Poly, he was groomed 
to be a dom inant defensive end, but 
Ellerson taught G ocong to display 
his dominance the right way.
“We would go to schools, meet 
with kids —  and it was amazing. 
We are a bunch o f  18 to 19 year-old 
football players and they arc looking 
up to us like we are Donovan M c- 
Nabb or something like that,” G o ­
cong said. “It was cool just seeing 
that and realizing how valuable it is 
for little kids to see role models like 
that. I think (playing at Cal Poly) 
did teach me being a football player
—  or whatever your area o f  expertise
—  people do look up to you and you 
really can make a difference in their 
lives.”
W ith lessons from Cal Poly in his
back pocket, on Sept. 12, G ocong 
started another season with a week 
one match up against the Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers. He will be vying for a 
chance to prove him self with a new 
team. But for G ocong, the game will 
be simplified. He won’t be distract­
ed by the crowd noise in Raymond 
James Stadium; he’ll focus on the 
task at hand.
It’s a familiar feeling.
“It’s just like playing high school 
football again,” G ocong said.
Vns article was originally published  June 1 and  June 2, 2010.
ieum^afted, if you really step 
k;k1md think about it, it’s re­
ally, really exciting, an< 
same time, it’s really, reall^
—  Chris Gocona
Cleveland BrawnsTinebatkcr
delphia Eagles.
“Being drafted, i f  you really step 
back and think o f it, it’s really, really 
exciting, and at the same tim e it’s re­
ally, really scary,” G ocong said. “You 
have no idea where you’re going to 
go; it’s this huge job interview and 
basically you have no idea where 
your future is going to be.”
Although the Eagles did draft 
G ocong, they did not draft him to 
be a defensive end. At his stature, he 
was a good size collegiate defensive 
lineman, but in the pros, it was a dif­
ferent story.
“(Eagles defensive coordina­
tor) Jim  Johnson drafted me, and 
his whole idea was to convert me 
to strong-side linebacker,” G ocong 
said. “I was excited . . .  I know it’s a 
complicated defense, but I’m up to 
it . . .  It’s just such different thinking 
being linebacker.”
Some scouts doubted he could do 
it, and in turn, his draft stock plum­
meted. But the position switch had
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linebackers in N FL history.
“lh a t  was, I think, the differ­
ence between Chris G ocong being a 
third-round pick rather than being a 
first- or second-round pick,” Eller­
son said. “It was uncertain whether 
or not someone was going to be able 
to stand up and move into that sec­
ond row and pick it up.”
W ith three years —  starting in 
what is arguably the most complex 
defense in the N FL —  as an outside 
linebacker for the Philadelphia F.a- 
gles, it is safe to say he picked up the 
position well. G ocong, who was just 
traded this offseason to the Cleveland 
Browns, has tallied 129 total tackles 
and four sacks in his four-year stint 
as a professional.
Even though he has traveled the 
nation and recorded sacks against 
quarterbacks like Tom Brady, he 
hasn’t been blinded by the lights. 
G ocong has kept his relationship 
with football professional.
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urgent care. From minor scrapes and bruises to bigger bumps and 
breaks, the Emergency Department at French llDi|iltal ftledical Center 
is where to go for fast care. You'll be evaluated by a doctor in less time than 
you'd spend just waiting at other hospitals. French accepts all health care 
coverage plans, induding Kaiser. So,ifyou4Nm’necdintfnediirtecare,0Dme 
to French.
You'll feel better 
a whole lot faster.
French Hospital 
Medical Center
A memberoT CtiW
1911 Johnson Ave., San Luis Obispo • www.FrenchMedicalCenier.oqi 
Find us on Facebook: facebook.eom//renchhospitalmedicaU enter
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Cal Poly vs. UCSB rivalry continues
I
RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY
More than 9 ,800  fans were in attendance when Cal Poly played UCSB on Nov. 4, 2009 in Alex G. Spanos Stadium.
TUESDAY DOLLAR DAZE
E ®ft $1 AFTER 5 PM
BURGER FRIES HOTDOG 
PIZZA - NACHOS • WELL COCKTAILS
WEDNESDAY - COLLEGE HDMP NIGHT
THDRSDAY - CODNTRY NIGHT
FRIDAY - LATIN NIGHT 
SATURDAY-OLDIESNIGHT
FIRST OF THE MONTH - 21 & OVER 
18 TO DANCE - 21 TO DRINK $5 OVER 21. $10 UNDER
990 INDUSTRIAL WAY. SLO 541-0969 
VtfWW.SlOGRAD.COM
Amanda Sedo
AMAN DA.SEDO. M D ^  MAI l_c:OM
Ihou-sands of fans are expected to fill 
Alex G . Spanos Stadium to watch the 
('.al Poly men’s s<xxcr team take on 
UC3SB on Ckt. 10. Ihe “Blue-Green 
Rivalry" is in full effect for the upcom­
ing season.
The rivalry first erupted in 2(X)7 
when coach Paul Holocher wa.s in his 
.second year coaching at I\j|y.
“After Paul got hired, and C.al Poly 
went nivision-I, (the rivalry) stepped 
up,” U C SB coacli Tim  \V>m Steeg 
said.
Ihe Cal Poly program was develop­
ing into a strong force in the Big West. 
Meanwhile, U QSB was coming off a 
2006  Big West (.'hampionship and 
was looking to continue its success.
On 2 0 0 7 ’s “Break the Attendance- 
Record Night” the Mustangs beat the
throw tortillas and even bottles onto 
the field to di.stract and intimidate the 
opposing squad.
“There is a Santa Barbara rivalry in 
.ill sports. (Tfie fans) know the impor­
tance of the game when we arc playing 
them," Holocher said.
The pbyers know the importance o f 
the October game as well.
Senior forward David Zamora said 
this game is always bigger than the 
rest.
“1 try U) approach each and every 
game the Siime way, hut when I step on 
the field (to play U CSB) it is totally dif­
ferent l)ccausc there are so many people 
there,” Zamora said.
Cal Poly has topped the charts with 
most fans in attendance and has some 
of the highest attendance for soccer 
matches nationwide.
“We have some o f the best soccer 
fans in the nation. They are pa.ssionate
have some of the best soc­
cer fans in the nation. They are 
passionate about the team%icÌÌh 
makes a huge differetyiÉ.
—  Paul Holocher
Men s scooer head coach
defending champs 2-1 . The next year, 
U C SB and Cal Poly met again for a 
televised match in front o f  11,075 
fians; this time U C SB came out ahead 
bearing the Mustangs 1 -0 in overtime.
“Since then its been a battle for the 
O n tra l Coast,” Holocher said.
This battle docs not seem to be 
coming to a dose any time soon, as" 
each game becomes more and more 
heated. So heated in fiict, that fans 
have taken it amongst themsdves ro
about the team and it makes a huge dif­
ference,” Holocher said.
The amount o f  support for college 
soccer has boomed between the two 
schools since the rivalry began and is 
expected by both sides to continue for 
years to come.
“I don’t antidpate us dropping off 
any time soon. There will potentially 
be a situation where we play Cal Poly
see Blue-Green, page 87
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THE FRESNO BEE
Among the first plays during Sat­
urday’s Fresno State football scrim ­
mage was a deep ball.
That the pass from quarterback 
Ryan C olburn to Devon Wylie 
bounced o ff the receiver’s chest for 
an incom pletion isn’t im portant. 
W hat was remarkable was that
got some guys that can really throw 
the deep ball. That’s always the com ­
bination you need.”
Leading the Bulldogs’ offensive 
transition from a run-oriented team 
to a more downficld-passing attack 
is C olburn, who thoroughly im ­
pressed Hill with his accuracy and 
arm strength after the coach watched 
film o f  the scrimmage Sunday m orn­
ing. He saw C olburn com plete 7 of^
I  V^’re going to play to the
of our team ... WeVe got
a lot of speed and a lot
\
—  Jeff Grady
Fresno State assistant coach
the deep-ball passing continued 
on occasion all night with differ­
ent quarterback-receiver com bina­
tions.
The Bulldogs appear set to use 
the deep ball on a regular basis 
—  perhaps more so this year than 
last.
C oach Pat Hill stated this m onth 
that the passing game m ight be the 
“lead hand” to the offense this sea­
son.
And if  the first 10 days o f  fall 
camp are an indication o f  what’s 
in store during the regular season, 
the notion that the Bulldogs plan 
to pass more and throw regularly 
downfield isn’t just talk.
“We definitely have a long-ball 
threat.” Hill .said. “W e’ve got some 
speed on the perimeter and we’ve
11 passes for 129 yards, including a 
40-yard touchdown strike to Wylie.
“Those were N FL  throws he 
made,” Hill said. “He can attack all 
parts o f  a field.”
The strength o f  second-year 
backup quarterback Derek Carr also 
rests in his ability to throw the deep 
bail with precision, as seen .Saturday 
when he com pleted 9 o f  17 passes 
for 121 yards.
O n several occasions in the off- 
.season, Hill hinted that the Bulldogs 
are gearing themselves to becom e 
more o f  a downfield striking team 
in the future as C arr develops.
The pressing question now: How 
much will the Bulldogs air it out 
this season?
see Dogs, page 95
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MCCUATCHY-TRIBUNE
When Fresno State lines up against Cal Pbiy on Oct. 2, the Bulldogs will be 
without Ryan Mathews —  a running back who tallied 1,808 yards last season.
Athletics and University Housing Rally
. Tuesday, Sept. 14th - 7 p.m. 
i  Mott Gym
* The first 3,000 students receive their '‘i am a Mustang” t-shirt on the way into the gym!
M en ’s Soccer vs. UCLA
vs.
■OGCIIll
Friday, Sept. 17th - 7 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Stadium
*WoW Ceiebratlon at the game - see your group's photo on thew
video board during the game and enjoy a pre-game meai at 6 p.m.!
W om en’s Soccer vs. Weber S tate
WEBERSIAn
Sunday, Sept. 19th - 1  p.m. 
Alex G. Spanos Stadium
Volleyball vs. CS Bakersfield
Sunday, Sept. 19th • 4 p.m. 
Mott Gym
Admission for all Cal Poly Athletic Events is FREE foi Cal Poly Students.
Check us out for a fuii promotion and giveaway schedule at GoPoly.com 
or on facebook at facebook.com/CPMustangs and like us! facebook
WE ARE THE MUSTANGS •I . 7 -
Monday, September 13,2010
Women’s soccer gears for tough regular season schedule
Amanda Sedo
AMAN DASEDO. M D@G MAI L.COM
The Cal Poly womens soccer team re­
leased its 2 0 1 0  regular season sched­
ule. Nineteen matches are slated, 
including games against San Diego 
State, Arizona and San Jose State, 
as well as exhibition contests against 
Azuzii Pacific and W estmont C ol­
lege.
'Fhe most noteworthy contest 
took place in Alex G . Spanos Star 
dium against the defending national 
champions on .Sept. 10 —  the North
Carolina Tar Heels.
'Fhe Tar Heels finished last season 
with an overall mark o f  23-3-1  and a 
conference record o f  7-3 . They won 
their 21st national championship last 
year, defeating top-ranked Stanford 
1-0 in the championship game, and 
finished atop the A CC for the 20th 
time in the last 22 years.
But seven o f  the players from last 
years championship team, who start­
ed in the NCAA title game in 2009 , 
will not be on the roster come open­
ing weekend.
“Tlic thought o f  beating them is
amazing,” junior forward Monica 
Hemenez said. “We respect them, 
but that’s it ... wc have a chance to 
beat them.”
'fhe Mustangs are trying to re­
bound from a loss in last year's Big'
West Conference Tournament, fall- To this point head coach Alex Cro- 
ing to rival U C  Santa Barbara in zicr said none o f  that has rubbed off 
last year's championship game. Cal onto his expectations for next year. 
Poly went (14 -5 -1 , 7 -1 -0  Big West) “O ur main focus right now is find- 
and sent sue players to all-conference
teams last season. ¡gg Soccevt 93
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RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY
The Cal Poly women’s soccer team went (14-5-1, 7-1-0 Big West) and sent six players to all-conference teams last season.
THINK B4U
DRINK
or your career could fade away
• Alcohol violations may result in severe academic sanctions or a 
permanent criminal record.
• Police are stepping up patrolling on campus and in the 
neighborhoods adjacent to campus, including DUI checkpoints.
• A social host ordinance is in place in the City of San Luis Obispo 
that includes severe sanctions.
IF ANYONE UNDER 21 IS DRINKING AT YOUR 
PARTY, YOU WILL BE HELD CRIMINALLY LIABLE. 
CONVICTIONS GO ON YOUR CRIMINAL RECORD.
To comply with the law:
• Keep your social gatherings small
• Do not let people off the street come into your party
• Control who attends your party & check IDs if necessary
• Respect the noise ordinance
• If things get out of control, call the Police Department.
• if your friend is in trouble, lend a hand. Take them to the 
emergency room— it's a safe zone and you won’t be reported
MAKE SMART CHOICES—  
ENJOY A BRILLIANT CAREER!
Bill Watton, Chief 
Cal Poly University Police
All letters must be 250 
words or less and are subject 
to editing for spelling, 
grammar and style.
E-mail us at:
iwistang(hii)fopiiioni§gMil^
www.miistangdaily.net
Singletary uncertain of 
backup quarterbacks
Phil Barber
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
W hen Mike Singletary confronted 
the media Monday, he was asked if 
he felt comfortable with his backup 
quarterbacks. As is oiten the case, the 
coach gave rejxirters more than they 
expected.
“I’ll put it this way,” Singletary' 
said. “1 feel good about Alex Smith.
“I feel very good about where he’s 
at. I think we have to do a great job o f 
protecting our starting quarterback. 
W hen it comes to David Carr, 1 think 
David Carr is a guy that I could grow 
to feel comfortable with. I think he’s a 
guy that has a good command o f the 
offense. 1 think he understands, 1 just 
think that he’s still thinking a lot.”
Boiling down the response, it 
sounded a lot like Singletary say­
ing, “C3omfortablc with my backups? 
Let’s just pray Alex Smith doesn’t get 
hurt.”
Not exactly a rousing vote o f confi­
dence for Carr and Nate Davis.
O f  course, Singletary had already 
put Davis on alert eight days earlier,
> when he verbally battered the .second- 
year Q B  after what had looked to the 
rest o f  the world like a decent perfor­
mance against the Vikings.
“1 think he has to get on the same 
page and really put him.self in the po­
sition to really comp>etc,” was one o f 
the things Singletary said o f  Davis. “1 
just think right now that he’s com pet­
ing against him.self, 1 really do. I really
see 49ers, page 95
MC;CI.TACHY-TRIBUNE
49ers’ head coach Mike Singletary may not he sold on the performance of his hack 
up quarterbacks, but he is still making sure they are protected, taking offensive 
linemen Mike lupati and Anthony Davis in the first round of the 2010 NFL draft.
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ing the right group and working 
hard in the offseason,” he said.
Cal Poly opened the season on 
Aug. 27  against Hawai’i in tour­
nament play. Ih e  competition 
concluded the following day with 
a match against Long Island.
O n Sept. 3 , the Mustangs be­
gan the home p>ortion o f their sea­
son against the 2009  WAC regular 
season champions San Jose State. 
The Mustangs were 7-1-1 at home 
last season and hope to continue 
their home success.
“We love the crowd support. 
It’s a very big advantage for us 
because we are so comfortable at 
home,” junior forward Morgan 
Miller said.
'Iftc Mustangs’ non-conference 
schedule looks to be one o f  the 
toughest as of late, with matches 
against the University o f  Arizona, 
Utah State, Weber State and Pep- 
picrdine. The Mustatigs will also 
take on San Diego State —  a 2009 
NCAA tourrtament qualifier.
Crozier said playing a tough 
prcscason will prepare his team for 
a very difficult conference sched­
ule. Miller agreed.
“ The experience of playing 
tougher teams will have us adjust­
ed to play our conference games,” 
she said.
C'.al Poly op>ens conference play 
at lx>ng Beach State on O ct. 1 and 
continues its road trip to U C  Riv­
erside on O ct. 3.
, Ihen the Mustangs return for a 
four-match stretch at home. 'Ihey 
face U C  Irvine on O ct. 8 and then 
Cal State Northridge on O ct. 10. 
The home stand continues with 
Pacific on O ct. 15 and is conclud­
ed by a match against non-confer­
ence Seattle on O ct. 17.
It’s the longest string o f home 
matches ail season —  a positive 
break, Hemenez said.
“Home games are always great 
because it’s easier for fans to get 
to the game when it's at home. 
W hen your fans outnum ber those 
o f  the other team, it gives you 
confidence,” she said.
O n O ct. 21 Cal Poly goes back 
on the road to face Cal State Ful­
lerton and then heads to U C  D a­
vis on (3ct. 24 .
The Mustangs will head back 
home for a rivalry game against U C  
Santa Barbara. After losing the Big 
West tournament title to the Gau- 
chos on penalty kicks, the Mustangs 
are looking for redemption.
“There’s always a rivalry with 
U C SB ; just as much as the men’s 
team. We always want to play our 
hardest against them,” Hemenez 
said.
Cal Poly ends the regular season 
with Cal State Bakersfield on O ct.
31. After that comes the conference 
tournament —  which the team ex­
pects to win. Crozier and Miller said 
they have high expectations for the 
incoming freshmen and have goals to 
get to the NCAA tournament.
“1 don’t sec why we can’t be num­
ber one (in our conference)," Miller 
said.
Ihis article was originally published  on July 28, 2010.
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Men’s basketball 
uses chemistry 
on the woodwork
Amanda Sedo
AMANDASEDO.MD@GMAlL.COM
W hat is the main focus o f  head 
coach Joe Callcro and the Cal Poly 
men’s basketball team this offsea­
son?
Improvement.
W hether it be on the basketball 
court, in the classroom or as a com ­
munity member, Callero said he 
wants his players to continue to im ­
prove in every aspect o f  their lives.
And they are doing just that.
O n  Ihe court, the team went 12- 
19 this past season, compared to 
7-21 the season before.
In the classroom, the entire team 
now has an average grade point 
average o f  2 .8 , with no one receiv­
ing less than a C  in any class. W ill 
Donahue, one o f  the team’s lead­
ing scorers early last season, was 
deemed academically ineligible 
midway through the year; he now 
has full eligibility.
This might be only fitting for a 
team constantly reminded by the 
words “no limits to improvement” 
displayed on the grease board in the 
locker room.
The improvement also extends 
to team cohesiveness. Ib e  team has 
arranged barbecues, hiked Bish­
op Peak and camped, as a way to 
bond.
It’s a great way to uncover other 
team members’ strengths, creating a 
mutual respect between the players, 
Callero said.
“It’s putting people in differ­
ent positions where different guys 
m ight be better at som ething than 
they are on the basketball court,” he 
said.
I f  you talk to any member o f  the 
team, they all call themselves a fam­
ily. After seeing the team improve 
on the court last season, C!)allero’s
techniques prove to he working.
Upperclassmen passed the ball 
freely to freshmen, sharp shooters 
passed to the big men; each player 
had confidence in his teammates.
W hile playing against South D a­
kota last season, senior guard Loren­
zo Keeler drove to the basket with 32 seconds to spare, and instead o f  
forcing a shot, he made an extra pass 
to freshman Kyle Odister, who hit a 
three with a few seconds left on the 
shot clock —  propelling the Mus­
tangs to a win.
However, with Keeler leaving —  
a player who averaged just over 16 
points per game —  comes the ex­
pectation that the other players will 
have to step up their game.
Notable players expected to be 
the new foundation o f  the squad 
are guard Shawn Lewis and forward 
David Hanson —  both o f  whom tal­
lied double digit points per game a 
season ago. Redshirts Amaurys Fer- 
min and Chris O ’Brien may also be 
asked to step in for lost starters. Also, 
forward Jordan Lewis, who scored a 
season-high 16 points against Long 
Beach State, served as somewhat o f  
a sixth man last season, and may he 
able to clim b his way into the start­
ing lineup this .season.
“W hether I’m 
more minutes or 
just happy to 
Jordan l.ewis said.
Jordan Lewis said he has been hit­
ting the weight room and working 
on quickness and agility. He’s also 
been working on both his jum p shot 
and three-point shot to com plement 
his already tough defense.
However, Jordan Lewis still knows 
the importance o f  team chemistry.
“In order for us to be more suc­
cessful, we (still) have to keep grow­
ing as a family,” he said.
O r as Callero puts it, improve.
getting 
not I ’m 
contribute,”
NICK CAMACHO MUSTANG DAILY FILE PHOTO 
Men’s basketball head coach Joe Callero and his team went 11-18 last season.
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“W e’re going to play to the 
strength ot our team ,” offensive 
playcaller Je ff  Grady said. “W e’ve 
got a lot o f  speed and a lot o f  skill. 
W e have the guys in the perim eter 
and the quarterbacks to get it done. 
And 1 know we have the guys to get 
it done pass protection-w ise.
"W e’re going to find ways to u ti­
lize those perim eter guys.”
I h c  Bulldogs threw a good 
chunk of deep balls last season, 
many with passes set up by faked 
handoffs to ex-star running back 
Ryan Mathews.
But with M athews no longer 
around, the Bulldogs m ight try 
more passes downfield —  w ithout 
the play-action deception —  to get 
the ball to their most experienced 
playmakers in the senior W ylie and
junior Jam el Hamler.
C olburn , who is in his sixth 
season in the program, though en­
tering just his second season as a 
starter, also appears ready to make 
more plays and not s im p ly .b e  a 
game manager.
“Ryan C olburn is way ahead o f 
where he was last year,” Hill said. 
“H e’s really stepped his game up 
to a very high level. Ih e  ability to 
throw down the field is very im ­
pressive.”
W ill the deep ball supplant the 
power off-tackle run as Fresno 
State’s signature play?
No. And perhaps never under 
H ill’s watch.
Hill adam antly states smash- 
m outh running remains the heart 
and soul o f  what the Bulldogs want 
to be known for.
But the deep ball is becom ing a 
favorite am ong Fresno State play-
ers.
“W ho doesn’t want to see the 
deep ball during games,” W ylie 
said.
Anyone w atching the 2 0 0 9  Il­
linois season finale will rem em ber 
the bizarre finish when Fresno State 
offensive linem an Devan C u n nin g­
ham caught a deflected tw o-point 
pass to end Illinois’ nightm arish 
season with a 5 3 -5 2  loss.
But M ikel Leshoure, who be­
gan last season sharing duties 
with three other running backs, 
emerged through the latter h alf o f  
the season and had his best game 
in the finale, with a career-best 
184 rushing yards and one rushing 
and one receiving touchdown.
I.eshoure is the most productive 
returning player on offense.
Illinois visits Fresno State on 
D ec. 3 in the 2 0 1 0  regular-season 
finale.
á K I L I .  • O A I I O I N
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continuedfrom page 93
like the kid. Ifiere is a lot to like about 
him, but there is a work ethic that’s in­
volved in terms o f  being a quarterback 
in the NFL, and he’s got to get it.”
Local media spent much o f the 
subsequent 48  hours analyzing Sin­
gletary’s rebuke, wondering if  the 
coach was truly so down on Davis, 
or whether he was trying to Ixilster 
Sm iths confidence and/or keep writ­
ers ofl his back regarding the hierar­
chy at quarterback.
W hat was surprising Monday was 
Singletary’s tepid endorsement o f  
C^rr, the rcsfxrcted ninth-year veteran 
who is in his third stint as an N FL
backup-----the other stops were with
the Panthers and Giants —  after start­
ing for five seasons in Houston.
I jte r , Carr walked a fine line, do­
ing his l>est not to contradict his coach 
while making it clear he’d be com fort­
able running the 49crs’ offen.se should 
anything happen to Smith.
“I’d be comfortable with every­
thing,” Carr said. “Honestly, if  we 
sit down and we’re in a meeting with 
Alc*x, 1 feel very comfortable with the 
offense and what they have going on, 
with the matchups they create, just 
with Delanic (Walker) and Vernon 
(Davis) and those guys, just what they
can d o .... As far as me going forward, 
I feel extremely confident with what 1 
can do with this offense.”
Carr seemed to think si)me o f  the 
di.sconnect was cau.sed by the play 
clock operator at the Oakland Ct)li- 
seum on Saturday. He and Smith had 
trouble getting to the line o f  scrim­
mage on time, and Singlet.ir>' said 
that referee Peter Morelli apologized 
to him at halftime for the cltKk oper­
ation. It was consistently starting t(M) 
early, robbing the 49ers o f  precious 
time to get a play called.
“You want to get to the line o f 
scrimmage with like 15 seconds,” Carr 
said. “Not get the play at 15 .seconds 
or get out o f  the huddle there. So it’s 
a tough deal, and when you’re trying 
to learn it and you gut a lot of guys 
rolling through there, you just try to 
manage it as best you can.”
Carr insi.sted that if the clock had 
been functioning properly in O ak­
land, his performance again.st the 
Raiders —  five pos.scssions, 11 fx)ints, 
7 -o f-17 passing for a mere 54 yards —  
might have looked a lot better.
“Yeah, I mean. I would’ve felt like 
1 did the first week, really,” he said, 
referring to the first exhibition game 
at Indianapolis, where he completed 9 
o f  11 passes for 98  yards and a touch­
down.
“It was just another obstacle, atid 
as a quarterback you’ve got to find a
way to overcome it and kind of get 
the guys going, you know, make sure 
you don’t have U)o many bad plays,.” 
Carr continued.
“We did use tm> many timeouts. 
For me, 1 can’t remcmlx-r a game 
where I’ve hatl to use nu>re than one 
timeout on alignment or an assign­
ment deal. It’s frustrating as a quar­
terback, because that kind of gCK*s 
back to you. It's like your huddle. .So 
that stuff will get cleaned up, 1 have 
no doubt."
Niners fans should hope so. Ihe 
jury is still out on Smith, and Davis 
has somehow found himself in Sin- 
glctary’s dt)ghouse.
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